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A B S T R A C T

Projection techniques are one of the fundamental methods to transform
data and make it available to the viewer when it comes to medical
visualization. In this context, the type of data involved is spatial,
such as CT volumes or ultrasound scans. Modern imaging modalities
capture a lot of information, however, not all of it is always of great
importance. Medical visualization applications often hide dispensable
data and accentuate important details to focus on the individual task
at hand. Combining the right information with an effective visual
encoding is a difficult challenge. Nevertheless, the goal is to enable an
expert to form a well-founded decision, which allows the best possible
treatment of a patient.

This dissertation examines projections combined with other forms
of effective visualization methods to create novel medical visualization
approaches. The here presented work comprises of a survey regarding
flattening-based medical visualizations, among several individual vi-
sualization techniques for specific applications. Some of the addressed
medical procedures in this dissertation have so far not gained a lot
of attention. We have also conducted several studies to investigate if
our developed approaches successfully support the users with their
tasks. Additionally, we introduce a design space for our visualizations
to characterize their fundamental composition.
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Part I

T H E S I S





1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

Vision is our primary sensory modality and this effect is known as
visual dominance, described by Francis Colavita [Col74]. Consequently,
visualization is a domain with a wide range of applications. Arguably,
all areas that involve humans and data incorporate visualization at
some stage in the processing pipeline. Not least because of the benefits
from a clearer understanding of the information at hand if data-
driven decision making is important. That said, the overall goal of
visualization is to make complex data more accessible to the user.

Medical visualization as part of the scientific visualization domain
concerns itself with spatial phenomena. Common data sources are
imaging modalities like computed tomography (CT), magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI), 3D sonography, and tractography. Based on the
obtained spatial information, experts try to develop visual elements
and abstractions to communicate relevant features of the given data to
the user. Diagnosis, treatment planning, or intraoperative support are
just a few of the applications where medical visualization attempts to
improve the performance of common tasks. A thorough overview of
the medical visualization domain in general and the relevant fields
within it can be found in a book written by Bernhard Preim and Charl
Botha [PB13].

Projections are generally used for dimensionality reduction pur-
poses. They can be data-focused or user-focused. Data-focused means
in this context that algorithms can operate in 2D Cartesian coordinates,
instead of 3D. Planar environments are better suited for Euclidean
calculations and complex analysis, as pointed out by Balasubramanian
et al. [BPS10]. For triangulated meshes, the alternative would be oper-
ating with a set of local coordinate frames. User-focused projections
on the other hand remove redundant or irrelevant information to
simplify tasks by preferably bringing all necessary data into a single
view. An important distinction has also to be made between projection
and reformation methods. For projections, the information is flattened
along one or multiple directions. Reformations, on the other hand,
first sample the data along a given geometry which is then used for
the flattening process. Figure 1.1 shows examples of parameterized
anatomical structures from different fields of application.

In this work, projection-driven medical visualizations describe tech-
niques for which projections are explicitly used and a fundamental
part of the visualization design itself. The dimensionality of the data
is usually reduced onto the 2D plane. Therefore, the design of a
medical visualization using projections has implications. Important in-
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(a) Kretschmer et al. [Kre+14].
© 2014 IEEE.

(b) Marino and Kaufman [MK16].
© 2016 IEEE.

(c) Rieder et al. [Rie+10]. © 2010 The Au-
thor(s). Journal compilation © 2010

The Eurographics Association and
Blackwell Publishing Ltd.

(d) Zou et al. [Zou+11]. Reprinted by
permission from Springer © 2011.

Figure 1.1: Visualization examples of various fields of application – (a) bone,
(b) vessel, (c) tumor, (d) brain – benefit from the flattening of
anatomical structures to simplify tasks and support the viewer.

formation should not be hidden, removed, or unnecessarily distorted.
Flattened representations of the data should also naturally emphasize
relevant features. Several design criteria are explored and exemplified
using the presented techniques.

1.1 structure of this work

In this work, we aim to apply projection techniques to visualizations
tailored towards medical tasks. Our goals are driven by the need
for simpler processes of complex applications. We mainly employ
projection and abstraction methods to the underlying data to increase
a doctor’s performance regarding accuracy, operation time, and ease
of use.

The included contributions in this dissertation are divided into
two chapters. Chapter 2 presents a review of the current literature,
covering flattening-based medical visualization techniques for several
anatomical structures. We present a developed classification scheme
to put all reviewed methods into context regarding their flattening
specific properties.

Then we will present three individual contributions covering spe-
cific projection-based medical visualization techniques in Chapter 3.
We describe how the needle placement for irreversible electroporation
interventions (IRE) can be supported through the projection of said
instruments into a circular pattern (Section 3.1). Furthermore, we con-
tribute a visual decision graph embedding for a procedure esophageal
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manometry, an imaging modality to assess the motor function of the
swallowing process (Section 3.2). At last, we end this chapter with
the description of a novel technique to improve the depth perception
of vascular structures (Section 3.3). We can show that our techniques
are suitable for their intended application through several conducted
studies.

Chapter 4 concludes this thesis with a short summary of the contri-
butions we made throughout several publications. Our articles focus
on the simplification of medical tasks to support the users in their
clinical routines. Besides our analysis of already developed medi-
cal visualizations, we manage to successfully incorporate projection
methods into our own approaches. In this final chapter, we will also
explore directions where the domain of projection-driven medical
visualizations can still be improved.

1.2 publications included in this work

This thesis is a cumulation of previous publications that are listed here
in order of their appearance in the thesis.

[KR16] Julian Kreiser and Timo Ropinski. “Classifying Medi-
cal Projection Techniques based on Parameterization At-
tribute Preservation.” In: EuroVis Workshop on Reproducibil-
ity, Verification, and Validation in Visualization (EuroRV3).
2016. isbn: 978-3-03868-017-8. doi: https://doi.org/10.
2312/eurorv3.20161110.

[Kre+18a] Julian Kreiser, Monique Meuschke, Gabriel Mistelbauer,
Bernhard Preim, and Timo Ropinski. “A Survey of Flat-
tening-Based Medical Visualization Techniques.” In: Com-
puter Graphics Forum (2018). issn: 1467-8659. doi: https:
//doi.org/10.1111/cgf.13445.

[KFR18] Julian Kreiser, Jacob Freedman, and Timo Ropinski. “Vi-
sually Supporting Multiple Needle Placement in Irre-
versible Electroporation Interventions.” In: Computer Graph-
ics Forum (2018). issn: 1467-8659. doi: https://doi.org/
10.1111/cgf.13311.

[Kre+18b] Julian Kreiser, Alexander Hann, Eugen Zizer, and Timo
Ropinski. “Decision Graph Embedding for High-Resolu-
tion Manometry Diagnosis.” In: IEEE Transactions on Vi-
sualization and Computer Graphics 24.1 (2018), pp. 873–882.
doi: https://doi.org/10.1109/TVCG.2017.2744299.

[KHR20] Julian Kreiser, Pedro Hermosilla, and Timo Ropinski.
“Void Space Surfaces to Convey Depth in Vessel Visualiza-
tions.” In: IEEE Transactions on Visualization and Computer
Graphics (2020), pp. 1–1. doi: https://doi.org/10.1109/
TVCG.2020.2993992.

https://doi.org/https://doi.org/10.2312/eurorv3.20161110
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F L AT T E N I N G - B A S E D M E D I C A L V I S UA L I Z AT I O N
[ K R 1 6 ; K r e + 1 8 b ]

Working with 3D data has several disadvantages in terms of visualiza-
tion. We as a viewer can reason about three-dimensional structures,
however, not easily resolve occlusion problems of opaque surfaces.
However, data analysis, either visual or machine-driven, is often sim-
pler in R2 than in R3. For example, juxtaposition and superposition
are very powerful techniques in 2D visualizations [Gle+11]. Also, the
two-dimensional space is usually better suited for Euclidean calcula-
tions and complex analysis, already pointed out in the introduction of
this thesis.

A variety of projection methods can be used to reduce the dimen-
sionality of the data at hand. For instance, several surveys in the com-
puter graphics and geometric modeling domain have already investi-
gated surface parameterization algorithms. However, they are mainly
concerned with the technical details of the work being discussed.
Floater and Hormann review parameterization methods for triangu-
lated meshes and point clouds [FH02; FH05]. They focus on classical
differential geometry and mapping theory and differentiate between
linear and non-linear methods in their first survey [FH02]. Floater’s
and Hormann’s second report [FH05] shifts towards a comparison
based on the differential geometric properties of the investigated liter-
ature. Li and Iyengar [LI15] discuss and compare mappings regarding
their error functions to model distortion, constraints, and optimization
strategies. In comparison, Sheffer et al. [SPR06] mainly consider the
algorithms’ practical properties, like time complexity and robustness.
If we have a look more towards surveys with a medical component,
Toga and Thompson [TT99] present their report exclusively on brain
warping approaches. Bühler et al. [BFLC04] and Saroul [Sar06] ad-
dress the process of geometric flattening only briefly in their work.
The chapter Projections and Reformations in the book from Preim and
Botha [PB13] contains merely a coarse and technical classification of a
limited amount of techniques. Understandably, the focus of their work
was not to cover the complete literature in this regard, but it provides
a good starting point to build on. Most recently, during the time of
writing this thesis, the use of animation in the medical visualization
domain is discussed by Preim and Meuschke [PM20].

Our first investigation exclusively focuses on the preservation of
geometric properties for medical projection techniques [KR16], as we
consider this to be an important criterion for a classification. However,
we found that only the geometric attribute preservation is not adequate
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8 flattening-based medical visualization

enough to provide a helpful coding system in the entirety of the
medical visualization domain. It turned out that a variety of factors
influence the effectiveness and applicability of a technique. Which
mesh parameterization technique is best for a task often depends on
the medical application itself. The intention of our survey [Kre+18b]
is to provide an expressive classification scheme for flattening-based
medical visualization techniques. We cover several fields of application
– the circulation system, the colon, the brain, tumors, and bones – and
discuss tasks, requirements, and usage guidelines for each of them.
This allows medical experts and researchers to obtain an answer to
very specific questions. Those include the following, among many
others.

• Where are the gaps in the literature?
• What kind of visualization should I use for my data?
• What kind of data do I need for the problem I have to solve?
• How generalizable is the technique I’m using?
• How well does my technique perform compared to others?

taxonomy

In order to be able to evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of a
flattening technique, we have developed a coding system consisting
of three property groups. Each group is furthermore subdivided into
individual classification axis, which function as the basis to assess all
reviewed flattening techniques. Figure 2.1 illustrates this taxonomy.

Input Data Transferability Preservation

MOD DDA CMP REP GEN DOP SCP
- CT
- MRI
- US
- …

- Centerline
- Iso-surfaces
- …

- Low(+) 
- Mid(++)
- High(+++)

- Low(+) 
- Mid(++)
- High(+++)

- Equiareal
- Conformal
- Isometric

- Low(+)
- Mid(++)
- High(+++)

Flattening Technique

- Low(+) 
- Mid(++)
- High(+++)

Figure 2.1: The here proposed coding system classifies a given flattening
technique according to seven attributes, grouped in the three cate-
gories of Input Data, Transferability, and Preservation. We use either
categorical or ordinal values to represent a technique’s proper-
ties. This allows us to directly compare multiple approaches,
even across different fields of application [Kre+18b]. © 2018 The
Author(s). Computer Graphics Forum © 2018 The Eurographics
Association and John Wiley & Sons Ltd. Published by John Wiley
& Sons Ltd.
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The first group Input Data specifies the primary data acquisition
modality (MOD) and whether further preprocessing is necessary to
obtain other required derived data attributes (DDA). Both characteris-
tics are categorical and can exhibit multiple entries.

Transferability is the group encompassing comparability (CMP), re-
producibility (REP), and generalizability (GEN). These three cate-
gories are used to describe how well a flattening method is applicable
to other data sets. The most fundamental property is the reproducibil-
ity. It describes if a projection is stable enough to be applied to other
cases of the same type of organ. Directly related is the question of
whether it is possible to compare data sets in either an intra (A-CMP)
or inter-patient (E-CMP) manner. Lastly, we include if a projection
can be generalized to other types of organs. To express the degree
to which each property applies, all three axes have a rating of either
low (+), mid (++), or high (+++).

The Preservation category encompasses the following two dimen-
sions in our classification scheme. For many applications, it is nec-
essary to determine the degree of preservation (DOP), concerning
various quantitative distortion metrics. These can be equiareal, con-
formal, or isometric, among others, possibly apply only to a certain
extent or not at all. Furthermore, users need to know how well a
technique can provide an intuitive link between the original data and
the potentially severely distorted structure in the flattened domain.
We name this characteristic spatial context preservation (SCP) and
rate it like all transferability properties between low (+), mid (++), and
high (+++).

use cases

Our taxonomy now enables medical experts to answer several im-
portant questions about flattening-based medical visualization ap-
proaches. Each of the seven discussed properties can be a guide to
choose the appropriate technique for a given application. Researchers
can also now evaluate the classified literature and assess if improve-
ments can still be made, or if an area has largely been attended to.
With our proposed scheme, newly developed algorithms can build
upon it and incorporate all potentially important characteristics di-
rectly into the design of the technique. Therefore, authors can directly
address, discuss, and report relevant properties in future work.





3
V I S UA L I Z AT I O N C O N T R I B U T I O N S

Several design decisions of the in this chapter presented visualiza-
tion approaches recurred during their development. This introductory
part is outlining a number of those aspects. We will explain what
each of those design choices are and later revisit them for each of the
techniques developed by us. Is has to be clarified that these design
decisions are not only flattening related. The construction of a design
space is a common approach for the development of visualizations.
Schulz et al. [Sch+13] present a general design space to support the
development of visual representations. The What? Why? How? frame-
work from Tamara Munzner [Mun14] is also a popular approach to
incorporate important principles into the design. Compared to the
classification scheme in Chapter 2, which is based on a more technical
level, we have tailored our design space directly for projection-based
medical visualizations.

The design dimensions we payed particular attention to are summa-
rized in Table 3.1 and further explained in the following paragraphs. In
the following sections, the same table will be used to give an overview
of all criteria for each technique. We highlight a cell in the table for
each attribute which applies to the discussed visualization approach.
Each dimension has two fundamental characteristics, but they are not
mutually exclusive in the decision-making process. Also, if a design
criterion does not apply to the used algorithms, the corresponding
row is crossed out.

2D←→ 3D

The usage of a two or three-dimensional environment for the viewer
has to be justified with great care. Regarding the visual appearance
of an application, this might be one of the earlier decisions to make.
Perspective or occlusion effects in 3D can hide or distort important
information, like angles and lengths. Consequently, the decision made
here also influences if interactive elements are necessary to be able to
fully explore the whole data set. A 3D environment can be justified
if the shape perception of the spatial data is relevant for the task.
In general it is preferable to transform all relevant data into a 2D
representation and eliminate the need for interactivity. Besides spatial
data, abstract information visualizations like scatter plots should be
displayed on the two-dimensional plane.

11



12 visualization contributions

Table 3.1: We actively considered several design dimensions during the de-
velopment of our contributions. This table gives an overview of all
attributes in no particular order.

2D ←→ 3D

Monochrome ←→ Color

Static ←→ Interactive

Authentic ←→ Abstract

Overview ←→ Detail

Suggestion ←→ Instruction

Data-focused ←→ User-focused

Attribute Distortion ←→ Attribute Preservation

Novice ←→ Expert

Patient ←→ Medical Personnel

Conservative ←→ Progressive

Monochrome←→ Color

A significant decision we have to make is whether we want to keep
the visualization in black and white or if colors should play a role
in our design. Good color selection for a visualization is a very com-
plex topic on itself, so we want to just briefly elaborate on why it is
important to consider. The luminance part of a color contains most
of the details relevant to the viewer, the color information is usually
secondary. Consequently our visualization should offer good contrast
in luminance. This allows the viewer to distinguish different elements
in our image through visual separation. However, it has to be consid-
ered that the hue of a color influences its perceived luminance, known
as the Helmholtz–Kohlrausch effect [Don11]. If we use color in our
visualization design, we have to make sure that no artificial features
are introduced through the chosen color scale. Why e. g. the widely
used rainbow color scale is a bad choice has been described by Bor-
land et al. [BI07]. Dependent on the audience different types of color
blindness might also influence the use of color. The ColorBrewer1 tool
is a useful instrument to select a color scheme for a specific purpose.
Furthermore, the semiotics of color changes with different cultures
and emotions, which is often overlooked.

1 https://www.colorbrewer2.org
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Static←→ Interactive

In exploration tasks or when the underlying data updates live, an
interactive visualization design might be the right choice. However,
interaction can be difficult to effectively incorporate into a visualization
design. Change blindness, a short attention span, and the limited short-
term memory capacity of the viewer are strong arguments against
interactivity. The eyes-beat-memory concept [Mun14, pg. 131] can be
used to counteract these problems. It is often preferable to create static
visualizations, if such a decision can be actively made by the developer.
Animations and user interactions should only be used if the resulting
change is small enough to recognize and understand. A scenario in
which interaction is not possible at all would be a visualization in
printed form. Those could be medical or scientific reports, even if they
are digitally available.

Authentic←→ Abstract

When we design a visualization, one step involves the decision if the
data should be displayed as neutral and authentic as possible or if
abstractions can be beneficial to support the user. Abstractions can be
used to focus on features or to convert a spatial data set into other
representations, like charts and graphs. Depending on the data at
hand we might not even have the option to directly display the raw
information in a true-to-life fashion. Inferred or measured features of
a data set e. g. do not visually manifest themselves in the real world.
While a CT volume can be photorealistically rendered and shown to
the user, functional MRI data has to be converted into an illustrative
visual representation before it can be displayed.

Overview←→ Detail

It often occurs that we have more data available than the viewer is able
to process. Depending on the task we have to decide which level of
detail is relevant for the application. This can be an approach purely
relying on a general overview of the data or only very specific details.
A combination of both in an overview first and detail second approach
should also be considered, especially for exploration tasks or if context
matters. The mantra “Overview first, zoom and filter, then details on
demand” has been introduced by Shneiderman [Shn96].

Suggestion←→ Instruction

If a visualization is part of a diagnostic or surgical process, we can
differentiate between two approaches of how the visualization should
interact with the doctor. On the one hand, the application can help
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the viewer through suggestions to better understand the data and
situation. With the visualization only as a suggestive entity, the doctor
can still incorporate own decisions and personal judgment. On the
other hand, a visualization can also give a doctor direct instruction on
what precisely needs to be done.

Data-focused←→ User-focused

This property reflects if an integrated projection technique is data-
focused or user-focused. We can use projections to transform our
data into a more manageable and usually lower dimension for further
processing. The alternative, a user-oriented approach, would be to
abstract the data directly for the user to look at.

Attribute Distortion←→ Attribute Preservation

This criterion relates to the in Chapter 2 described preservation prop-
erty of quantitative metrics. Here, we have to decide whether our
visualization pipeline is allowed to distort the input data or if cer-
tain measurable quantities have to be preserved. One scenario, which
requires preservation, is the comparison of multiple data sets that
require registration. Another task could be the measurement of gray
and white brain matter in Alzheimer’s disease patients. Most visu-
alizations apply this consideration in their preprocessing stages. We
also provide guidelines on when to use certain types of preservation
in our survey [Kre+18b].

Novice←→ Expert

What kind of user knowledge we can expect and which interaction
techniques are appropriate for a visualization depends on the experi-
ence of the viewer, in conjunction with the scenario and the precise
application itself. We can design visualizations that guide the viewer
in every step if no prior knowledge exists. Such an approach can be
used to make it easier for novices to get started with difficult tasks.
If a medical procedure already requires a lot of experience to begin
with, for example the execution of an operation, visualizing more in
depth aspects might be more helpful to an expert.

Patient←→Medical Personnel

Here we ask the question, whether the final visualization is also used
to inform the patient. An example of this would be the doctor’s letter
after an endoscopic examination. Typically, important pictures of such
an intervention are included for future reference. Visualizations of
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a diagnostic process, specifically designed for the patient can be a
valuable addition. Not only to inform him during the examination,
but also as a take home message to understand his diagnosis better,
whether or not and why he has health problems. On the medical
user level, we would see a visualization, exclusively intended for a
physicians or surgeon.

Conservative←→ Progressive

Compromises with regards to the visualization approach have to be
made to convince doctors to adopt new ideas into their established
applications. Replacing the state-of-the-art procedure with a possibly
better solution can lead to the rejection of the novel visualization
method as a whole. Medical experts like to conservatively stick to their
current technology and usually resist on switching to a completely
new and progressive design. An already established piece of software
seems more convenient to them as it is easier to use and is often good
enough. This design decision expresses if the chosen visualization
approach is incorporating new ideas into existing ones or introducing
an entirely new design.

3.1 visually supporting multiple needle placement in

irreversible electroporation interventions [KFR18]

Irreversible electroporation (IRE) is a soft-tissue ablation technique
which creates nanopores in tumor cells [Jou+14]. This is achieved
using pulsed high voltage, applied between several electrodes around
the target. These nanopores disrupt the internal cell state, resulting
in cell death via apoptosis – a natural, programmed cell death. This
ablation technique is not suitable to treat large volumes of tissue, but
it very effective for everything it is designed for. The upper limit is
specified between 50 cm3 and 70 cm3. IRE does not produce collateral
damage like thermal ablation or resection and can be used close to
major vessels and nerves without damaging them. This greatly benefits
the patient while recovering from the procedure.

IRE is usually performed with two different setups. Both are mini-
mally invasive. The first type of intervention is is guided by ultrasound
from the outside. The placement takes place through the skin and
is verified via CT images. The second form of placement is done
laparoscopically with ultrasound used for both, the placement and
verification procedure.

Together with surgeons, we identified navigation related problems
of IRE, especially for deep insertions. Since the IRE procedure operates
in the range of centimeters, a high accuracy is needed for a successful
ablation. The needles used have a length of 15 cm or 25 cm.
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Different requirements arise from the need of an evenly distributed
electrical field. Parallelism between needles is hard to directly observe
for surgeons and therefore an aspect where visualization can assist.
The distance between needle pairs and to the target tumor is important
to completely cover the treated area. Lastly, the insertion depth has to
be considered to actually reach the ablation zone.

Conventional visualizations can lead to an improper needle place-
ment. Such visualizations can be regular 3D visualizations or a 2D
ultrasound scan. Occlusion or a disadvantageous view direction can
conceal sub-optimal or wrong needle placement. These techniques
inherently involve a lot of user interaction.

The placement via ultrasound is usually done using an additional
warped and registered CT scan. A major issue however is the difficulty
to get more than one needle into the 2D image slice to make an
informed decision. During the insertion, a deviation of the quite
flexible electrodes can be caused by structures along the way to the
target. Typical causes for a deflection are bone structures like ribs, the
tissue itself, or a close needle arrangement. In the event of a misplaced
needle it has to be removed and reinserted. This complication is time-
consuming and can involve additional check CT scans which could be
avoided through a better initial placement, supported by visualization.

We then formulated several goals for an effective visualization
approach. One aspect is increasing the simplicity for surgeons in terms
of navigation to display the relation between needles and the tumor.
This should be possible in an interactive way during the insertion
process, or statically while validating the placement in a CT scan.
All visual cues should also be well-arranged to have an easy mental
translation from our visualization to the patient. The support for a
larger number of needles is desirable to be flexible with the deployed
setup.

To increase the accuracy through visualization, the user has to be
able to easily identify all important parameters – parallelism, distance,
depth. Deviations from the optimal case should be clearly visible and
correction hints should be available to be able to intervene directly.

All these aspects are considered to enable less re-positioning of the
needle setup, already through a better initial insertion. An improve-
ment in accuracy can save time and verification CT scans, which in
the end only benefits the patient.

contribution

The main idea of our IRE supporting visualization is to communicate
all needle parameters in a single, concise image. This gives the viewer
the advantage of not having to change focus during the operation. To
keep the overall workflow in mind, we centered our design around
the three most important parameters during the needle placement
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Figure 3.1: The needle placement in irreversible electroporation (IRE) in-
terventions can be difficult in a 3D environment (top-left and
top-right). Occlusion and perspective distortion can lead to am-
biguous situations, wrongly communicating important parame-
ters (position, parallelism, and depth). In this example, the posi-
tion of the camera conceals that needle 2 is inserted too far, needle
3 too far away from the target lesion, and needle 5 not parallel
to a predefined reference. Such unacceptable configurations for
a successful treatment can be avoided via our two-dimensional
layout (bottom) which displays all needles and their parameters
simultaneously [KFR18]. © 2017 The Author(s). Computer Graph-
ics Forum © 2017 The Eurographics Association and John Wiley
& Sons Ltd. Published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

phase – positioning, parallelism, and depth. A demonstration of how
our approach can support the IRE workflow is shown in Figure 3.1.

Our general setup is based around a coordinate system centered
at the target tumor and oriented via a reference axis. This axis can
be defined by a single specific needle or the average over several
others. We then use the plane which is orthogonal to the reference axis
to establish a radial layout, reducing the problem of the parameter
visualization to 2D.

The inner circle of the plot mainly displays relevant anatomical
structures like vessels and lesions, segmented from a pre-operative
scan. We use an orthographic projection to render those objects to
avoid perspective distortion. Each involved needle is represented
through a separate radial axis on the outer ring, depicted as an abstract
indicator. All relevant needle parameters are then added as follows.
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The first phase of the needle placement defines the distance to the
target tumor and critical structures. We overlay the image in the center
with an arrangement template for the positioning. This serves two
purposes: First, it gives a guide to help judge at which distance the
needles have to be placed. Second, it makes it possible to plan around
and avoid harming critical anatomical structures. We then add two
arrows to the center, indicating the current position of the needle’s tip
and the projected position at the target depth. This indicates the path
the needle will take while traveling through the organ and if critical
structures potentially get damaged. The tilt should be adjusted before
the needle is inserted as the trajectory is then mostly fixed. No huge
horizontal movements are possible once the needle has entered the
tissue.

To maximize the coverage of the ablation area and minimize the
number of necessary needles, we indicate a good needle distribution
around the target. Grayscale shading in the background of the outer
ring suggests an optimal pattern. We avoid a precise marker here to
only guide the surgeon and not force him into a suboptimal decision.
Surgeons can and should adjust the placement around the initial
suggestion to reduce the risk of damage to vital structures. These
markers are intended to be used in conjunction with the arrangement
template for the distance parameter in the center of the plot.

After the initial position of the needle has been set, the second phase
aims to get it parallel to the reference. This property is important to
ensure an even electrical field for the ablation. As needles are bendable,
we encode them via several segments in 2D. This explicitly encodes
piece-wise parallelism by the distance of each segment to the reference.
The outer ring of the plot’s layout is then subdivided into concentric
circles with the same amount as the needles have segments. Each
needle segment is represented by a small circle with a target dot in
its center. This dot must be superimposed with the point where the
needle indicator meets each concentric circle, implying the correct
distance to the reference. If it deviates from the intersection, indicating
that the segment is not parallel, the direction and distance show how
to correct the segment. The severity of the deviation is color-coded
from green to red, communicating to the viewer if a needle’s segment
is acceptably aligned. What should also be mentioned here is that
the two arrows, explained in the paragraph before, also describe the
parallelism of the needle by indicating the general tilt.

The actual needle insertion is the last placement phase. We show
the insertion depth of the needle using the fill level of the needle’s
indicator. The color of the fill element changes gradually from gray to
green if the needle gets close to the target depth.

Using the here described plot, a surgeon can now adjust a needle
before he takes action, allowing him to create optimal conditions.
Movements like tilting and shifting the needle correspond to all move-
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ments in our visualization if the patient’s orientation – indicated
through a blue arrow – is aligned with the surgeon’s view.

Overall, the here presented radial plot supports two main IRE scenar-
ios. Our visualization method is used most effectively if the situation
does not permit volumetric imaging for placement verification. This
is the case with laparoscopic procedures in which only ultrasound
images are available. Here, the surgeon does not have a complete scene
representation on hand and has to rely on experience. Because our
technique supports external needle tracking, we can provide a better
overview in real time. Ultrasound analysis would be an alternative
option to obtain all necessary needle parameters. The second scenario
supported by our method are treatment protocols which use intra-
operative CT scans. We analyze each slice of the acquired volume data
set and extract all inserted needles. This technique captures the setup
very accurately and simultaneously allows us to show an additional
volume rendering to the viewer.

evaluation results

To evaluate the effectiveness of our radial design, we have performed a
qualitative and quantitative user study. We have consulted three inde-
pendent IRE surgeons for our qualitative evaluation. They responded
to several example data sets that we have visualized for them and they
concluded that our visualization approach would be most beneficial
in the laparoscopic scenario. The consensus was the opportunity for
a better overview than would be possible with an ultrasound probe.
Our quantitative evaluation was performed via the comparison be-
tween a traditional 3D visualization and the same 3D visualization
supported by our 2D radial plot. All users had to place several needles
into a dummy patient. The result of this study shows that users can
perform the given task faster and more accurate with the help of our
visualization, while the placement process itself was more intuitive.

design decisions

Our visualization makes use of 2D and 3D elements to fully convey
all necessary information. The radial view combines the rendering of
segmented vessels and tumor tissue in the center with the projected
view of the needles in the outer ring. As each needle parameter –
positioning, parallelism, and depth – has a maximum dimensionality
of two, a 2D visualization of them is optimal in this regard. This
allows us to provide an overview of the entire instrument setup and
the patient’s anatomy. At the same time the surgeon can view the
current state of each individual needle in detail, especially important
for the currently placed one.
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Table 3.2: Design decisions for the 2D radial layout of our IRE visualization.

2D ←→ 3D

Monochrome ←→ Color

Static ←→ Interactive

Authentic ←→ Abstract

Overview ←→ Detail

Suggestion ←→ Instruction

Data-focused ←→ User-focused

Attribute Distortion ←→ Attribute Preservation

Novice ←→ Expert

Patient ←→ Medical Personnel

Conservative ←→ Progressive

We color highlight the currently active lesion to set it apart from
others that might be present in the organ. Each needle indicator and
all segments on it are also colored to show the deviation of placement
relative to the reference.

The developed radial view combines the display of the precise lo-
cations and parameters of all needles. However, we only suggest the
needle placement pattern for each specific case, as critical structures
could prevent an optimal layout. This has to be done to avoid pressur-
ing the surgeon into a specific placement location, which could pose a
risk for the patient.

Overall, our radial projection approach is very user-focused. We do
not flatten any triangulated geometry in our approach, we directly
present the data to the viewer. All needles and their parameters are
extracted beforehand, either obtained from the CT scan or external
tracking, they are not distorted by the cylindrical reprojection.

Our radial view simplifies the process of both, the needle placement
and verification process. There are no restrictions regarding a static or
interactive application, we have demonstrated both use cases. This also
makes the overall visualization beneficial for all kinds of experience
levels. Novices and experts both benefit from a clear communication
of all important parameters. Students new to the IRE procedure can
concentrate on an optimal placement without the need to interpret
CT or ultrasound images first. The immediate and clear feedback in
our design allows them to correct a needle’s pathway directly if it
deviates.
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As the patient is not taking part in the operation itself, there is no
point in showing him the visualization at all. There is also no benefit
even after the procedure is over. Our target users are exclusively part
of the medical staff, mainly the surgeons performing the placement.

Overall, our new concept can be considered conservative. We use
easy to understand, abstract visual elements for the display of all
needles, no particularly sophisticated visualization techniques. Addi-
tionally, solely regular 3D mesh renderings and images from volume
raycasting are part of our design. Both of those techniques are already
widely used and accepted in state-of-the-art medical visualizations.

Table 3.2 shows a quick summary of all design decisions which we
have made during the development of our IRE visualization.

3.2 decision graph embedding for high-resolution

manometry diagnosis [Kre+18a]

Manometry is an outpatient assessment method to examine the ef-
fectiveness of propulsive movements for different anatomical struc-
tures along the gastrointestinal tract. Our work explicitly focuses on
esophageal manometry, investigating motility disorders in the area
between the oral cavity and the stomach. This imaging modality
measures spatio-temporal pressure data along the esophagus using
a tubular probe to identify and classify possible swallowing disor-
ders. The procedure involves multiple bolus transits from the upper
esophageal sphincter through the esophagus and lower esophageal
sphincter into the stomach to detect abnormalities. A bolus in the
field of digestive medicine is a piece of mass moving through the
digestive system. The medical scheme behind high-resolution manom-
etry (HRM) diagnosis is the Chicago Classification (CC) of motility
disorders.Our work for esophageal menometry is based on the CC
version 3.0 (CC3) [Kah+15], however, the updated version 4.0 (CC4)
was presented recently [Yad+21]. It describes how to diagnose a pa-
tient based on different combinations of derived parameters in the
form of a decision graph. Traditional graph visualization approaches
often employ a strategy based on nodes and edges. Manually tracing
such a graph from the root node to a potential leaf implies a complete
traversal of the structure.

For esophageal manometry, doctors look at a series of images from
single swallows with each of them having several derived parameters,
like pressure intensity and timing. The most important parameters to
consider are the integrated relaxation pressure (IRP), distal contractile
integral (DCI), and distal latency (DL). The issue here is that the overall
decision is formed through the interpretation of aggregated metrics
used in the decision graph of the CC3, not by each individual swallow.
All required aggregated metrics are mentally derived by the doctor
during the inspection of each single swallow instance. This causes
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the diagnostic process to be very time-consuming and challenging
for the doctor’s attention span and memory capability. The manual
inspection is hard to learn and requires full concentration, resulting in
an overall heavy cognitive load for the medical expert. Core concepts
like eyes-beat-memory [Mun14, pg. 131] and overview first and details on
demand [Shn96] are violated in the current form of HRM visualization.

The pressure over time is most often shown using a color-coded
esophageal pressure topography plot. From a visualization standpoint,
raw pressure images with an applied rainbow color scale are not
a good solution to directly show to the viewer either. The rainbow
color scale introduces artificial contrasts and features as thoroughly
explained by Borland and Ii [BI07]. And the amount of data is also
way too large to fully comprehend.

Our goal is to resolve the mental separation of the decision tree from
the actual image data during inspection, keeping a general workflow
optimization in mind. We want to reduce the diagnosis time, as well as
the cognitive overload of the viewer. In general, our approach should
augment doctors, not replace them. We aim to achieve an optimization
of the information density, simultaneously providing an overview of
the data together with all necessary details for an effective diagnosis.
The suggestion made by our approach must always be understandable
and traceable at all times in order to give the doctor a feeling of
certainty.

contribution

Our visualization approach makes use of a single, hierarchical view
to communicate all necessary parameters for an intuitive manometry
diagnosis process, following the overview first and details on demand
paradigm [Shn96]. This allows the introduction of abstractions to re-
duce the cognitive load and limited focus of attention of the viewer.
Overall, we create a visual link between the decision graph from
the CC3 and the underlying image data. Due to redundancies and
contradicting wording in the CC3 description, we first have to per-
form optimizations for a more intuitive diagnosis workflow. Then,
the decision graph is modified to reflect those optimizations and is
subsequently translated into our visualization. We can now build up
our final visualization scheme in multiple layers.

To reflect the two most important parameters, pressure and time,
we use a two-dimensional grid layout as the base. Separation lines and
labels help to delimit relevant, discrete intervals in the classification
process. Incorporated into the grid are decision areas, connecting
adjacent cells, to encode the criteria of each decision node in our
visualization. Depending on the evaluation result of a decision node,
the respective area gets highlighted. The two main branches present in
the optimized decision graph, based on the IRP, distinguish between
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(a) Achalasia Type II. (b) Hypercontractility.

Figure 3.2: Visual appearance of two different types of motility disorders
using our visual decision graph. The clearly highlighted decision
areas communicate the corresponding condition to the viewer in
a simple, yet effective way. The embedded swallow abstractions
add a finer level of detail to the overall visualization [Kre+18a].
© 2018 IEEE.

minor and major disorders. To communicate this important distinction
to the viewer, the overall colorization of the decision areas depends
on this parameter. We associate red with the major and green with
the minor types of disorders. The layout of all decision areas, together
with their color, would already be enough information to communicate
the outcome of the decision graph to the user.

So that the doctor has all information available for an effective di-
agnosis, we now additionally embed all individual swallow instances
into the grid layout, following the eyes-beat-memory principle [Mun14,
pg. 131]. As precise pressure measurements are not of interest to the
physician, each swallow image is processed to create a feature-aware
abstraction of it, preserving typical characteristics. Iso lines show im-
portant pressure thresholds, vertical reference lines reflect the timing
of the swallow, the colorization indicates the integrated pressure over
the relevant area, and optional gray bars mark fragmented segments.
These depictions communicate the general pressure distribution to
give the doctor access to the underlying data, on top of the aggregated
decision criteria. We then reproject these abstract representations into
the overall visualization design and place them into their correspond-
ing grid cell, grouped in small multiples [Ber11].

The result of this work is a hierarchical visualization for a more
intuitive and effective manometry diagnosis of individual patients.
All available and necessary information is represented in a compact,
single view, demonstrated in Figure 3.2.

To extend the capabilities of our visualization even further and
enable the comparison of multiple patients, we can simplify the overall
visualization into small glyphs. To do so, we only keep the colored
and highlighted decision areas, as they fully represent each node
in the decision graph. We shrink everything into a small depiction,
which can then be used in another level of small multiples to compare
multiple patients against each other.
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evaluation results

We performed a comparative study between our visual decision graph
and the gold standard rainbow-colored manometry images. We asked
all participants to identify the motility disorders from several different
data sets. The results of this study suggest that our approach is a useful
tool for HRM diagnosis. However, the small number of participants
does not allow for a more detailed analysis.

We also received feedback from an expert with at least 330 con-
ducted HRM procedures, which was twofold. Positive comments
about our visualization were regarding the compact design and the
option to inspect the data in different levels of detail. A stated draw-
back was the disconnection between our visual decision graph and
the actual anatomy of the esophagus.

design decisions

The main view of our approach is a static 2D image, however, our
visualization technique can also interactively be used via the overview
first and details on demand paradigm. Starting from the most abstract
version of a small glyph, the viewer can then inspect the visual decision
graph with all embedded instances. If an individual swallow event is
of interest, the underlying data is also always accessible.

We chose to encode important parameters in color, namely the
decision areas and the individual swallow abstractions as well. This
colorization makes them instantly recognizable.

Since a patient’s case history and ulterior symptoms are also im-
portant, it is crucial that our visualization only suggests the indicated
disease pattern. This is achieved through the presentation of all avail-
able information to arrive at a well-founded diagnosis, instead of only
the derived applicable motility disorder.

We deliberately abstract the underlying data to create a user-focused
visualization, as each acquired pressure sample is not important by it-
self. Simultaneously, this allows the introduction of our method also to
novice users. Besides the support for physicians in their daily diagno-
sis workflow, students trying to learn the high-resolution manometry
procedure have now an easier interface to the data and the decision
process. The direct link between the data and the decision graph can
help to get used to the different appearance of disease patterns and
how they have to be handled using the CC3 decision graph.

Our visualization is mainly intended to be used by experts. However,
a patient can also benefit from the information that is displayed. Is
it can help to better understand the severity of the disorder and how
the physician formed his diagnosis, also to trust the decision if further
action is necessary.
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Table 3.3: Design decisions for our high-resolution manometry decision
graph visualization.

2D ←→ 3D

Monochrome ←→ Color

Static ←→ Interactive

Authentic ←→ Abstract

Overview ←→ Detail

Suggestion ←→ Instruction

Data-focused ←→ User-focused

Attribute Distortion ←→ Attribute Preservation

Novice ←→ Expert

Patient ←→ Medical Personnel

Conservative ←→ Progressive

In this work, the only applied data transformation is the simpli-
fication and abstraction of the swallow images. Here, all important
features are preserved to maintain their typical appearance.

Overall, the proposed visualization for high-resolution manometry
diagnosis is a progressive approach to simplify the process and make
it more pleasant. The only remaining visual appearance, compared
to other established systems, is an abstract depiction of each swallow
entity. The overall decision graph, including all important data, is now
displayed in a novel way, characterized by Table 3.3.

3.3 void space surfaces to convey depth

in vessel visualizations [KHR20]

In a 3D environment, additional support elements can help the viewer
to better understand the observed scene. The enhancement of depth
perception is a common strategy to make the separation of elements
on the screen easier.

Vessel visualizations usually convey functional parameters directly
on the geometry of interest [Beh+17]. Such parameters can be blood
flow, pressure, or wall shear stress. However, this makes it difficult to
visualize additional depth cues for complex or thin structures at the
same time. This has the disadvantage that such techniques add up on
visual clutter which might result in cognitive overload or overdraw of
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important information. Angiography as a medical imaging technique
is the most employed data source in this field of medical visualization.

In general, we aim for a separation of depth perception enhance-
ment strategies and a potential additional parameter mapping. The
employed depth cues seek to enhance the 3D rendering of vascular
structures. Other technologies should be able to build on top of our
work, further providing helpful information either about depth or
other general and abstract data. Our core idea is a split of depth cues
and functional parameters. The goal is to treat both visual elements
independent from each other.

contribution

Contrary to the previous two visualization techniques from Section 3.1
and Section 3.2, Void Space Surfaces (VSS) is a method to improve
depth perception in general, regardless of other visual elements used
in the image. VSS are a novel way to circumvent the issue of combining
depth enhancement strategies with informatory data, mentioned in
more detail in the beginning of this section. We are mainly concerned
with the development of a new type of depth cue to enhance the 3D
rendering of vascular structures. Therefore, in this work, the specific
data to be visualized plays a secondary role. Our general idea is to
generate a height field in the empty space between the vessels which
then serves as a canvas to convey depth, effectively creating Void
Space Surfaces.

The algorithm we present operates in screen space with the prereq-
uisite that a depth buffer of all vessels is present. At the beginning, we
determine all silhouette pixels of the vascular geometry in the depth
buffer. Each closed off contour line is then processed separately to
generate a single void space surface each.

To create the artificial height field, we project the depth around
the silhouette of the geometry into the void space. In our case, we
use an inverse distance weighted interpolation for that purpose. How
the depth values come about is arbitrary at this point, as there is no
underlying ground truth to be replicated. However, we recommend
using a continuous function. This helps the viewer to associate the
VSS with the surrounding vessel geometry.

The intermediate depth map can now be used to employ a wide
variety of depth and shape perception strategies. A survey specifically
addressing depth and shape perception for medical image data, includ-
ing vascular geometries, has been presented by Preim et al. [Pre+16].
We showcase three methods which already have proven to be effective
in other domains like height field rendering.

Surface shading allows us to anchor the vascular geometry to the
void space surface, improving the depth perception at the same time.
We discovered a very significant improvement with this technique.
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Figure 3.3: Void Space Surfaces (VSS) allow us to use the geometry of the vas-
cular structure for the exclusive mapping of additional functional
parameters, like blood pressure or wall shear stress. The two
examples shown here demonstrate the monochrome (left) and
pseudo-chromadepth (right) color schemes on the shaded VSS
to separate the depth cues from the mapped parameters of the
vessels. Additional primary and secondary isolines serve as an
indicator for structures at the same depth [KHR20]. © 2020 IEEE.

Additionally, color-coding depth values on the VSS through either
hue or brightness can be used to further enhance their support. Color
and brightness have already been used by others to improve depth per-
ception [RSH06; Bor+11; KOCC14]. We demonstrate and evaluate the
effect of the chromadepth and pseudo-chromadepth color maps. The
idea of them is to exploit the wavelength dependent depth enhance-
ment through the different diffraction of colors at the eyes’ lenses.
This effect can be enhanced even further using diffraction glasses. As
a monochrome alternative, the black-white color scale with the notion
of dark-means-deep can also be applied. This is especially useful if
conflicting colors are used directly on the vascular geometry, or if the
viewer suffers from any form of color blindness.

Lastly, we incorporate primary and secondary isolines. They give
the viewer the ability to directly compare structures at different depths.
This allows for an easier direct comparison between structures con-
nected by a single void space surface. Having secondary isolines also
helps to reduce clutter in the image to leave more room for other
information to be displayed.

Figure 3.3 shows an example with two different variations of func-
tional parameters mapped onto vascular geometry with VSS as addi-
tional depth cue.

evaluation results

We have conducted two studies to evaluate if Void Space Surfaces
improve the depth perception within vessel visualizations. All partici-
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pants had to perform the simple task of comparing two points on a
vascular structure and answer as fast and confident as possible which
part appears closer to them.

The first study compares VSS to the full coloring of the vascular
surface – both with chromadepth and pseudo-chromadepth color
coding – and a neutral baseline to identify if the general concept
performs as intended. Both strategies significantly and comparably
improved on accuracy. With regard to the response time only the
direct coloring of the vessel structures outperformed the baseline. We
suspect this occurs due to the indirection of the VSS depth cue which
is not directly on the surface of interest.

Our second study compares VSS against the state-of-the-art from
Behrendt et al. [Beh+17]. Their approach incorporates a pseudo-
chromadepth color coding along the edges of the geometry. Both
techniques aim at the simultaneous display of depth cue and func-
tional parameters. We could show that VSS perform better than the
technique from Behrendt et al. in terms of accuracy, the response time
however was similar.

design decisions

As already mentioned in the beginning of this section, VSS are meant
to enhance the depth perception of vessel visualizations. They are not
supposed to be the only visual element in the image. This slightly
changes the way we look at the following design decisions, as they do
not apply in the same way as they do for stand-alone visualization
approaches. We also have to take into account how our technique
influences the already present visual cues.

Our technique mainly helps to put different structures into context
and to get a better overview of the scene. With VSS as an abstract
concept and operating in screen space, the geometry of interest is
independent from it. However, we want to accurately represent the
depth of each object in the image.

As our approach is independent of the data and application itself,
we do not have any influence if the resulting image is suggestive or
gives direct instructions to the viewer.

VSS can be used as a basis for data-focused and user-focused ap-
proaches. On the one hand, the resulting surfaces can directly be used
to aid the viewer. In addition, further processing can be applied to
them.

The topic of depth perception inherently implies the use of a three-
dimensional component in our visualization. However, we only enrich
or modify existing visualization approaches, which allows us to inte-
grate it more conservatively into other systems. The degree to which
the already present image is extended can be adjusted in terms of how
many cues are added on top of the VSS.
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Table 3.4: Design decisions for the enhancement of depth perception using
Void Space Surfaces.

2D ←→ 3D

Monochrome ←→ Color

Static ←→ Interactive

Authentic ←→ Abstract

Overview ←→ Detail

Suggestion ←→ Instruction

Data-focused ←→ User-focused

Attribute Distortion ←→ Attribute Preservation

Novice ←→ Expert

Patient ←→ Medical Personnel

Conservative ←→ Progressive

We have no particular target audience in mind with our approach. It
is dependent on the context in which VSS are used in. An improvement
in depth perception can benefit every viewer, the level of expertise
does not make a difference. Likewise, whether VSS is shown to a
patient is completely dependent on the final application. However, we
see a greater benefit for users in the medical or biological domains.

The underlying idea of our technique does not dictate any color to
be used, however, it should complement the color scheme used on the
vascular surface to avoid any interference.

VSS can be used for static and interactive applications as well. How-
ever, the technique shows its strengths primarily in static images, as
the parallax effect already provides strong depth cues during interac-
tions with three-dimensional data sets. Then again, while a user is not
interacting with an application or no animations are shown, VSS can
be displayed to maintain an enhanced depth effect.

It can be deduced from Table 3.4 that VSS is a versatile technique,
applicable in most common 3D scenarios. Vascular data is also not the
only field of application, other renderings can also benefit from that
concept.





4
C O N C L U S I O N

This final chapter concludes this dissertation with a short description
of noteworthy future work, based on the presented research in the
previous chapters. Medical visualizations will have to compete with
fully automated approaches, which could potentially form a diagnosis
faster and more precise at some point in the future. However, as
long as humans do not completely approve of autonomous medical
systems, a sanity validation check or final diagnosis by a doctor will
for the time being always be required. Without a complete transition
to independent processes, visualizations will play a big role to support
medical experts in the whole range from the initial contact with a
patient to potential post-treatment procedures. In general, we want to
keep the human in the loop and support them with projection-based
visualization methods, often with the use of additional abstraction. We
want to mainly focus on problems which automated systems might
not be able to solve easily. Techniques that can greatly benefit from
artificial intelligence or machine learning should not be neglected
of course. The highest priority of medical visualization applications
should still be the patient’s well-being, regardless of which approach
achieves the best result.

ire surgery simulation

An accurate real-time simulation of soft tissue combined with instru-
ment interaction would be a valuable addition to procedures like
IRE. Surgeons could predict potential needle deflections prior to the
operation, or live during an intervention. This would result in a more
precise placement and prediction of the needle setup without having
to use potentially harmful CT scans as verification. Our approach to
interactively guide the surgeon to the target has to assume a rigid
instrument, as the used needles could not be fully tracked. This is the
case due to technical limitations. Only optical, external tracking of a
needle was available, which does not consider internal bending.

general decision graph embedding

Algorithms for diagnosis expressed as decision graphs are a common
tool in medicine. Manometry diagnosis is mainly based on the in-
terpretation of aggregated metrics of pressure values together with
their timings. This allows us to utilize a two-dimensional grid as the
fundamental layout of our visualization. However, we see the concept
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of an embedded visual decision graph also applicable to other medical
algorithms. Such a generalization can be subject of further research,
especially if other diagnostic processes are also based on such clearly
stated metrics. Depending on the amount of input parameters into a
medical algorithm, our approach could be applied in a similar fashion.
The idea to represent a certain diagnosis with a highlighted decision
area can work for other scenarios, especially if each decision is unam-
biguous. To fully generalize this approach, it would be important to
investigate which effect non-binary decision nodes would have to a
visual decision graph embedding. In the case of manometry diagnosis
each decision had only two possible outcomes. This results in the
potential state of each decision node as either active or not. More
than two possible outcomes could not easily be represented using the
expressive visual element of a highlight.

anamnesis integration

The human body is quite complex and even if collected data from a pa-
tient might indicate a certain type of disorder, patients may experience
other symptoms, atypical to what a medical algorithm might capture.
Doctors can now face difficulties if they would like to treat a patient
based on prior experience, but laboratory results could suggest other-
wise. The anamnesis is an important aspect of usually every medical
procedure. Incorporating such information in purely algorithm-based
visualization approaches might push the boundaries of what current
applications are capable of. During our work on esophageal manome-
try diagnosis, doctors commented on the exclusion of patient-specific
information from the diagnosis, which is often relevant besides the
acquired measurement data. We suspect that such considerations can
also benefit other applications, especially if a perfectly controlled envi-
ronment might not always be possible and the acquired measurement
data is biased or the mandated protocol can not be followed in detail.
Such patient-related information can be tracked via annotations or
other forms of remarks.

deep learning of parameterizations

Images and volume data are already successfully established concepts
in machine learning. The processing of triangle or tetrahedral meshes
are comparatively new topics. Mesh flattening in the deep learning
domain has also yet to be addressed. Very little research has been done
to investigate if traditionally iterative approaches can be outperformed
by learning-based algorithms. This could open new possibilities for
applications in terms of an improvement in robustness, accuracy, or
performance. Graph-based approaches might be a promising category
of techniques to consider as a staring point. We see the preservation
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of geometric properties of a mesh during parameterization, like the
triangles’ area and angles, as a valuable field of research. A focus on
quantitative properties is usually intended for subsequent analysis
tasks and not to create a visualization directly. The integration of
other derived data attributes like a vessel’s centerline is therefore an
interesting idea to not only flatten a mesh, but also to potentially
preserve the spatial context. The main goal of a visualization is to
remain understandable by the viewer and offer additional benefits.

summary of contributions

In this dissertation our contributions split into two main categories.
First, we have reviewed the current state-of-the-art in flattening-based
medical visualization techniques. The here presented classification
scheme provides a detailed overview of the existing literature with
respect to all relevant characteristics each technique exhibits. This
allows researchers and experts to compare different approaches easily
and it highlights gaps in the field which are potentially not covered
yet by research and are therefore worth further investigation. Second,
our individual contributions for specific projection-related problem
statements improve on the current state-of-the-art in their respective
domain. In the niche applications of esophageal manometry and
irreversible electroporation, very little work has otherwise been done
from the point of view of dedicated medical visualization research.
Our VSS technique introduces a depth cue, specifically developed for
vascular structures. However, the concept can be generalized to other
types of geometry as long as the prerequisite of available background
space is given. Overall, we have successfully developed and evaluated
all our novel approaches to provide helpful visualization schemes for
the intended target application.
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1. Introduction

In many areas of medicine, visualization researchers can help by
contributing to to task simplification, abstraction or complexity re-
duction. As these approaches, can allow a better workflow in medi-
cal environments by exploiting easier communication through visu-
alization, it is important to question their reliability and their repro-
ducibility. Therefore, within this short paper, we investigate how
projections used in medical visualization, can be classified with re-
spect to the handled data and the underlying tasks. Many of these
techniques are inspired by mesh parameterization, which allows for
reducing a surface from R3 to R2. This makes complex structures
often easier to understand by humans and machines. In the follow-
ing section, we will classify different algorithms in this area (see
Table 1) and discuss how these mappings benefit medical visual-
ization.

2. Mesh Parameterization

Finding a bijective mapping between two triangular mesh surfaces
with the same topology is called mesh parameterization. Often used
for texture mapping in computer graphics and visualization, sev-
eral other applications which exploit this projection exist. Exploit-
ing various properties of such a parameterization to solve different
problems are discussed in the following sections, categorized af-
ter their preservation characteristics. By considering medical tasks,
we examine two selected characteristics, a conformal one which
preserves angles and an equiareal one preserving area while map-
ping from the objects surface to its corresponding parameter do-
main. Combining these two characteristics creates an isometric pa-
rameterization without distortion, preserving lengths while map-
ping from one space to another. As this can be important, when
performing quantification within a medical diagnosis step, we will
take this characteristic as well into account. Thus, grouping map-
ping algorithms in the three categories conformal, equiareal and
(quasi-)isometric rather than projection and reformation allows an
inspection in which fields such parameterizations simplify prob-
lems.

Since isometric parameterization is only possible on zero Gaus-
sian curvature surfaces, either angles or the area gets distorted
through mapping. It depends on the final application which proper-

ties should be preserved to produce a satisfactory result. Two clas-
sic examples of relevant projections would be the stereographic
(conformal) and the Lambert (equiareal) one which unwrap the
earth onto a flat surface.

2.1. Conformal

A conformal mapping between two sets of meshes preserves angles
locally around a point, but not necessarily the curvature nor size of
the considered segment. Applications using this kind of parame-
terization usually aim at preserving curvature as well as angles to
capture the bending of the underlying geometry. Minimizing dis-
tortion as well as resolving occlusions is aimed for, to maintain the
general shape of present structures and features. Methods such as
brain cortex and colon flattening make use of this property to de-
tect structures which could be abnormal or allow a surface based
registration between data sets as well as statistical comparison. The
tubular structures of the colon or vessel trees can be represented on
a flat map to be used as a navigation and localization support for
surgeons, especially when structures are complex.

Colon unfolding. Unfolding techniques are used for virtual
colonoscopy, whereby the curvature along the surface gives infor-
mation about possible polyps which build up at the inner wall of
the colon and can turn into cancer. The preservation of structure is
important to identify a polyp manually or with automated detection
algorithms. Haker et al. [HATK00] calculate the conformal map us-
ing a finite element approach (FEM) and emphasize high-curvature
areas except Haustral folds with colorization. High genus surfaces
can be handled by Hong et al. [HGQ∗06] also using FEM. The
work of Zeng et al. [ZMKG11] describes a mapping to a cuboid
instead of a plane by analyzing the volumetric colon wall.

Brain surface flattening. Brain visualization is another field where
conformal mapping finds application. Measuring asymmetry, de-
formation or neural activity of the highly folded three-dimensional
structures in the human brain are important fields in medical visu-
alization. Being angle-preserving allows a surface based registra-
tion through features to compare cortical regions. However, signif-
icantly different maps generated between varying approaches can
make a comparison rather difficult as shown by Balasubramanian
et al. [BPS10].

c© 2016 The Author(s)
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Method (Name) Reference(s) Preservation Type
Colon Unfolding [HATK00], [HGQ∗06], [ZMKG11] conformal
Brain Flattening [AHTK99], [GWC∗04], [WSY∗12] conformal
Flattening Treelike Structures [MK16] quasi-conformal, shape-preserving
Colon Unfolding [BWKG01] equiareal
Brain Flattening [ZHGH11], [SZS∗13] equiareal
Tumor Maps [RWS∗10] equiareal
Brain Flattening [BPS10], [KSZ14] quasi-isometric
Vessel Flattening [ZHT05] quasi-isometric (two-stage process)

Table 1: Discussed techniques categorized after their mesh parameterization preservation characteristics

The algorithm of Angenent et al. [AHTK99] produces a flat map
using FEM to solve a second order elliptic partial differential equa-
tion to find the mapping function since the brains topology resem-
bles a sphere. Wang et al. [WSY∗12] use Ricci flow to generate
a singularity free mapping. Anatomical landmark curves are used
to match surfaces for asymmetry studies to allow the detection of
differences in cortical morphometry.

Vessel tree flattening. The flattening of treelike structures is inves-
tigated in the work of Marino et al. [MK16]. A viewpoint depen-
dent map is computed which is only quasi-conformal but shape-
preserving, thus allows an easier recognition of three-dimensional
structures in the two-dimensional map. This is furthermore aided
by an occlusion free arrangement of the different branches. Vir-
tual bronchoscopy is a good example where two-dimensional maps
have benefits in terms of navigation and localization.

As an alternative to a conformal mapping, the area between the
objects surface and the parameter domain could also be preserved.
The next section gives an overview of fields of applications which
use area-preserving mapping.

2.2. Equiareal

When it comes to problems where it is crucial for surgeons to pre-
cisely judge the size of an area in order to apply the correct treat-
ment for the patient, area preserving mappings should be preferred.
Such fields can be tumor treatment or estimating the ratio between
healthy and diseased tissue.

For polyp detection during virtual colonoscopy it is important
that all polyps are still present in the generated map. Stretched ar-
eas can destroy the quality of features or the typical appearance of
abnormal deformations and therefor lead to false or missed detec-
tions during classification tasks.

Bartroli et al. [BWKG01] present an area-preserving mesh pa-
rameterization which achieves its results through an iterative ap-
proach to obtain an equiareal mapping using nonlinear 2D scaling
and sampling.

Brain flattening. Brain flattening methods use equiareal mappings
to perform a classification of gray and white matter when for in-
stance studying the Alzheimer’s Disease. Zou et al. [ZHGH11] de-
veloped a surface flattening algorithm by first using an approach
by Gu et al. [GWC∗04] to generate an initial conformal mapping.
With the help of Lie advection, applied in a second step, they then

achieve area-preservation. Su et al. [SZS∗13] generate their 2D
map based on Monge-Brenier theory [Bre91].

Radiofrequency tumor ablation techniques destroy tumor cells
using heat applied to the unwanted tissue. A crucial parameter is
the duration of the treatment to be sure that no malignant cells
survive the procedure. Rieder et al. [RWS∗10] present a visual-
ization scheme to create tumor maps which display the distribution
of healthy and dead tissue of a tumors surface at a specified safety
margin around its center. To achieve area-preserving properties a
Mollweide projection is used.

Combining angle- and area-preserving parameterization leads to
an isometric transformation which is a equidistant mapping and
preserves lengths.

2.3. Isometry

Perfect isometric mapping which preserves angles, areas, and the
geodesic distance on the surface edges is usually not possible with
the data dealt with in medical visualization since Gauss’s "Theo-
rema Egregium" states that only zero Gaussian curvature K surfaces
can be mapped isometrically to the parameter domain [DCDC76].
With

K = κ1 ·κ2

and κ1 and κ2 being the principal curvatures of a surface, at least
one of both needs to be zero for the surface to be isometric. This
is mostly possible for developable surfaces like planes or cylin-
ders, otherwise distortion in at least on of the intrinsic parameters
is present in the mapping. Thus, the methods presented here are
quasi-isometric and try to eliminate the distortion of the parameter-
ization as much as possible while reducing complexity of the data.

Equidistant mapping in brain flattening techniques allows for
distance and area measurements across the surface in the parameter
domain. This could also be done in 3D space. However, Euclidean
calculations and complex analysis are better understood in planar
environments [BPS10]. Balasubramanian et al. [BPS10] present a
set of criteria which should be fulfilled to achieve quasi-isometry.
Additional to that they propose an algorithm which satisfies these
requirements. Khosravi et al. [KSZ14] consider not only one ex-
tracted surface of the cortex but multiple layers and track features
changing between these. The distortion of the distances between
corresponding points in neighboring iso-surfaces together with the
points on the 2D map is minimized to achieve quasi-isometry.

c© 2016 The Author(s)
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Beside a conformal mapping approach for vessel flattening,
an additional two-stage approach was developed by Zhu at
el. [ZHT05]. Regarding quasi-isometry, building up on a first mesh
parameterization step has the drawback that it weakens the first ex-
ecuted mapping by distorting it with the following step to a quasi-
isometric solution by applying both parameterization steps after an-
other. It is also debatable if such an approach can be called quasi-
isometric.

3. Discussion and Future Work

Existing visualization techniques like for example the Volumetric
Bulls Eye Plot [TBB∗07] or Aneurism Maps [NGB∗09] could be
made conformal or equiareal in order allow surgeons and medical
staff judging the patients condition in a more reproducible manner
instead of relying on their experience when distortions can alter the
visualization in an unwanted way.

Another interesting thought could be the finding of a generalized
data-aware approach, which optimizes the characteristics with re-
spect to data and task. In the best case a quasi-isometric solution
to join conformal and area-preserving attributes exists which could
close the gap when otherwise multiple algorithms are needed.

We see this short paper as a first step into the direction of
investigation preservation in the context of medical projections.
Shape [MK16] or context [MC10] as well as mass [ZYHT07] pre-
serving techniques also exist, and could also be investigated with
respect to which problems in medical applications suits which mesh
parameterization best.
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Abstract
In many areas of medicine, visualization research can help with task simplification, abstraction or complexity reduction. A
common visualization approach is to facilitate parameterization techniques which flatten a usually 3D object into a 2D plane.
Within this state of the art report (STAR), we review such techniques used in medical visualization and investigate how they
can be classified with respect to the handled data and the underlying tasks. Many of these techniques are inspired by mesh
parameterization algorithms which help to project a triangulation in R3 to a simpler domain in R2. It is often claimed that
this makes complex structures easier to understand and compare by humans and machines. Within this STAR we review such
flattening techniques which have been developed for the analysis of the following medical entities: the circulation system, the
colon, the brain, tumors, and bones. For each of these five application scenarios, we have analyzed the tasks and requirements,
and classified the reviewed techniques with respect to a developed coding system. Furthermore, we present guidelines for the
future development of flattening techniques in these areas.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.m [Computer Graphics]: Applied Computing—Life and Medical
Sciences

1. Introduction

Medical imaging is one of the corner pillars of medial diagno-
sis and treatment. By acquiring spatial data sets capturing a pa-
tient’s or a cohort’s characteristics with respect to a certain fea-
ture of interest, such features can be analyzed and observed over
time. While initially with the advent of computed tomography (CT)
only anatomical structures could be imaged, nowadays it is pos-
sible to also image a wide variety of functional properties, such
as for instance brain activity or metabolism. The growing number
of anatomical and functional imaging techniques together with a
faster and cheaper acquisition results in a large and ever grow-
ing pool of high-resolution medical imaging data, which can be
analyzed and taken into account during medical diagnosis. This
amount of data enables large scale cohort studies, as for instance the
Rotterdam study having acquired medical imaging data of 14,926
subjects since 2008 [HBM∗15], but also the detailed observation of
a single patient using multiple modalities over time. While there is
great potential in this pool of data, it also results in new challenges
with respect to its analysis, as multiple data sets have to be taken
into account and the high resolution often demands increased in-
spection times. Furthermore, as the imaged features are inherently
3D, a thorough analysis often requires the inspection from different
views.

Classifying flattening techniques. One common approach to deal
with the multitude of data made available by nowadays imaging
technologies is to exploit parameterization techniques, which allow

for mapping 3D data into the 2D plane. Many of these techniques
are inspired from computer graphics mesh parameterization tech-
niques, which define a bijective mapping between two triangular
surface meshes with the same topology. While these parameteriza-
tions are most often used for texture mapping, many other applica-
tions exist. The main benefit of these techniques is that they allow
for reducing a 2D surface embedded in R3 down to R2, and thus
make it possible to unfold the object of interest such that it can be
mapped onto simpler 2D structures, such as planes. Due to this pro-
jective nature, these techniques are often referred to as projection-
based, and with the result in mind as flattening techniques. Due to
the expressiveness of the term, we have decided to stick to the later
within this state-of-the-art report (STAR). Once a 3D structure is
flattened, it can be viewed in its entirety in a single image, which
potentially makes complex structures easier to understand by hu-
mans and machines. Furthermore, this also facilitates the compar-
ison of data sets, because the 2D projected images can be viewed
side-by-side through a juxtaposition or even by overlaying them
in a superposition, which are common ways for visual compar-
isons [GAW∗11]. In sum, these techniques have been widely used
in medical visualization.

We describe our findings from analyzing the different flatten-
ing techniques applied in medical visualization. We divided the
surveyed flattening techniques into five groups based on the tar-
geted medical entities: the circulation system, the colon, the brain,
tumors, and bones. For each of these entities, we have analyzed
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the tasks for which 2D flattenings are used, and describe the
main application-specific requirements. Furthermore, we classify
the presented techniques through a coding system, which has been
derived from the reviewed literature. In particular our coding sys-
tem has been developed such that it helps readers of this STAR to
judge the applicability of a certain technique with respect to a give
usage scenario.

One of the most important aspects of the coding system is the
preservation characteristics. By considering medical tasks we ex-
amine two categories, a conformal one which preserves angles,
and an equiareal one, preserving area while mapping from the ob-
ject’s surface to its corresponding parameter domain. Combining
these two characteristics creates an isometric parameterization, pre-
serving lengths while mapping from one space to another. In case
the parameterization underlying a flattening technique is isomet-
ric, the flattening preserves the geodesic distance between any pair
of points on the surface. Thus, measurements can be performed in
the flattened representation, which is important when performing
quantification within a medical diagnosis step. Within this STAR
we analyze these and other properties with respect to the reviewed
techniques. Finally, for each application area, we provide usage
guidelines, which we have derived from the reviewed papers. These
guidelines have been developed in order to support researchers
when developing new medical projection techniques.

Related surveys. During the time of writing of this STAR, a few
related survey papers exist. Many of these surveys are published
in computer graphics venues and focus on mesh parameteriza-
tions [FH02, FH05, SPR06, LI15]. None of them directly targets
medical applications or visualization, and their rather technical na-
ture makes it difficult for domain experts to distill which projection
techniques are useful for a given data set or medical task.

Other surveys are more related to this STAR. Toga et al. pro-
vide a, rather outdated, survey of brain mapping techniques [TT99].
Bühler et al. [BFLC04] present a survey about geometric models
for vessel visualization. However, they focus in their work mainly
on skeletonization, deformable models, and iso-surface extraction,
vessel flattening is only briefly discussed. Saroul reviews some
flattening techniques for anatomical visualization in his Phd the-
sis [Sar06], but does neither provide the breadth nor the classifica-
tion offered within this STAR. In these surveys, many newer impor-
tant techniques are not covered. One first step in this direction has
been taken in an online chapter, which was released in 2013 as an
appendix to the book by Preim and Botha [PB13]. In the chapter on
Projections and Reformations around 20 such techniques are dis-
cussed. Despite a similar topic is discussed, there are at least two
major differences between this chapter and our STAR. First, the
chapter only discusses a small subset of the available techniques,
even with respect to the literature available in 2013. Second, while
we have developed an elaborate coding system, which helps to put
the available techniques into context, the chapter only groups them
into three types: anatomical unfolding, anatomical planar reforma-
tion and projection, and map projection techniques. This rather
technical differentiation does not take into account preservation
characteristics relevant for a quantitative diagnosis. Furthermore,
delineating types based on the technology does not help to find the
right technique for the medical use case at hand.

Software solutions. Due to the importance of flattening techniques
in the medical field, in the past years several software systems
have been released, which help users to perform flattening on their
data. While describing these systems would be beyond the scope
of this STAR, we provide links to them, such that the interested
reader is able to explore some of the techniques discussed in this
STAR. When examining the software available, several systems
dedicated to brain analysis emerge, e.g., FreeSurfer [Fis12] and
BrainSuite [SL02]. The SureFit system [VEDD∗01] provides gen-
eral surface reconstruction through intensity filtering and transfor-
mations. The Computerized Anatomical Reconstruction and Edit-
ing Tool Kit (CARET) [VEDD∗01] provides surface visualiza-
tion, but also analysis possibilities which are based on flattening.
Other systems solving similar tasks, but on an even more general
level, are CirclePack [HSS∗99], Hip-Hop [ALLT∗13], and SurfRe-
lax [Lar01]. While this list of software systems is not complete, it
gives the reader some starting pointers.

Literature under review. When selecting the literature for this re-
port, we have chosen the initial papers from each field of applica-
tion and then proceeded with the state of the art. We did not exclu-
sively choose any conference of journal, as there are contributions
from computer science, mainly graphics and visualization, and the
medical field. The main criteria was that the topic of projection or
flattening has to be covered in a medical context to provide a good
overview for fast visual analysis in 2D rather than 3D. Either if a
parameterization technique itself was developed or used for visual-
ization purposes. Furthermore, we did not take the number of cita-
tions per paper into account to not exclude the most recent work.

Outline. This report is structured as follows. We will introduce a
coding system in Section 2. The reviewed techniques are then dis-
cussed in Section 3 to Section 7. Each of these sections focuses
on one specific application area. All these sections follow the same
structure: First, the application-specific tasks and requirements are
discussed, before the reviewed techniques are classified with re-
spect to the proposed coding system. After describing the reviewed
techniques, we discuss general usage guidelines for medical pro-
jections in Section 8. The STAR concludes with a brief summary
in Section 9 and Future Challenges in Section 10.

2. Coding System

To put the reviewed techniques into context, we have developed a
multi-dimensional coding system which takes into account seven
axes for each flattening technique. The system has been developed
based on the reviewed literature and the benefits and downsides we
could identify in each reviewed publication. The seven classifica-
tion axes have been divided into three groups. These groups are la-
beled Input Data, Transferability, and Preservation. Figure 1 gives
ans overview of the taxonomy we use in this paper.

Our coding system is tailored for two use cases. First, users are
supported when choosing an approach suitable for their individual
problem. Second, developers of new algorithms can identify which
properties can still be improved and which are already sufficiently
implemented and well established in each field of application. This
allows to gain a quick overview of those properties relevant to each
application. When sorting new techniques into the coding system,
a direct comparison of its capabilities is possible.
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Input Data Transferability Preservation

MOD DDA CMP REP GEN DOP SCP
- CT
- MRI
- US
- …

- Centerline
- Iso-surfaces
- …

- Low(+) 
- Mid(++)
- High(+++)

- Low(+) 
- Mid(++)
- High(+++)

- Equiareal
- Conformal
- Isometric

- Low(+)
- Mid(++)
- High(+++)

Flattening Technique

- Low(+) 
- Mid(++)
- High(+++)

Figure 1: This taxonomy graph describes our coding system with
its three classification groups and characteristics.

In each of the five individual application sections, the approaches
are sorted in a chronological order and put into relation where
possible. The methods’ corresponding classification properties are
rated and presented in Table 1 with a matching color scheme of
each group according to Figure 1. Below we will outline the iden-
tified classification axis within these three groups.

Input Data. Our first group is focused on the data to be flattened.
It contains two axes which take into account data modality and the
requirements with respect to the derived data. For the Data Acqui-
sition Modality (MOD), we specify the data source for which a cer-
tain flattening technique has originally been developed. We denote
this axis by specifying different labels, such as US for ultrasound,
CT for computed tomography, MRI for magnetic resonance imag-
ing, PET for positron emission tomography. While this property
specifies the modalities that a technique has originally been devel-
oped for, it does not mean that the technique could not be trans-
ferred to other modalities. Besides the modality, we consider which
Derived Data Attributes (DDA) are required by a certain flattening
technique. Many of the reviewed flattening techniques require the
derivation of such data, e.g., isosurfaces or centerlines. As it is not
possible to derive such attributes in all cases robustly, we feel that
this is an informative property for flattening applications.

Transferability. The second group is targeted towards the trans-
ferability of a certain technique. Some flattening techniques can be
transferred to different structures, i.e., organs, some only to similar
structures, and some might not be applicable to other structures at
all. To describe this situation adequately, we have identified three
properties within this group. Comparability (CMP) describes if a
flattening technique can be used to compare several instances of the
same subject or across different subjects. Here, we distinguish be-
tween intra- (A-CMP) and inter-subject (E-CMP) comparability.
CMP is directly related to Reproducibility (REP), which specifies
the applicability of the projection for many instances of the same
organ. We would like to point out that it can be seen as a measure
of the projection’s stability across many data sets. Finally, Gener-
alizability (GEN) specifies the applicability of the projection to a
multitude of different organs. Thus, if a technique has been devel-
oped for instance for the brain, we specify if it is transferable to
other organs, such as the heart. CMP, REP, and GEN are classified
as Low (+), Mid (++), or High (+++). For CMP, we provide a sep-
arate classification for intra- (A-CMP) and inter-subject (E-CMP)
comparability.

Preservation. Within the second group of coding axes, we focus on
preservation properties. Here, we have identified two axes. Degree
of Preservation (DOP) is targeted towards a quantitative analysis
and thus reviews the type of the projection preservation. Instances
of this property are Equiareal, Conformal, and/or Isometry for an
area, angle, and/or length preserving flattening, respectively. If one
of these properties applies only partially, we denote it with the pre-
fix quasi. As outlined in the introduction, we consider this prop-
erty as critical for all diagnosis and comparison-related tasks. Be-
sides the actual structures under investigation, it is also important
to realize Spatial Context Preservation (SCP), which helps users to
contextualize the observed structures. This is especially important
if large deformations occur. The better the spatial context is pre-
served, the easier a certain region can be mentally mapped to its
corresponding position in the original data. We provide the follow-
ing values for this property: Low (+), Mid (++), High (+++).

3. Application: Circulation System

Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) are the world’s leading cause of
death. Their initiation and progression depend strongly on factors
such as genetics, inflammation, morphological conditions, and in-
ternal blood flow. However, the interplay of these factors is not well
understood. Thus, medical researchers investigate morphological
and hemodynamic information, which can be quite challenging due
to the complexity of the data. Flattening techniques are commonly
used to support clinical physicians and medical researchers in ana-
lyzing CVDs.

3.1. Tasks and Requirements

Medical researchers are interested in better understanding the
causes of the evolution of CVDs. They analyze how flow patterns
and scalar flow parameters are changing over the cardiac cycle to
detect suspicious parameter correlations. There already exist a lot
of advanced visualization techniques that support the exploration
of medical flow data [OJMN∗18]. Many of these approaches are
based on 3D visualizations. However, due to the complexity of
medical flow data, such visualizations are affected by visual clutter
and occlusions. Moreover, a series of manual rotations is necessary
to gain a complete overview, because only the currently visible sur-
face parts can be investigated. To overcome these limitations, flat-
tening techniques are often used to generate occlusion-free visual-
izations of the vessel anatomy. With respect to the exploration of
aneurysm data, such mappings should present the aneurysm sac as
well as quantitative flow characteristics, i.e., color-coded on the 2D
structure. To support aneurysm treatment decisions, the mapping
should also preserve the anatomy of the parent vessel geometry
to observe the influence of different treatment configurations. Ac-
cording to the myocardium, the mapping should present different
anatomical regions of the myocardium as well as quantitative and
qualitative flow features.

Due to the time-dependent behavior of simulated or measured
flow data, a major task is to observe flow characteristics in different
time steps along the cardiac cycle. For this purpose, side-by-side vi-
sualizations could be used. However, only a small amount of time
steps or parameters could be analyzed simultaneously and it is quite
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Table 1: Application-specific literature classified according to our coding system in Figure 1 with matching color scheme for each group. The
degree of preservation (DOP) comprises conformal (con), isometric (iso), quasi-conformal (q-con), quasi-isometric (q-iso), equiareal (eq-a).

Input Data Transferability Preservation

Application Year Authors MOD DDA A-CMP E-CMP REP GEN DOP SCP
Circ. Sys. 2001 He et al. [HDL∗01] CTA centerline + + +++ + q-iso ++
Circ. Sys. 2002 Kanitsar et al. [KFW∗02] (projected) CTA centerline ++ + + + none +++
Circ. Sys. 2002 Kanitsar et al. [KFW∗02] (stretched) CTA centerline ++ + ++ + q-iso ++
Circ. Sys. 2002 Kanitsar et al. [KFW∗02] (straightened) CTA centerline ++ + +++ + q-iso +
Circ. Sys. 2002 Cerqueira et al. [CWD∗02] MRI none ++ ++ + + none +
Circ. Sys. 2002 Zhu et al. [ZHT∗02a] MRA, CT centerline, radius, mesh + + ++ + con +
Circ. Sys. 2002 Zhu et al. [ZHT02b] MRA, CT centerline, radius, mesh + + ++ + con +
Circ. Sys. 2003 Kanitsar et al. [KWFG03] CTA centerline, vessel tree ++ + ++ + q-iso +
Circ. Sys. 2003 Kanitsar et al. [KWFG03] CTA centerline, vessel tree ++ + ++ + q-iso ++
Circ. Sys. 2003 Zhu et al. [ZHT03] MRA, CT centerline, radius, mesh ++ + ++ + con, eq-a ++
Circ. Sys. 2005 Zhu et al. [ZHT05] MRA, CT centerline, radius, mesh ++ + ++ + con, eq-a ++
Circ. Sys. 2006 Lee and Rasch [LR06] CTA centerline ++ + ++ + none +
Circ. Sys. 2006 Oeltze et al. [OGH∗06] MRI, CTA mesh ++ ++ +++ + none +
Circ. Sys. 2007 Termeer et al. [TBB∗07] MRI centerline, contours, mesh ++ ++ +++ + none ++
Circ. Sys. 2007 Cai [Cai07] CTA centerline, radius ++ + +++ + none +
Circ. Sys. 2008 Chiu et al. [CES∗08] Ultrasound mesh, centerline +++ + ++ + q-iso, eq-a ++
Circ. Sys. 2008 Lv et al. [LGZ08] CTA centerline + + +++ + con +
Circ. Sys. 2009 Lampe et al. [LCMH09] seismic, car wind sim. centerline + + +++ + con +
Circ. Sys. 2009 Neugebauer et al. [NGB∗09] MRA mesh ++ + ++ ++ none +
Circ. Sys. 2010 Markl et al. [MBS∗10] 4D PC-MRI, 3D GRE mesh ++ ++ +++ ++ none ++
Circ. Sys. 2011 Angelelli and Hauser [AH11] PC-MRI, exhaust sys. centerline, flow field + + +++ + con ++
Circ. Sys. 2011 Borkin et al. [BGP∗11] CTA, ESS centerline, wall shear stress + + +++ + none +
Circ. Sys. 2012 Mistelbauer et al. [MVB∗12] CTA centerline ++ + ++ + none +++
Circ. Sys. 2012 Goubergrits et al. [GSK∗12] MRA, CTA mesh ++ + ++ ++ con +
Circ. Sys. 2013 Auzinger & Mistelbauer et al. [AMB∗13] CTA centerline ++ + +++ + none +++
Circ. Sys. 2013 Diepenbrock et al. [DHS∗13] PET/CT centerline, wall thickness, radius + + +++ + none +
Circ. Sys. 2013 Mistelbauer et al. [MMV∗13] CTA centerline + + +++ + none +
Circ. Sys. 2015 Köhler et al. [KMP∗15] MRI, 4D PC-MRI centerline, mesh ++ ++ +++ ++ none +
Circ. Sys. 2016 Sheharyar et al. [SCK∗16] MRI, TPM segmentation ++ ++ +++ + none +
Circ. Sys. 2016 Meuschke et al. [MKP∗16] MRI, 4D PC-MRI centerline, mesh ++ ++ +++ ++ none +
Circ. Sys. 2016 Tao et al. [THQ∗16] MRA, CTA mesh ++ + ++ ++ con +
Circ. Sys. 2016 Cui et al. [CWW∗16] CTA centerline, cross-sec. radius/area + + +++ + con +
Circ. Sys. 2016 Marino and Kaufman [MK16] NA centerline, radius +++ + +++ + q-con +++
Circ. Sys. 2017 Meuschke et al. [MVB∗17] MRA, CTA mesh ++ + ++ ++ con ++
Circ. Sys. 2017 Miao et al. [MMK∗17] MRI segmentation + + +++ +++ con +

Colon 2000 Haker et al. [HATK00a] CT mesh ++ ++ +++ ++ con ++
Colon 2000 Haker et al. [HATK00b] CT mesh ++ ++ +++ ++ con ++
Colon 2001 Bartrolí et al. [BWKG01] CT centerline + + +++ + eq-a +
Colon 2005 Lee et al. [LLS05] MRI, CT centerline, radius ++ ++ ++ + none +
Colon 2006 Hong et al. [HGQ∗06] CT mesh, centerline ++ ++ +++ ++ con +
Colon 2007 Mai et al. [MHS07] CT mesh, centerline + + ++ + none +
Colon 2008 Williams et al. [WGC∗08b] (projected) CT centerline ++ ++ +++ + none +++
Colon 2008 Williams et al. [WGC∗08b] (stretched) CT centerline ++ ++ +++ + q-iso, con ++
Colon 2008 Williams et al. [WGC∗08b] (straightened) CT centerline ++ ++ +++ + q-iso, con +
Colon 2010 Zeng et al. [ZMG∗10] CT mesh, centerline +++ ++ ++ ++ q-con +
Colon 2010 Zeng et al. [ZMGK10] CT mesh, centerline +++ ++ ++ ++ con +
Colon 2011 Zeng et al. [ZMKG11] CT tetrahedral mesh + + +++ ++ con +
Colon 2011 Marino et al. [MDB∗11] MRI, CT centerline, radius + + +++ + con +
Colon 2013 Gurijala et al. [GSZ∗13] CT none +++ ++ +++ +++ q-con ++
Colon 2014 Lu and Zhao [LZ14] CT inner/outer mesh, centerline + + +++ + q-con ++
Colon 2017 Nadeem et al. [NMGK17] CT mesh, centerline +++ ++ +++ ++ q-con ++
Brain 1999 Angenent et al. [AHTK99a] MRI mesh + + +++ + con +
Brain 1999 Angenent et al. [AHTK99b] MRI mesh + + +++ + con +
Brain 1999 Timsari [Tim99] MRI mesh ++ ++ +++ ++ q-iso +
Brain 1999 Hurdal et al. [HBS∗99] MRI mesh, landmark curves ++ ++ ++ ++ q-con +
Brain 2000 Goebel [Goe00] MRI mesh + + ++ + q-iso +
Brain 2000 Timsari and Leahy [TL00] MRI mesh ++ ++ +++ ++ q-iso +
Brain 2000 Wandell et al. [WCB00] MRI mesh + + +++ ++ q-iso +
Brain 2001 Tosun and Prince [TP01] MRI mesh, crest lines +++ +++ +++ + con, eq-a ++
Brain 2004 Gu et al. [GWC∗04] MRI mesh, landmark curves +++ +++ +++ + con ++
Brain 2004 Hurdal and Stephenson [HS04] MRI mesh, landmark curves ++ ++ ++ ++ con +
Brain 2004 Joshi et al. [JSTL04] MRI mesh, inter-hemispheric fissure ++ ++ +++ + con +
Brain 2004 Ju et al. [JSR∗04] MRI mesh + + +++ ++ q-con +
Brain 2004 Pons et al. [PKF04] MRI mesh ++ ++ +++ ++ eq-a +++
Brain 2004 Stylianou and Farin [SF04] MRI mesh, crest lines + + +++ + eq-a +
Brain 2004 Tosun et al. [TRH∗04] MRI mesh, crest lines +++ +++ +++ + con, eq-a ++
Brain 2004 Tosun et al. [TRP04] MRI mesh, crest lines +++ +++ +++ + con, eq-a ++
Brain 2004 Wang et al. [WGC∗04a] MRI mesh, landmark curves ++ ++ +++ ++ con ++
Brain 2004 Wang et al. [WGC∗04b] MRI tetrahedral mesh + + +++ ++ con +
Brain 2006 Memoli et al. [MST06] MRI mesh, landmark curves +++ +++ +++ ++ q-iso +
Brain 2008 Kwon et al. [KHP08] MRI, MPRAGE mesh + + +++ + q-iso +
Brain 2008 Wang et al. [WGC∗08a] MRI mesh, landmark curves +++ +++ ++ ++ con ++
Brain 2009 Hurdal and Stephenson [HS09] MRI mesh, landmark curves ++ ++ ++ ++ con +
Brain 2010 Balasubramanian et al. [BPS10] MRI, PET mesh +++ +++ ++ +++ q-iso +
Brain 2010 Lui et al. [LTW∗10] MRI mesh, landmark curves ++ ++ ++ ++ con ++
Brain 2011 Zou et al. [ZHGH11] MRI mesh + + +++ +++ eq-a +
Brain 2012 Wang et al. [WSY∗12] MRI mesh, landmark curves +++ +++ +++ +++ con ++
Brain 2013 Su et al. [SZS∗13] MRI mesh ++ ++ ++ ++ eq-a +
Brain 2013 Auzias et al. [ALLT∗13] MRI mesh, landmark curves +++ +++ +++ + con ++
Brain 2014 Khosravi and Soltanian-Zadeh [KSZ14] MRI multi-surface mesh ++ ++ ++ + q-iso +
Brain 2015 Choi et al. [CLL15] MRI mesh, landmark curves +++ +++ +++ + con ++
Tumor 2010 Rieder et al. [RWS∗10] MRI segmentation + + ++ ++ none +
Tumor 2010 Diepenbrock et al. [DPL∗10] MRI segmentation + + ++ ++ none ++
Bone 2005 Vrtovec et al. [VLP05] CT centerline + + +++ + none, con ++
Bone 2006 Vrtovec et al. [VOG∗06] CT centerline + + +++ + none, con ++
Bone 2006 Saroul [Sar06] CT segmentation, central surface +++ +++ +++ +++ eq-a +
Bone 2007 Vrtovec et al. [VOG∗07] CT centerline + + +++ + none, con ++
Bone 2010 Kok et al. [KBH∗10] CT segmentation, central surface +++ +++ +++ +++ eq-a +
Bone 2010 Ringl et al. [RSS∗10] CT segmentation +++ +++ + + none +
Bone 2012 Coffey et al. [CKHS∗12] CT none ++ ++ +++ ++ q-iso +++
Bone 2013 Klemm et al. [KLR∗13] CT none +++ +++ +++ + eq-a +
Bone 2014 Kretschmer et al. [KST∗14] none defined surface ++ ++ +++ +++ con, q-iso +++
Bone 2015 Vrtovec [VOG∗07] CT centerline + + +++ + none, con ++
Bone 2015 Ringl et al. [RLT∗15] CT none +++ +++ ++ + q-iso +++
Bone 2017 De Leener et al. [DMD∗17] MRI centerline +++ +++ +++ + con +++
Bone 2017 Martinke et al. [MPG∗17] CT centerline, radius, cross-section +++ +++ +++ + con ++
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Figure 2: Segments of the Cardiac Bull’s Eye Plot. The my-
ocardium is mapped on a circumferential polar plot, consisting of
17 segments. (From [CWD∗02])

difficult for the medical expert to mentally combine these multi-
ple images. Thus, mapping techniques are used to depict spatio-
temporal features in a more dense visualization. Important qualita-
tive features are vortices related to pathogenesis. The flattening of
the respective vasculature should depict where and at which point
in time such flow patterns occur.

Besides exploration of an individual data set, comparing healthy
and pathological data sets is essential to improve diagnosis and
treatment planning. Similar to the observation task, side-by-side
views are used for comparison in medical research literature. Due
to the limitations of 3D visualizations, flattening techniques are
also used for comparing data before and after treatment, among
different treatment scenarios, and across patients. Similar to the
previous tasks, it is important to depict scalar and vectorial blood
flow information as well as the vessel morphology. Moreover, inter-
esting regions, i.e., according to user-selected scalar fields should
be highlighted. In the following section we will describe flattening
techniques, developed in the context of the circulation system.

3.2. Techniques

Within this subsection, we review flattening techniques related to
the circulation system. Thus, we will discuss myocard flattening
in Section 3.2.1, aneurysm maps in Section 3.2.2, vessel fattening
in Section 3.2.3, and placenta maps in Section 3.2.4.

3.2.1. Myocard Flattening

The Cardiac Bull’s Eye Plot (BEP) is very popular and a basis for
many plots related to cardiac imaging. It is based on a standard seg-
mentation of the myocardium [CWD∗02]. Parts of the heart wall
are projected onto 17 planar segments, arranged circularly, see Fig-
ure 2. This results in an anatomical unfolding of the conical heart
wall, where the cardiac apex is mapped to the center of the plot.
With the help of the BEP, it is possible to reduce complex 3D data
to a simple 2D visualization. Cardiologists are trained with this seg-
ment division worldwide, so that they can immediately interpret the
presented information and mentally reconstruct the original geom-
etry.

Figure 3: Visualization of rest and stress perfusion using a refined
BEP. Each ring represents an ischemic area from anterior to in-
feroseptal along the septum. Dark regions indicate a diminished
perfusion. Segment 17 (yellow area) is missing since no slice has
been acquired at the apex itself. (From [OGH∗06])

Oeltze et al. [OGH∗06] use the BEP to display perfusion data
that is relevant for the diagnosis of coronary heart disease, see Fig-
ure 3. Perfusion data is often acquired at rest and under stress, in-
duced by specific medicines. For the simultaneous representation of
rest and stress perfusion, the number of segments is doubled along
the rings of the plot, resulting in 34 segments. This ring-wise sub-
division of the segments ensures that adjacent segments in the plot
are adjacent to the heart wall. In this way, the influence of rest and
stress on the perfusion in the respective area can be visualized.

The standard BEP exhibits some limitations. First, the segments
give a quantized view of the data and do not display the amount of
scar tissue and its distribution simultaneously. Moreover, the BEP
does not provide any anatomical information. To overcome these
disadvantages, Teermeer et al. [TBB∗07] introduce the volumet-
ric BEP (VBEP), see Figure 4. Similar to the BEB, the shape of
the ventricle is mapped to a cone which is unfolded onto a plane.
However, to construct the VBEP, the thickness of the heart wall
has to be mapped to the thickness of the cylinder. This removes
discontinuities in the representation of the data and the resulting
volume preserves the amount and position of scar tissue. Further-
more, anatomical information is added to the VBEP by projecting
the coronary arteries and displaying two dots representing the loca-
tions where the right ventricle joins the left ventricle.

Sheharyar et al. [SCK∗16] provide novel visualization tech-
niques to analyze regional motion patterns of the myocardium us-
ing the BEP. With this technique, abnormal motion of myocardium
can be detected, which is an important indicator for multiple car-
diac pathologies. They used two coordinated views for navigating
through the spatio-temporal domain. The first view consists of three
arranged plots that visualize the myocardial motion over the car-
diac cycle at three slices along the left ventricle. For this purpose,
the temporal component of motion is mapped to the plot’s radius,
and its anatomical location is mapped to the plot’s angle. The sec-
ond view allows for a more detailed exploration of an individual
time step, in which motion is depicted based on the segments of the
BEP. For visual encoding of the myocardial motion, different tech-
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Figure 4: The left image shows a VBEP with a global cursor (in-
dicated with the red arrow) highlighting scar tissue of the my-
ocardium. The same region is highlighted in an anatomical view,
presented in the right image. (From [TBB∗07])

niques are provided, i.e., warped BEP segments, pins, and warped
lines, where a blue-to-red color scale is used to depict the motion
strength for all designs. These techniques are inspired by the work
of Föll et al. [FJS∗09], who visualized myocardial motion with ar-
row glyphs on the BEP.

Markl et al. [MBS∗10] present a 2D plot representation which
transfers the segment-wise subdivision of the BEP to the aorta,
see Figure 5. The aim is to investigate correlations between plaques
and forces acting on the vessel wall, such as the Wall Shear
Stress (WSS). For this purpose a study with 94 patients was per-
formed, where 144 plaques thicker than 4 mm were localized
within the aorta. For the exploration of the wall forces, eight planes,
intersecting the vessel surface, are calculated. Each intersecting
plane is subdivided into 12 segments and each segment is colored
according to the WSS by using a dark blue-to-white color map. All
segments of all intersecting planes are arranged in a circle. Yel-
low markings indicate critical aortic areas with respect to the wall
forces and at the same time they facilitate the orientation. Further-
more, the number of plaques was color-coded for each segment to
find suspicious regions.

Köhler et al. [KMP∗15] have developed a circular plot, called
Aortic Vortex Plot (AVP), based on the BEP to represent vortical
blood flow in the aorta, see Figure 6. The aim is to enable an ef-
ficient analysis of aortic vortices that are presumed to be a strong
indication of several cardiovascular diseases. The AVP provides de-
tailed information about the spatial and temporal position of vortex
flow and avoids the visual clutter of a path line-based flow represen-
tation. For the mapping of the vortex flow, representing path lines,
the radius and angle of the AVP is used. The temporal position of
each path line point is mapped to the angle. Its corresponding aortic
section is mapped to the radius.

Meuschke et al. [MKP∗16] extend the approach by Köhler et
al. [KMP∗15] to analyze the spatial-temporal behavior of aortic
vortex entities over the cardiac cycle. They restrict the number of
radial segments to four based on an anatomically motivated sub-
division and color-code predetermined vortex entities over time.
Therefore, path lines representing aortic vortex flow are clustered
to obtain vortex entities. For each path line point the corresponding
plot segment is calculated. It is colored according to the pre-defined

Figure 5: Map-based analysis of correlations between plaques
and the Wall Shear Stress in the ascending aorta. The aortic map
contains 12 segments along the vessel circumference and is con-
structed using eight cutting planes. The color-coding represents
the averaged distribution of the mean WSS and OSI per segment.
(From [MBS∗10])

Figure 6: Grid-based view of different AVPs. In (a), diastolic (left)
and systolic vortex flow (right) of a patient with an aortic ecta-
sia is depicted. In (b), two larger AVPs of probands are presented
on the left side as a reference, and on the right side three more
probands (3,7,10) as well as two patients with an ectasia (1,11)
and seven patients with a bicuspid aortic valve are illustrated.
(From [KMP∗15])

vortex color. For the mapping of the path line points the approach
by Köhler et al. [KMP∗15] has been used.

3.2.2. Aneurysm Maps

Cerebral aneurysms are widenings of cerebral arteries that bear a
risk of rupture. They often have an irregular and complex shape
that complicates their analysis. A visual inspection of the aneurysm
wall and associated wall parameters in 3D requires interaction and
a mental integration of currently visible and hidden surface parts.
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Figure 7: Map projection of a cerebral aneurysm. In the center, the
colored 3D vascular surface is depicted surrounded by a five-part
map showing the flow information of the left, right, upper, lower,
and retral sides of the aneurysm surface. (From [NGB∗09])

Thus, several publications discuss the generation of more abstract
representations such as a sphere or a 2D map.

A simple visualization of scalar flow information is to color-code
the scalar values on the three-dimensional vessel surface. However,
not all areas of the surface can be analyzed at the same time. Neuge-
bauer et al. [NGB∗09] present a map that projects scalar flow data
of cerebral aneurysms. This is combined with a 3D view of the
geometry to establish a relation between both views. In the center
of the illustration, the colored 3D vascular surface is shown, sur-
rounded by the map, see Figure 7. The map consists of five regions,
which represent the flow information of the left, right, upper, lower
and back sides of the vessel surface. Outgoing vessels obscuring the
map are displayed semi-transparently. A bi-directional interaction
between the two views allows fast and easy navigation and analysis
of the data.

Goubergrits et al. [GSK∗12] transform the aneurysm surface to
a uniform spherical shape to analyze statistical WSS distributions.
Therefore, the vertices of the aneurysm surface are transformed to-
wards the center of mass of the aneurysm, where they ensured that
the distance to the center is equal for all vertices. The sphere is
then mapped to a disc using an azimuthal equidistant projection.
For convex structures, where the center of mass lies inside the sur-
face, this approach produces reasonable results. However, for more
irregularly shaped aneurysms, where the center of mass is located
outside the surface, this method leads to area distortions of the cal-
culated disc representation which increases for regions more distant
to the map’s center (aneurysm dome).

Tao et al. [THQ∗16] present the VesselMap, a 2D visualization
of a cerebral aneurysm and parent vasculature, see Figure 8. The
view-dependent mapping is formulated as a 2D graph layout op-
timization problem. Small spatial partitions of the vasculature in
3D are considered as nodes that must not overlap in 2D while at
the same time spatial relations must be preserved. The result ex-
hibits rather strong local distortions but the overall vascular topol-
ogy is maintained. The VesselMap is integrated in an interactive
visual analysis framework and serves as a fast interaction with the
associated hemodynamic data, e.g., by brushing interesting spatial
regions.

Figure 8: Mapping from the 3D volume space to a 2D VesselMap
representation. (a) shows the mesh structure of the VesselMap.
(b) shows streamline visualization with a semi-transparent vessel
structure. (From [THQ∗16])

(a) (b)

Figure 9: For the 2D map generation, the user defines markers
along the aneurysm ostium that are connected to a cut line and
two markers on the dome (one is depicted as red point) (a). The
surface is unfolded where the dome markers and the ostium were
emphasized in the map (b).

Meuschke et al. [MVB∗17] use the least squares conformal
maps technique [LPRM02] to parameterize the aneurysm surface,
see Figure 9. They generated a 2D aneurysm map that provides an
occlusion-free overview visualization. The map correctly depicts
angles but suffers from area distortions. It requires a user-defined
delineation of the aneurysm ostium along which the surface is cut
off as well as the definition of two landmarks for parameteriza-
tion. The map can be colored according to one hemodynamic or
morphological parameter and hatched according to a second. This
allows a simultaneous analysis of two scalar fields to identify pos-
sible rupture-prone correlations. The map is bidirectionally linked
to a 3D view of the aneurysm showing the same encoding.

3.2.3. Vessel Flattening

Achenbach et al. [AMRB98] introduce curved multiplanar recon-
structions to inspect the interior of blood vessels along a curve.
This approach builds the foundations for curved planar reformation
(CPR). Kanitsar et al. [KFW∗02,Kan04] distinguish between three
types of curved planar reformation (CPR), depending on the way
the centerline is projected or flattened into the image space, as il-
lustrated in Figure 11. One important aspect is that CPRs are not
only characterized by a curved cut through a blood vessel along
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(a) (b)

Figure 10: A stenosis (white arrows) of a postmortem pig heart.
(a) shows the common angiogram, whereas (b) demonstrates the
MAR that clearly represents the stenosis. (From [HDL∗01])

its centerline to visualize the vessel lumen. It also provides a cut
through the surrounding parts of the vessel as well. This is consid-
ered useful, as possible other diseases could be spotted during the
assessment of the vessel. As the vascular system usually consists
of more than one vessel, inspecting each separately using CPR is a
time-consuming task. Therefore, a multi-path curved planar ref-
ormation (mpCPR) can be assembled out of the individual CPRs
by means of image partitioning [KFW∗02,Kan04,KFWG06]. Sub-
sequently, we explain each type of CPR in detail.

He et al. [HDL∗01] propose medial axis reformation (MAR), a
technique for creating curved cuts along the medial axis or center-
line of a blood vessel to inspect its interior for potential pathologies
such as stenoses. Their approach firstly partitions a single vessel
into slabs or regions of interest (RoI) along the centerline and com-
putes the centroids of each of these slabs. Secondly, the multiscale
medialness is computed within every slab in order to re-center the
centroids. The curve spanned by these points defines the refined
centerline used to generate the curved reformation. In the last and
third step, the MAR presents the lumen of several vessels simul-
taneously in one image in their full length, resembling a stretched
mpCPR with correct visibility and preserved isometry. An example
of MAR is presented in Figure 10.

Kanitsar et al. [KWF∗01] present a tool for semi-automatic seg-
mentation of blood vessels and bones in peripheral computed to-
mography angiography (CTA) datasets in order to generate CPRs
of vasculature of the human lower extremities. They describe an ap-
proach to determine a vessel centerline between two user-specified
points using a cost function and Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm.

The projected CPR (see Figure 11) projects the centerline into
the image space using a parallel projection, resulting in the loss of
isometry and conformity [KFW∗02]. By resampling the volumetric
input data along the centerline of a blood vessel, the CPR surface
is generated. It is a ruled surface, defined by a so-called vector of
interest that sweeps along the centerline and is either coplanar with
the xy-plane (transverse or axial slice) or perpendicular to the cen-

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 11: Different types of CPRs. The centerline of the vessel is
depicted in red and the cut surface in yellow. The vertically oriented
surface presents the surface within the data set, whereas the hori-
zontal one the corresponding projected or flattened one. (a) resem-
bles the projected CPR, (b) the stretched, and (c) the straightened.
(From [KFW∗02])

terline. In the latter case, large blood vessels’ radii could lead to
artifacts due to overlapping vectors of interest. The advantage of
the projected CPR is the well preserved spatial contextual relation.
It is clearly visible, where the currently inspected blood vessel is lo-
cated in the acquired dataset. Nevertheless, due to the perspective
occlusion of the projection, several images have to be generated in
order to inspect the lumen of a blood vessel in its entirety. This
technique has been extended to support multiple paths or branches
of a vascular system at once in a single image. This is achieved by
partitioning the image space at the position of the projected branch-
ing points horizontally as well as vertically [KFWG06]. By rotat-
ing the vector of interest around a predefined axis (commonly the
z-axis) or the centerline, CPR images around the entire vessel lu-
men are generated, allowing the assessment of the vessel lumen for
possible stenosis.

Locally straightening the centerline of a blood vessel when pro-
jecting it into the image space preserves isometry, if the vector of
interest is coplanar to the xy-plane, and is referred to as stretched
CPR (see Figure 11). If the surface is generated by a vector of
interest that is perpendicular to the centerline, isometry will not
be preserved. Furthermore, this provides an unobstructed view of
the blood vessel lumen while still retaining a good overall spatial
context relation. By projecting equidistant samples along the cen-
terline into the image plane, depending on the orientation of the
vector of interest and line of interest (the direction of the center-
line), each sample is projected to a single row in the final image.
Extending this method to visualize the lumen of multiple vessels
is possible, but the spatial coherence and relation might be further
reduced due to the different stretching factors of different vessel
branches. Analogously to the projected CPR, by rotating around a
predefined axis (commonly the z-axis), several stretched CPRs al-
low an obstruction-free and simultaneous assessment of multiple
vessel lumina at specific viewing angles.

The straightened CPR (see Figure 11) projects the centerline of
a single blood vessel or a path of a vessel tree (spanned across mul-
tiple blood vessels) fully elongated into the image plane. Each row
in the image space corresponds to a specific sampling line in 3D
at a given sampling distance along the vessel centerline. Showing
the blood vessel completely elongated, distance metrics are pre-
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 12: Advanced CPRs of the vessels of a peripheral CTA
dataset. (a) shows stretched mpCPR. (b) presents the untangled
CPR of the same view. (c) displays a side view using again
stretched mpCPR. (d) depicts the untangled CPR of the side view.
(From [KWFG03])

served, hence isometry. But again, only the surface is generated by
a vector of interest that is coplanar to the xy-plane. Distance can
only be measured at the centerline. Straightening provides an un-
obstructed view of the vessel lumen, but the spatial relations are
significantly deteriorated, as one cannot immediately recognize the
spatial position of the vessel. Another limitation of the straightened
CPR is the lack of overview over multiple vessels. Since the entire
image space is consumed by the straightened resampled surface,
each vessel requires a separate image. One possibility to alleviate
this issue is to arrange several straightened CPRs in an anatomical
manner [MMV∗13]. Also the straightened CPR can be rotated by
altering its angle of interest [KFW∗02].

Resampling the CPR cut surface in 3D considers only a thin
layer. Due to a possibly inaccurate centerline and small diameters
of the blood vessels (e.g., lower limbs), taking a certain vicinity
into account, enhances the overall stability of the visualization, as
this improves the results in data sets with a low SNR. This can
be achieved by computing a maximum intensity projection (MIP)
or minimum intensity projection (MinIP) in a small neighborhood
around the resampled CPR surface, resulting in a so-called thick
CPR [KFW∗02]. This can be done for all types of CPRs, the pro-
jected, stretched, and straightened ones.

In order to view the entire vessel lumen of a single vessel within
one image, Kanitsar et al. [KWFG03] introduced the spiral CPR.
This technique works as follows: firstly, straightening the center-
line (y-axis) and, secondly, unrolling the spiral that starts at the
centerline and progresses outwards (x-axis). Again, this method is
image-based and depends on the chosen sampling strategy of the
spiral, either a constant angle or a constant arc-length sampling.
The advantage of the technique is a single image representing the
entire interior of a blood vessel, compared to multiple CPR im-
ages, each representing a view at a specific angle. However, due
to the spiral unrolling, this method is rather difficult to interpret.
For example, an eccentric calcification is depicted by a repetitive
pattern of high intensity values. One has to know this pattern in
order to conclude that this represents an eccentric calcification. As
the vessel is straightened, this method will preserve isometry if the

Figure 13: Different views of the coronary arteries using TCPR.
(Adapted from [LR06])

vector of interest is coplanar to the xy-plane. Otherwise, if the spi-
ral is perpendicular to the centerline, it will only preserve length
measurements along the centerline itself.

The untangled CPR provides an obstruction-free view of
the lumen of multiple CPRs [KWFG03], depicted in Fig-
ure 12(b) and (d). To achieve this, the authors introduce the ves-
sel hull primitive that encloses the entire projected centerline of a
single blood vessel. The vessel hull primitives of connected ves-
sel centerlines should neither overlap nor touch in image space. If
so, they are moved or rotated apart, but in such a way that they
remain connected. Untangled CPR preserves isometry [KWFG03,
KFWG06].

Zhu et al. [ZHT∗02a, ZHT02b] propose a conformal mapping
of tubular structures onto a planar polygonal area, based on the
Laplace-Beltrami operator [AHTK99b]. They partition segmented
blood vessels into Y-shaped regions and subsequently cut these sur-
faces open in order to map them onto a plane. Zhu et al. [ZHT03,
ZHT05] extend their approach by introducing an area-preserving
flattening of vascular structures. Their approach requires a surface
mesh of the vessel tree and, again, they decompose the vessels into
Y-shaped structures for flattening [ZHT∗02a, ZHT02b]. The initial
conformal flattening of these Y-shaped parts is determined using a
finite element technique. By adjusting this conformal mapping us-
ing optimal mass transport theory, an area-preserving mapping is
created [ZHT03].

Lee and Rasch [LR06] present a topological invariant transfor-
mation that resembles projected mpCPRs, referred to as tangential
curved planar reformation (TCPR). By sampling perpendicularly
to the centerline, the interior of blood vessels is well shown, how-
ever, the surrounding tissue deteriorates. Multiple CPRs are created
by means of image partitioning, as presented in Figure 13. As it re-
sembles a projected CPR, it is neither isometric nor conformal.

Cai [Cai07] introduces a surface reformation technique that re-
veals the interior of blood vessels. By resampling a line, referred
to as director vector, along the centerline curve, referred to as di-
rectrix, of a vessel, a ruled surface is created and subsequently pro-
jected either stretched or straightened into the image space. In or-
der to provide an overview of the complete interior of a blood ves-
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Figure 14: A synthetic data set illustrating the curve-centric ref-
ormation. The left image shows a dataset with a curve inside. The
right image shows the reformation, where the curve is straightened
and volume deformed. (From [LCMH09])

sel, they enclose the thin surface by the convex hull of the cross-
sectional vessel shape. This hull is referred to as biconvex slab and
rendered with, e.g., MIP. The outcome is a combination of a CPR
with a MIP, without visual obstruction of structures with higher
intensity values (e.g., bones), but with calcifications blending into
the lumen. Stretching or straightening would preserve isometry and
conformity, but the MIP of the biconvex slab does not.

Chiu et al. [CES∗08] propose a flattening method for analyz-
ing the development of plaque morphology between two exam-
inations. Firstly, a 3D mesh of the common, internal and exter-
nal carotid arteries is created from manually segmented ultrasound
data. Then, similar to Zhu et al. [ZHT05], the mesh is cut longi-
tudinally open to find an initial arc-length preserving map. To be
able to assess the area-change ratio of the plaque, the initial map
has to be transformed to an area-preserving map. In contrast to
Zhu et al. [ZHT05], Chiu et al. define the density function out-
side the map such that it respects the mass-preserving condition
and reduces the numeric errors of this transformation. Finally, the
area-change ratio of the plaque is mapped to the flattened surface
using a color map.

Lv et al. [LGZ08] present an approach that determines a con-
tour that is easy to initialize for a gradient vector flow (GVF) snake
model in order to segment the cross-section of a blood vessel. Their
approach requires a user-specified contour that is approximated by
a B-spline. Subsequently, points along this curve are traversed and
along the ray between these points and the curve’s center point the
position with the maximum gradient is determined. This new set
of points resembles the initial contour for the GVF snake. Once the
cross-sections of the blood vessels have been segmented, a straight-
ened CPR is used to inspect the lumen.

Lampe et al. [LCMH09] describe a curve-centric volume defor-
mation along a 3D curve, see Figure 14. By conformally straighten-
ing the volume around the curve, comparative visual assessment of
multiple data sets is offered. In order to provide an inside-out view
of the reformatted data, radial ray-casting is employed and succes-
sively unfolded. Two application scenarios are presented, the first
concerns the drilling exploration wells and well-bore uncertainty
during real-time well drilling, whereas the second scenario investi-
gates streamlines of a vehicle design simulation.

Angelelli and Hauser [AH11] propose a straightened view to as-
sess and inspect the tubular flow in the human aorta and an exhaust
system in a conformal manner. The straightening of the tubular flow

Figure 15: Side-by-side comparison of straightened tubular blood
flow in the human aorta. The three images on the right show the
effects of different flow seeding structures. (From [AH11])

Figure 16: The left coronary arteries arranged in a tree layout
showing the ESS mapped to a red-black diverging color scheme.
(From [BGP∗11])

is performed by transforming from the physical to the tubular and
finally the straightened space. By arranging these views side by
side, the flow of multiple timesteps can be analyzed as presented
in Figure 15.

Borkin et al. [BGP∗11] introduce a static anatomical layout for
the investigation of coronary arteries shown in Figure 16. These
arteries are first flattened using a pseudo-cylindrical projection,
where the circumference is symmetrically drawn around the x-axis,
and then arranged from left to right in image space. Child arteries
are depicted below their parent vessels and connected with lines.
The endothelial shear stress (ESS) is visually encoded on this flat-
tened surface using a diverging color map. Several layout strategies
and color maps, among them the rainbow color map, have been
evaluated.

Mistelbauer et al. [MVB∗12] introduce centerline reformation
(CR), an extension to a projected mpCPR, that allows cutting
through spatially arbitrarily oriented blood vessels, as shown with
the cross-over bypass in Figure 17(b). Analogously to a projected
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Figure 17: Comparison of vessel reformation techniques along the
vessels of the human lower extremities. (a) shows a mpCPR depict-
ing the cross-over bypass too narrow. (b) presents CR that correctly
renders the bypass, but a large cut through the surrounding tissue
leads to visibility issues. (c) demonstrates CSR that displays the lu-
mina of all blood vessels without problems. (d) renders the lumina
from a different viewing angle using CSR with a context visualiza-
tion around them. (From [AMB∗13])

mpCPR, the centerlines of the blood vessels are first projected into
the image space. Subsequently, a wavefront propagation algorithm
renders the lumina by growing from the centerline outwards. The
arc-length distance along the centerline is used to provide a correct
visibility of overlapping blood vessels by determining whether a
pixel is closer to the viewer or not. Due to the projection, CR does
neither preserve isometry nor conformity.

Auzinger and Mistelbauer et al. [AMB∗13] further extend
mpCPR and CR by employing a 3D ray-casting approach to ren-
der the interior of multiple blood vessels, referred to as curved
surface reformation (CSR) and demonstrated in Figure 17(c)-(d).
As projected CPR and CR, CSR does neither preserve isometry
nor conformity. The core aspect of the method is the use of a cost
function that weights the distance to the viewer with the normal
distance to each centerline—both computed for each sample along
each ray. To provide interactive frame rates even for larger CTA
datasets (512 × 512 × 2000 slices) the method has been imple-
mented in CUDA. Since minimal centerline variations could lead to
large surface variations at larger distances to the centerline, a level-
of-detail (LoD) approach is employed by successively smoothing
the centerline with increasing distance. This retains details close to
the centerline while simultaneously offering a smooth cut through
the surrounding tissue. At the same time, CSR implicitly respects
the visibility of several overlapping blood vessel, through the cost
function.

Diepenbrock et al. [DHS∗13] propose normalized circular
projection (NCP), a method that analyzes the development of
a carotid stenosis in mice using positron emission tomography
(PET)/computed tomography (CT) data. In order to expound the

Figure 18: Example of a CFA of a single vessel segment. The vessel
lumen is shown in the center of the image and the overlay (from
red being unstable to blue being stable) depicts the stability of the
centerline. Outside and around the CFA a context visualization is
rendered, MIP in the case. (From [Mis13])

multimodal data in a single image, NCP straightens the blood ves-
sels and subsequently expands them to a cylinder, with its radius
defined as the inner vessel radius, excluding the vessel wall thick-
ness. They use circular rays within cross-sections perpendicular to
the centerline and employ a MIP to obtain one value. This creates
a single image to assess the PET activity along the corresponding
blood vessel. Since intensity values are radially aggregated, neither
an isometry nor conformal mapping is obtained.

Mistelbauer et al. [MMV∗13] introduce curvicircular feature
aggregation (CFA) that summarizes several CPRs in one image by
aggregating them—an operation that is neither isometric nor con-
formal. Normally, CPRs are rotated around an axis, whereby a point
in a plane normally follows a circle along the rotation axis. This
principle is used to aggregate all CPRs virtually circularly in per-
pendicular cross-sections along the centerlines. Several techniques
can be used for this purpose that highlight specific data aspects.
The points along these circles or circular rays can be used to com-
bine several techniques to highlight specific data aspects. For exam-
ple when using CTA data, MIP highlights calcifications, but MinIP
emphasizes soft plaque. These two aspects are important for the
analysis of vascular stenosis. Figure 18 provides an example of a
CFA with MIP on the left side and MinIP on the right. The stability
overlay indicates the robustness of the centerline under local per-
turbations. A context is rendered outside the vessel lumen around
the CFA.

Cui et al. [CWW∗16] describe an approach for cross-sectional
lumen area quantification in order to assess stenoses of coronary
arteries. They segment the vessels using multiscale vessel enhance-
ment based on Frangi’s vesselness and centerline extraction. Sub-
sequently, these vessels are straightened based on the approaches of
Lampe et al. [LCMH09] and Angelelli and Hauser [AH11]. These
straightened views offer the possibility to visually compare differ-
ent methods employed for cross-sectional luminal area quantifica-
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(a) (b)

Figure 19: Planar embedding of a bronchial tree. (a) displays the
tree in projection direction. (b) shows the resulting planar visual-
ization with depth cues encoded into the border with darker indi-
cating closer to the viewer. (From [MK16])

tion. However, this mapping does not retain isometry but confor-
mity.

Marino and Kaufman [MK16] describe an approach for creating
planar embeddings of tree-like tubular structures while simultane-
ously retaining the spatial relation or shape. Firstly, the skeleton of
the tree structure is projected to the image plane using a radial pla-
nar embedding. Since this does not preserve the shape of the object,
it has to be reconstructed using the estimated radii and the projected
angle between two consecutive edges. This iterative algorithm suc-
cessively rotates a sub-tree while accounting for no intersection.
Once every edge is rotated to a certain extent, the algorithm termi-
nates and the 3D shape has been restored. Secondly, by employing
a quasi-conformal mapping that is solely based on harmonic map-
ping, the surface of the object is flattening into the plane. In order
to enhance the depth perception of the flattened tree, color-coded
contours are added around the segments from white to black repre-
senting the depth, see Figure 19.

3.2.4. Placenta Maps

Miao et al. [MMK∗17] introduce an approach to assess the health
of the human placenta in-utero. The data of the placenta is acquired
using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and subsequently post-
processed to compensate the fetal movement. The placenta is then
extracted and split into the maternal and fetal sides, as depicted
in Figure 20. Both halves are flattened into circles as this procedure
resembles the ex vivo shape of the analyzed placenta. Their tech-
nique is based on the mean value coordinates by Floater [Flo03]
and approximate discrete conformal maps. To inspect structures
that exhibit a certain depth into the placenta, such as the cotyledons,
a distance field is computed to offset the surface of the placenta in-
wards and outwards as well.

Figure 20: Example of placenta maps showing the fetal side on the
left and the maternal side on the right. The top row depicts the 3D
structure of the corresponding placenta sides, whereas the bottom
row presents the flattened visualizations respectively. On the fetal
side one can see the umbilical cord. (Adapted from [MMK∗17])

3.3. Usage Guidelines

As discussed above, generating 2D surfaces from complex 3D sur-
faces is a widely used approach in the context of the circulation
system. Which kind of parameterization should be used for the flat-
tening depends on which tasks the resulting 2D structure should
be used for. In the context CVDs, measuring specific spatial dis-
tances, such as the diameter, could be a required task. For this pur-
pose, an area-preserving flattening should be applied if conformal
parameterizations would lead to distortions resulting in erroneous
measurements. For generating overview visualizations of the vas-
culature, conformal, or area-preserving techniques could be used,
such as by Meuschke et al. [MVB∗17], where at least for aneurysm
data occurring distortions are not disturbing. Moreover, also more
abstract depictions can be used, which are neither angle-nor area-
preserving. However, the clinicians should be familiar with this
kind of visualization to avoid long training periods. For a more
detailed data exploration, a visual combination of the 3D and 2D
surface visualization is suggested, which provides a spatial correla-
tion between both depictions. The 2D representation could be used
for highlighting interesting regions that can then be observed in
more detail using the 3D representation. For comparing datasets,
a parameterization is appropriate, which maps the vasculature to a
uniform structure such as a sphere [GSK∗12].

4. Application: Colon Unfolding

Colorectal cancer is one of the leading malignancies in the Unites
States [SMF∗17]. It is often diagnosed using colonoscopy and med-
ical imaging techniques like MRI and CT.
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4.1. Tasks and Requirements

To obtain a scan of the abdomen, patients are usually scanned in
both supine (facing up) and prone (facing down) positions. These
scans are then registered for further processing. The colon, also
called lage intestine, consists of the following five main sections:
cecum, ascending colon, transverse colon, descending colon, and
sigmoid colon.

Abnormalities, such as polyps in the colonic wall, are a major
requirement to be preserved during flattening. The general problem
with their detection is the occlusion through haustral folds and the
natural bending of the colon. This task can be significantly allevi-
ated if the whole surface is visible in a single view and/or supported
with volume or 3D endoluminal renderings to assist the physician
in navigation and diagnosis [MK10]. The polyps should remain
clearly identifiable and visible in the flattened representation and
maintain their features for an efficient detection.

To gain insight into the internal structure of polyps when flat-
tened out, electronic biopsy can be utilized [MDB∗11]. When
CT data is rendered using a translucent transfer function mapping
higher densities to red and lower densities to blue, benign tissue
and adenomas can be differentiated. The former will appear as ho-
mogeneously blue and the latter as irregular red.

4.2. Techniques

Haker et al. [HATK00a,HATK00b] provide an analytical approach
for virtual colon unfolding based on a triangle mesh representing
of the colon surface. This surface is then flattened onto a plane in a
conformal manner by employing a finite element-based technique.
To account for the induced area distortion due to mapping the sur-
face to a rectangle, the authors propose an optimized—in a least
squares sense—view of the flattened colon.

Bartroli et al. [BWKG01] introduce nonlinear unfolding of the
colon surface. Their method overcomes double appearances of
polyps as well as geometrical deformations and undersampled sur-
face parts. Based on the centerline of the colon, a nonlinear ray cast-
ing is performed, which yields a 2D cylindrical parameterization of
the inner colon surface. Moreover, for each vertex the distance to
the nearest centerline point is calculated, yielding a distance map.
For each point of the centerline, rays are traced towards the colon
surface, following the negative gradient of the distance map. This
results in a sampling of the inner surface, in which the distances be-
tween the rays start points and intersected surface points determine
a height field. Then, the height field is unfolded. To avoid geometric
deformations, an iterative scaling is applied to the height field, to
preserve areas of the surface patches and edge lengths. Finally, the
2D grid representation of the colon surface is resampled to correct
missing surface features.

Lee et al. [LLS05] propose a fast algorithm for generating an
unfolded view of the colon to assess polyps. For this purpose, they
compute ray templates at control points perpendicular to the cen-
terline of the colon. Since these rays might intersect at regions
with high curvature, the ray templates at the control points are first
checked whether they are intersecting. If this is the case, the rays
are successively moved to form a conical template. To fill the re-

gion inbetween control points, the ray templates are linearly inter-
polated. This offers a denser sampling while avoiding any inter-
sections that potentially lead to missing or duplicating pathological
findings.

Hong et al. [HGQ∗06] present a general technique to confor-
mally map the colon to a planar rectangle which is able to deal with
surfaces of arbitrary genus. First, they apply topological denoising
to remove handles at their shortest loop. This processing is applied
to reduce noise, and therefore distortions during flattening. Second,
the parameterization is then performed by solving an elliptic par-
tial differential equation to minimize the harmonic energy of the
map using the finite element method. Afterwards, direct volume
ray-casting is utilized to presents the colonic surface in a natural
fashion to the physicians, contrary to, e.g., Haker et al. [HATK00b]
with their mean curvature color-coding. To ray-cast the colon, they
place several uniformly spaced cameras along the centerline and
separate the geometry into segments.

Mai et al. [MHS07] perform a cylindrical parameterization of
the colon as an intermediate step before cutting it open and unfold-
ing it onto the plane. Different in their approach is the way how
they cut open the topological cylinder of the colon. They traverse
along the gradient of the harmonic mapping function which contin-
uously increases from one cylinder’s base to the other. During this
process, triangles can also be split. The result is a flattened colonic
surface with preserved circumferential geometry. The presented ap-
proach does not maintain any particular distortion property, neither
angles nor areas. To visualize the generated 2D map, Mai et al.
color the colon using the distance information, obtained by com-
puting a chamfer distance transformation, from the colonic center-
line to the geometry’s surface. Normal mapping is then applied to
enhance shape perception, especially of polyps.

Williams et al. [WGC∗08b] introduce a combination of CPR
(context) and volume rendering (focus) for virtual colonoscopy.
First, a CPR along the centerline of the colon is rendered and the in-
terior of the colon marked for volume rendering using an approach
based on region growing to ensure including all relevant parts. Sec-
ond, depending on the type of CPR (projected, stretched, straight-
ened), volume rendering is done for the marked region by casting
rays from the centerline until they hit the inner wall of the colon.

To register and visualize CT scans in supine and prone position
for virtual colonoscopy, Zeng et al. [ZMG∗10, ZMGK10] present
a quasi-conformal mapping approach. First, the colon is separated
into its five anatomical segments by the extraction of the taeniae
coli and flexure landmarks. The obtained sections are then confor-
mally mapped to the plane. Graph cut-based energy minimization is
applied to detect and match features between the supine and prone
surfaces, coded with their mean-curvature. A harmonic map is then
used to align all associated segments in a quasi-conformal way due
to the deformations between the supine and prone scans. The fi-
nal registration is a diffeomorphism, a smooth, one-to-one mapping
which is invertible. Zeng et al. adapt the ray-casting visualization
method from Hong et al. [HGQ∗06] and place the supine and prone
colon images side by side. This enables the physician to simultane-
ously detect and verify polyps in both scans.

To improve the spatial orientation for guiding navigations,
Marino et al. [MZGK11] present a context-preserving approach
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Figure 21: Flattening of the entire colon, starting with the rec-
tum on the left side of the top image and ending with the ce-
cum on the right side of the bottom image. The haustral folds
and colonic polyps (yellow circles) are well preserved. (Adapted
from [GSZ∗13])

to flatten tubular structures. In the colon’s case, its centerline is
orthogonally projected onto the 2D plane and adjusted such that
the overall length is maintained and no overlap is present between
segments to ensure an occlusion-free view. Neighboring areas are
spatially arranged in a way that there is enough space for the
colon’s boundary when sliced open and placed along the skeleton.
A conformal map is then generated using the discrete Ricci flow
and harmonic mapping to arrange the 3D surface inside the given
2D boundary while preserving the overall geometric context and
features.

Zeng et al. [ZMKG11] describe an automatic volumetric flatten-
ing method which uses the whole colonic wall instead of a surface
representation. This has the advantage that more complete and pre-
cise information is available which can be used to generate accu-
rate rays for volume visualizations. The obtained tetrahedral mesh
is then rendered using the cell projection method [ST90]. Other
methods have to use the colon’s surface together with the center-
line or surface normal which can lead to slightly incorrect results.
Overall, their approach is computationally efficient as only sparse
linear systems have to be solved.

The approach from Gurijala et al. [GSZ∗13] focuses on robust-
ness for colon flattening and registration tasks. By using a heat dif-
fusion metric instead of the Euclidean metric, their algorithm be-
comes insensitive to noise in the topology, such as handles which
frequently occur due to reconstruction errors. This enables a more
robust flattening because no prior denoising, neither manually nor
automatically, has to be applied first. The presented method is gen-
eral because it processes topologies with inner holes and handles
and can map to an annulus or rectangle. They also introduce a
technique to remove the still present artifacts in the flattened repre-
sentation. A completely flattened colon representation is presented
in Figure 21 with three polyps depicted by yellow circles.

Lu et al. [LZ14] present a virtual flattening of the inner colon
surface focusing on the correction of deformation distortions. For
this purpose, usually the inner colon surface is used. In contrast,

Figure 22: Supine (left) and prone (right) view of the colon in
Fiedler vector representation with corresponding color coding. It is
obvious that there is a difference in the CT scans between these two
positions of the patient. The appearance of polyps differs or they
can even be completely missed in one of both data sets. (Adapted
from [NMGK17])

they use the outer surface of the colon because it possesses fewer
colonic haustral folds. For the extraction of the colonic outer sur-
face the level set method is applied. Moreover, they use a geodesic
distance map to eliminate merge artifacts in the generated mesh
between distant colonic regions. These artifacts originate from the
level set method if two surfaces are close to each other and get not
correctly separated. Finally, distortions of the flattening are cor-
rected using a ray-casting approach. To generate a homogeneous
sampling, curved and straight regions are independently processed.

Nadeem et al. [NMGK17] present an approach to register and
visualize supine and prone colon surfaces based on haustral fold
matching. A Fiedler vector representation of the geometry serves as
basis for their method. The Fiedler vector is the second eigenvector
of a mesh’s Laplacian and allows to find, among other applications,
a natural ordering of its vertices. Nadeem et al. use this property to
initially register two instances of a colon’s supine and prone model
on the global scale. Level sets are then computed on the Fiedler
vector to segment haustral folds by curvature analysis. These are
then used to improve the initial registration though fold matching
between the supine and prone data set. Finally, the colon is cut open
and flattened using a slightly modified version of the method from
Zeng et al. [ZMG∗10]. Figure 22 shows the same colon data set in
supine and prone view with a different appearance of polyps.

4.3. Usage Guidelines

Concerning the preservation of polyps in the flattened representa-
tion of the colonic surface, their shape has to be well preserved ei-
ther for manual or automatic detection. To achieve this, conformal
parameterization methods are better suited. However, as the area is
not considered in these mapping algorithms, polyps can shrink such
that they are no longer sufficiently represented in the final represen-
tation. Equiareal techniques, or at least area-preserving character-
istics, have to be incorporated into these algorithms to counteract
this problem.

To register two instances of the colonic surface, conformal pa-
rameterizations are again to be favored. They preserve features nec-
essary to formulate correspondence constraints for the alignment.
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5. Application: Brain Flattening

The highly convoluted surface of the brain with its Gyri (ridges)
and Sulci (depressions or fissures) demands flattening algorithms
to allow a visualization of deep buried features in an occlusion-
free manner without the need for interactive exploration. To re-
alize the flattening, in most cases meshes are extracted from the
volumetric data set which are then flattened to the sphere, circle,
or plane. Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) and the dynamic
functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) are two modali-
ties frequently mapped with these techniques, in order to examine
the brain’s anatomy, pathology, and activity in a non-invasive way.

5.1. Tasks and Requirements

Registration is usually the first step for intra- and inter-subject com-
parisons or the superimposition of functional data (e.g. fMRI mea-
surements) for topographic maps (e.g. in retinotopy or tonotopy).
This is essential, as the variability analysis of sulcal patterns across
subjects can even be performed to compare different species. Only
if multiple data sets are in a common coordinate system, statisti-
cal comparison and combination of anatomical brain models will
be possible. To achieve parameterization results which can then be
used to register different brain data sets, landmarks or atlases are of-
ten used. Landmarks alone are not sufficient for registration tasks,
geometric features in between can still be distorted. One solution is
to align landmarks and features inside the parameterization domain
itself which can be transferred back to the original space. However,
not every flattening method is tailored for this task and supports a
spatial alignment of different data sets.

The detection of brain abnormalities and the progression over
time in morphology and morphometry studies is applied in the
research field of disease patterns like Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s,
Williams syndrome, or Schizophrenia. Properties such as the neu-
ronal density, cortical functional activation extent, or cortical thick-
ness variations, are used to examine pathological conditions. Cere-
bral Atrophy (shrinkage of the brain) is for instance an indication
for Alzheimer’s Disease or Parkinson’s Disease. Therefore, Gray
Matter and White Matter segmentation is often applied on the flat-
tened cortical sheet for further inspection. Furthermore, functional
and structural symmetry studies are performed between the left and
right hemisphere to analyze and visualize the influence of disease,
age, gender, handedness, or the development of the brain. In the fol-
lowing section we will describe techniques, which have been pro-
posed for brain flattening.

5.2. Techniques

Angenent et al. [AHTK99a, AHTK99b] generate conformal maps
of the brain’s surface by solving a second-order elliptic partial dif-
ferential equation using the finite element method. They use a fixed
north pole mapping to the complex plane by solving a set of linear
equations. As they deal with genus zero closed brain surfaces, in-
verse stereographic projection can be used to transform the planar
map to the spherical domain.

Goebel [Goe00] presents a cortical surface flattening algorithm
which starts with smoothing the initial 3D data set to remove non-
biological surface irregularities as Van Essen et al. [VED97] have

proposed earlier. The goal is to parameterize each hemisphere of
the brain on a planar domain. Therefore, the geometry is first in-
flated and cut into multiple pieces. After projecting every part to-
wards the plane, an iterative scheme minimizes metric distortions.

Timsari and Leahy [Tim99, TL00] propose a quasi-isometric
mapping scheme which does not directly perform a length-
preserving flattening, but rather combines conformal and equiareal
constraints to flatten towards the planar domain. A cost-function
which expresses flatness through convexity is combined with an
angular and area constraint. The optimization is performed using
the conjugate gradient method. Therefore, an additional functional
to smooth the cortical surface is necessary to rather end in a global
than a local optimum. To flatten the whole cortical surface, their ap-
proach first inflates the topological sphere of the brain. By introduc-
ing a cut, two hemispheres can be obtained and flattened towards
the plane.

Wandell et al. [WCB00] focus on the flattening of smaller re-
gions of the brain to study functional activity. They also identify
problems when using imaging modalities in combination with dif-
ferent spatial resolutions such as MRI and fMRI. They state that
activities detected in the spatial neighborhood of the fMRI scan do
not necessarily reflect the same neighborhood on the surface of the
cortical sheet extracted from MRI. Initially, the described param-
eterization places equidistant sampling points in concentric circles
on the cortical surface, from which a planar graph is generated and
laid out on the 2D plane. In the next step, the distances between
these samples are iteratively optimized.

With a sphere as target topology, Gu et al. [GWC∗04] compute
a homeomorphism between two genus zero manifolds, specifically
the cortical surface. First, an initial mapping is calculated using
the steepest descent method which minimizes the harmonic en-
ergy to ensure conformity. Here, the resolution of the input meshes
is not relevant. To obtain a unique solution, zero mass-center and
landmark-based constraints are used to form optimal Möbius trans-
formations. Gu et al. demonstrate their method with the conformal
mapping of cortical surfaces to a sphere. With the obtained unique
parameterization, spherical harmonics can be used to smooth and
compress the given geometry as shown in Figure 23. Using the har-
monic coefficients, two brain surfaces can even be compared with-
out the need for registration.

Hurdal et al. [HBS∗99, HS04, HS09] discuss the application of
circle packing to generate conformal parameterizations. The target
domains, to which circle packing algorithms can flatten surfaces
onto, are a sphere, disk, or plane. Additionally, the advantages over
the usage of numerical partial differential equations for conformal
mapping are illustrated. Their main targets are smaller regions of
interest to avoid more severe distortion which occurs when confor-
mally mapping geometry with a small open boundary compared to
its overall size. However, a whole hemisphere can be flattened as
well.

Joshi et al. [JSTL04] apply p-harmonic energy minimization to
cerebral cortex data sets to generate comparable parameterizations.
The smoothness of the resulting maps is dependent on the order of
the p-th norm. However, a conformal map can only be produced
using p = 2. Each hemisphere of the brain is first mapped to the
unit disk. Afterwards, the p-harmonic map is obtained through a
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Figure 23: If the target domain for the parameterization is a
sphere, spherical harmonics can be utilized to low-pass filter geom-
etry through the removal of coefficients. The initial brain geometry
is shown in (a). Surfaces (b), (c), and (d) are smoothed out repre-
sentations, reconstructed from a decreasing number of coefficients.
(From [GWC∗04])

finite elements approach. Stereographic projection is finally used
to conformally map both unit disks onto a unit sphere.

Ju et al. [JSR∗04] use least squares conformal mapping (LSCM)
presented by Levy et al. [LPRM02] to generate parameterizations
from cortical surfaces to planar and spherical domains depend-
ing on the input’s topology. Beside the minimization of confor-
mal distortion, metric constraints are added using the geodesic
distance. Finally, they compare their approach to the software
packages FreeSurfer by Fischl et al. [FSD99] and CARET by
Drury et al. [DVEA∗96] and achieve a significant speedup whilst
scoring similar distortion values. An additional comparison pa-
per by Ju et al. [JHS∗05] extensively evaluates three differ-
ent methods (FreeSurfer [FSD99], CirclePack [HSS∗99], and
LSCM [JSR∗04]) in terms of distortion and computation speed.

Pons et al. [PKF04] present a mathematically exact, area-
preserving mapping algorithm which is based on a normal and tan-
gential motion used in an iterative deformation process. The goal is
to transform the highly convoluted cortical surface into an inflated
representation. As the type of input, triangle meshes or level sets
of arbitrary dimension and topology can be devoted. They com-
pare their approach to Fischl et al. [FSD99] which produce similar
results, although they do not consider area distortion directly. The
advantage of this algorithm is that it also applies to an arbitrary
topology, not only genus zero surfaces.

Stylianou and Farin [SF04] use the extraction of crest lines
on the cortical surface for segmentation and flattening. At first,
crest lines are identified and used to segment regions using a
geodesic Voronoi diagram. Tutte’s barycentric surface flatten-
ing [Tut60, Tut63], as well as weighted mapping and mean value

coordinates by Floater [Flo97, Flo03] are extended to speed them
up by the usage of this diagram. Finally, they compare all three ex-
tended approaches in terms of area preservation. Their conclusion
is that mean value coordinates preserve the area component of the
parameterization best.

Tosun et al. [TP01, TRH∗04, TRP04] present a mapping tech-
nique to flatten the cortical surface to a sphere to study thickness
changes in aging. To be able to compare multiple brains, an atlas
brain is selected which serves as a reference, and a common north
pole is chosen to align all subjects. Furthermore, both hemispheres
of the brain area are treated separately to avoid distortion prob-
lems. First, an intermediate, inflated version of the cortices is cal-
culated using the relaxation scheme from Drury et al. [DVEA∗96].
Then, all brains of interest for later analysis are registered to the
atlas using a modified iterative closest points algorithm to enable
cortical comparison. An optimized, conformal map from the at-
las brain to the sphere is calculated using the algorithm from An-
genent et al. [AHTK99b] combined with an inverse spherical pro-
jection. Since all brains are registered, the parameterization from
the atlas can finally be used to map all inflated parts conformally
and anatomically consistent to the sphere for further processing
and visualization. Overall, the presented procedure yields quasi-
conformal maps with optimized area distortion.

Wang et al. [WGC∗04a] propose a conformal brain mapping
technique to the sphere which also allows to map two genus zero
surfaces in general. While minimizing a harmonic energy func-
tional to find a homeomorphism, constraints are added to obtain
a converging and unique solution. Using Möbius transformations
determined from cortical landmarks, two conformal maps can be
optimized to enable the comparison between data sets. The pre-
sented approach is thus independent of the mesh triangulation.

Wang et al. [WGC∗04b] calculate a volumetric harmonic map-
ping from the brain to a solid sphere. Beside the extractable, 2D
cortical surface, imaging techniques also provide information about
interior structures. By creating a volumetric parameterization, brain
morphometry can be studied on the whole information available.
The cortical surface is first conformally mapped to the sphere by
means of previous techniques [GWC∗04, WGC∗04a] serving as a
boundary condition. The harmonic energy of the map is then itera-
tively minimized by means of a heat flow method.

The algorithm presented by Memoli et al. [MST06] minimizes
the global Lipschitz constant of a map which serves as measure
for the geodesic deformation of the surface parameterization. This
distortion metric is based on geodesic distances while respecting
provided boundary conditions such as fixed curves or points in the
map. Their iterative algorithm is also suitable for the direct regis-
tration of cortical surfaces without any intermediate flattening step.
While brain surface registration is their main motivation, a sphere
or other flat geometries as targets are also possible.

Kwon et al. [KHP08] propose a two-step algorithm to flatten the
cerebral cortex onto a sphere. They do not strive for any particular
type of preservation. The overall linear distortion is minimized dur-
ing the process. For all computations, the vertices are represented
in polar coordinates. As a first step, all vertices of the brain are
projected onto the sphere using the accretion of concentric rings
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Figure 24: Conformal mapping of a cortical hemisphere, with
landmark cuts in blue (a, b) and an open boundary in green (b),
to two different target domains. A circular (c) and a parallel slit
map (f), where contrary to [WSY∗12] the landmarks in the final
map are closed and not open features, see Figure 27. The result,
when overlaying the parameterization back onto the original brain
surface is shown in (d) and (e). (From [WGC∗08a])

method by Drury et al. [DVEA∗96]. An iterative smoothing is ap-
plied to untangle overlapping polygons. Finally, the linear distor-
tion of the parameterization is iteratively minimized.

The conformal mapping of the cortical surface with multiple,
open boundaries is presented by Wang et al. [WGC∗08a]. As target
domain, a punctured annulus or a rectangle can be chosen. Land-
mark curves of the cerebral cortex are cut open and flattened to the
parameter domain such that they appear concentric or parallel, as
shown in Figure 24. These so called slit maps are calculated in a
linear fashion and yield globally conformal results. Different land-
mark features can be chosen to serve as inner and outer boundary
condition. An advantage over Wang et al.’s approach [WLG∗07] is
that slit maps do not produce singularities.

Balasubramanian et al. [BPS10] introduce a near-isometric
flattening algorithm based on the earlier work of Schwartz et
al. [SSW89]. Their target domain is arbitrary as long as it is a man-
ifold (locally Euclidean). The given geometry is simply flattened
out such that the isometric distortion is minimized (see Figure 25).
Two main steps are performed in their process. At first, the calcula-
tion of the exact geodesic distances between all pairs of vertices of
the input mesh is performed. Second, based on an initial flat map
with an area equal to the original one, the error of the parameter-
ization is iteratively minimized with the constraint to not produce
edge crossings. They also propose a set of six criteria which near-
isometric flattenings must fulfill together with a set of test surfaces
for their evaluation. The presented algorithm meets all these crite-
ria, but is only applicable to meshes with an open boundary (which
can easily be obtained by deleting a single vertex) and no handles.
Their evaluation exhibits a high similarity of the visual cortex be-
tween subjects, likewise for brains from humans and macaques.

Lui et al. [LTW∗10] employ landmark curves on cortical sur-
faces to generate conformal maps for registration tasks. In the be-
ginning, an initial conformal parameterization is obtained by us-
ing Wang et al.’s algorithm [WLG∗07] described earlier. Through
the minimization of an energy functional represented by a vector

Figure 25: Quasi-isometric flattening of the visual area V1 from
a macaque (top) and a human (bottom) generated to study the
similarity of their intrinsic shape [HPR∗08]. On the left, the
original geometries are shown with their flattened version on
the right side, respectively. Color-coded per-vertex error values
from low (blue) to high (red) reveal areas with larger distortion.
(Adapted from [BPS10])

Figure 26: The original cortical surface (left) is first confor-
mally mapped to the unit sphere (middle) using previous tech-
niques [GWC∗04]. In the second step, Lie advection it is applied
to evolve the initial, conformal map to an area-preserving parame-
terization (right). (From [ZHGH11])

field, a shape-based diffeomorphic mapping function is obtained,
which simultaneously preserves the conformal property and aligns
all landmark curves inside the parameter domain.

Lie advection is used by Zou et al. [ZHGH11] to develop an area-
preserving mapping when an already flattened diffeomorphism is
given as input, or can be calculated in a first pass (see Figure 26). As
final target domains, the unit square and sphere are presented. By
use of the Laplace-Beltrami operator, a gradient vector field is com-
puted and integrated over time to create a diffeomorphic flow. This
iterative scheme transforms any initial map into an area-preserving
parameterization.

Wang et al. [WSY∗12] use the Ricci flow method to confor-
mally flatten cortical surfaces and formulate it as a circle packing
problem. They introduce intentional cuts along landmark curves
which can be mapped to specific locations in the parameter do-
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Figure 27: Two conformal mappings to the unit circle of the
same cortical hemisphere surface (top and middle), scanned at
two different points in time (left and right respectively). Landmark
cuts (blue) make it possible to register these specific areas in 2D
and to reduce the overall distortion which can be seen in the sim-
ilarity of the two generated parameterizations (bottom). (Adapted
from [WSY∗12])

main (see Figure 27). This allows an easy registration between dif-
ferent data sets and the handling of difficult topologies with bound-
aries. The target curvature space may also vary. A mapping to the
disk, rectangle, or square, all with optional holes, is demonstrated.
The Ricci flow minimization is computed using Newton’s method
with an existing global optimum. A study on brain asymmetry be-
tween the left and right hemisphere is performed to examine and
visualize the influence of diseases, age, or the development over
time.

Based on Monge-Brenier theory, more specifically on optimal
mass transport, Su et al. [SZS∗13] present an area-preserving brain
mapping to flatten cortical and caudate nucleus surfaces. First, a
conformal map is calculated using the discrete Ricci flow method
introduced by Wang et al. [WSY∗12]. Followed by the computation
of a power Voronoi diagram and a dual power Delaunay triangula-
tion, a unique and diffeomorphic map onto the unit disk is obtained.
The brain parameterization is also intrinsic to the Riemannian met-
ric and invariant to isometric transformations.

Auzias et al. [ALLT∗13] build on the parameterization model
from Clouchoux et al. [CRM∗10] to create rectangular maps for
surface matching tasks. Sulcal landmarks are axis-aligned and con-
formally mapped onto an orthogonal referential system. This strat-
egy has advantages over the direct mapping between two brain sur-
faces, e.g. if a Sulcus consists of multiple segments instead of a
single one. These segments can still be mapped onto the same axis

in the model. They further adapt their model-driven approach to en-
able the mapping to fetal cortical surfaces with different gestational
age to this planar domain [ADGP∗15].

Usually, brain surface flattening methods consider only one
single extracted surface. Khosravi and Soltanian-Zadeh [KSZ14]
present a quasi-isometric parameterization scheme which takes
multiple layers of the cortex into account. This work is motivated
by the fact that features can be present within the tissue between the
pial surface and the white matter. Multiple layers with local axis per
vertex are set up pointing orthogonally towards the outer surface.
All layers are flattened simultaneously via optimization which only
uses rotational operations to maintain the isometric properties as
much as possible.

In order to perform cortical surface registration, Choi et
al. [CLL15] propose a method which quasi-conformally maps to
a sphere and a triangle as intermediate steps. As an initial step,
the brain’s surface is conformally mapped onto a sphere using the
method from Angenent et al. [AHTK99a]. Emerging distortions on
the north and south pole of the spherical map are then minimized
through an algorithm which uses the inverse stereographic projec-
tion onto a big triangle to linearize further problem solving. Confor-
mity distortions are then fixed on this flat representation. The out-
come is a quasi-conformal landmark-aligned spherical harmonic
map between two brain surfaces with guaranteed bijectivity that is
free of flips and overlaps. An additional iterative step also estab-
lishes the diffeomorphic property or their parameterization.

5.3. Usage Guidelines

In general for brain flattening, one has to separate between
the preservation of topological and geometrical structures. Us-
ing the topology itself is more suitable for pattern analysis and
visualization-related tasks. Geometric structures need to be pre-
served if the measurement of quantities in the flattened domain is
the primary goal [BPS10].

Regarding the distortion characteristic, conformal maps are
more useful for general shape and pattern analysis. Mathemati-
cally conformal maps always exist, are unique, and locally Eu-
clidean. Möbius transformations allow for normalization, zoom-
ing, and focusing inside the generated map. This can be used to
overcome the problem of the typically highly distorted appearance
around borders in the target domain as the point of focus can be
changed [HS09].

Equiareal flattening techniques should be preferred if accurate
modality sampling and statistical sensitivity is critical, e.g. if study-
ing the neuronal density, cortical functional activation extent, or
cortical thickness [ZHGH11]. The same applies for marking and
tracking of cortical landmark curves which is easier to perform
when deeply burried Gyri and Sulci are more evenly spread out
in area-preserving visualizations [SZS∗13]. Especially in case of
mapping a cortical hemisphere to the unit disk. Anatomical struc-
tures tend to concentrate in the center, whereas large area distor-
tions occur closer to the border of the disk.

Without cuts, isometric mappings are usually only applicable to
smaller regions of interest, otherwise, larger distortions are intro-
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duced. Beside the often approximated Euclidean shortest path dis-
tances, the exact geodesic distance has to be considered, otherwise
the mapping is error-prone [BPS10].

Furthermore, mapping to a sphere is common and seems intu-
itive for brain data, however, it can introduce significant distortions
in the parameter domain [FSD07, WZG∗10]. Landmark cuts can
help to reduce distortion in the mapping to all types of target do-
mains, yet, they separate spatially neighboring points.

With respect to the creation of application-specific visualiza-
tions, using these parameterization algorithms, we have to con-
sider that the brain is a highly convoluted surface. Although the
brain’s Sulci and Gyri are recognizable in the flattened represen-
tation, the self-similar appearance renders the user’s orientation
difficult. However, flat maps, such as rectangles or circles, show
the entire pattern in a single view. On the other hand, mapping to
the sphere has the advantage that it respects the general surface
topology of the brain. Additionally overlaid information such as
landmarks, cortical activity, or atlases help to associate features of
the brain’s geometry to the underlying data which the visualization
wants to convey.

6. Application: Tumor Maps

In contrast to the other application sections in this STAR, which are
focusing on a specific organ, this section focuses on anomalies, i.e.,
tumors. For these, a few flattening techniques have been proposed
in the past, which are discussed in this section.

6.1. Tasks and Requirements

Various interventional therapies aim at destroying a malignant tu-
mor (primary tumor or metastasis) by applying heat. These ther-
apies include laser-induced interstitial thermotherapy (LITT), ra-
dio frequency ablation (RFA), and microwave ablation. Substan-
tial clinical experiences exist to treat liver, kidney, and lung tu-
mors. The basic approach is the same: physicians have to evaluate
whether a tumor is eligible for interventional treatment based on
the tumor size and location. If this is the case, they plan a trajec-
tory (entry point on the skin and target point close to the tumor cen-
ter) where the needle of an applicator should be inserted to deliver
thermal energy. These therapies are restricted to small to medium-
sized tumors since larger tumors cannot be fully destroyed. Tumors
too close to larger branches of vascular structures are critical since
these vascular structures should be preserved and also since they
lead to a cooling effect that counteracts the heating process of the
intervention. Whether or not a sufficient destruction of a tumor can
be achieved with an interventional treatment is difficult to assess
in some cases. Therefore, simulations are carried out that consider
tissue-specific heat properties and deliver for each voxel the esti-
mated temperature as an indicator for the likelihood of tumor con-
trol.

6.2. Techniques

Tumor maps [RWS∗10] summarize the spatial information of the
simulation along with the morphology of the tumor and its safety

(a) Rieder et al. [RWS∗10]

(b) Diepenbrock et al. [DPL∗10]

Figure 28: Two different examples of tumor maps. Rieder et
al. [RWS∗10] use a more illustrative color coding (a), while
Diepenbrock et al. [DPL∗10] directly project structures at risk onto
the map (b). (From [RWS∗10] and [DPL∗10])

margin to support the treatment planning process. They discrim-
inate three portions of tissue: tumor tissue inside the coagulation
safety margin (shown in green), tumor tissue within the coagula-
tion region but outside the safety margin (shown in yellow) and
tumor tissue outside of the coagulation region, i.e. tumor tissue that
will not be destroyed (shown in red). According to this scheme,
the tumor surface is color-coded simultaneously in a 3D visualiza-
tion and a 2D map projection that shows the entire tumor surface,
see Figure 28(b). In an interactive setting, the planned needle posi-
tion may be changed when the tumor map contains yellow or even
red portions until an appropriate needle placement is found.

The specific mapping of the tumor map is the Mollweide pro-
jection which is area-preserving. This cylindrical mapping is based
on mapping longitude and latitude values to a rectangular coordi-
nate system. The usefulness of this mapping depends on the syn-
chronization with the 3D visualization that provides the necessary
anatomical context. Another essential set of cues are labels in the
map indicating, e.g. the head and foot direction.

A similar approach has been presented by Diepenbrock et
al. [DPL∗10]. They focus on the generation of maps depicting
brain tumors. The main goal of their approach is to convey vicin-
ity to structures at risk. To do so, they use a ray-based approach,
in which rays are cast from the tumor center by sampling spher-
ical coordinates. To obtain the distance to the structures at risk,
these are projected into the plane by means of the samples, and
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depth encoded through pseudo-chromadepth coloring [RSH06].
Figure 28(b) shows an example of such a flattening.

6.3. Usage Guidelines

Since only very few techniques have been presented in this area, it
is difficult to formulate specific guidelines. Nevertheless, in the re-
viewed work, we have found that the representation of the anatom-
ical context seems to be even more crucial than in the other appli-
cation scenarios discussed. We believe that this is the case, since
in contrast to organs, for tumors the overall structure and location
are in general unknown, which makes context more essential. Tu-
mor risk maps should convey the tumor’s shape and the spatial sur-
roundings relevant for intervention or radiation treatment planning.
Distortions that affect the perception of these distances need to be
minimized. In particular, the vicinity to vascular structures with
a minimum diameter must be (roughly) preserved. If simulations
are performed, e.g. simulation of radiation or temperature simu-
lations for RFA, an overlay of the major anatomical structures and
the scalar simulation results will be helpful. Color selection is chal-
lenging in these cases. A red-yellow-green scheme for anatomical
structures that are safe or at moderate or high risk is typically used.
However, when simulation results should be overlaid, this needs to
be adapted. An option is to use isolines to convey the simulation
results. The authors use labels, depth encoding, and linked 3D vi-
sualizations to provide this context [RWS∗10].

7. Application: Bone Flattening

Many of the approaches tailored for the flattening of bone structures
show similarities to curved planar reformations [KFW∗02], since
the mapping of elongated structures, relevant for many bones, can
benefit from this approach. In this section we describe those flatten-
ing techniques which are specifically developed for bone structures.

7.1. Tasks and Requirements

When flattening bone structures, usually one of the following two
tasks needs to be fulfilled. The first task deals with the assessment
of bone ruptures. This is especially relevant in emergency units,
where trauma care plays an important role. Consequently, several
of the reviewed bone flattening techniques have been evaluated in
this context, e.g., [RLT∗15]. The second most frequently occurring
task in the context of bone flattening is the detection of metastases,
as they can occur everywhere. Therefore, an overview of suspicious
locations is very important to carry out further actions and a high
accuracy in their detection is indispensable. Furthermore, the com-
parison of single or multiple bones. Here, the bones to be investi-
gated are flattened to compare them by means of juxtaposition or
overlap. Especially when dealing with cohort studies, an overlap
can also be used to integrate many data points of a longitudinal
study into a singe representation to compute difference metrics.

7.2. Techniques

Vrtovec et al. [VLP05, VOG∗06, VOG∗07, Vrt15] present a spine-
based coordinate system to provide planar cross-sectional images
following the spine. This system is defined by a curve that runs

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 29: Coronal and sagittal slice views. (a)-(b) show conven-
tional image-based slice view, whereas (c)-(d) present spine-based
slices. The projection of the spinal centerline is shown in the image-
based slice views in black. (From [VLP05])

through the center of the thickest part of the vertebrae — deter-
mined by a distance transform and an optimization of the curve
parameters. Along this curve, a new local coordinate system is de-
fined by projecting the Cartesian x-axis and y-axis into the cross-
section perpendicular to the curve. Then, intensity-based symmetry
of the vertebra is used to rearrange this plane in order to coincide
with the symmetry axis. This ensures that the coordinate system
reflects the spine as well as vertebrae in a sufficient quality. The
conventional coronal, sagittal, and axial slice view can be directly
translated to the spine-based coordinate system, leading to anatom-
ically adapted views that resemble either a projected or straightened
CPR as depicted in Figure 29(c)-(d). Neither the straightened nor
the projected slice views preserve isometry or conformity.

As discussed in the related work section of this state-of-the-
art report, Saroul [Sar06] discusses several flattening techniques
for anatomical structures such as rib unfolding. Among those are
many techniques applicable to or tailored towards bone structures.
An example frequently found in his thesis is the flattening of the
human jaw, in which the central jaw’s surface is embedded into
the image plane. Recently, several authors evaluate the effect of rib
unfolding with respect to diagnostic accuracy [GPH∗16,KMD∗17,
DSE∗17]. Ringl et al. for instance have applied rib unfolding in
trauma care and propose an efficient unfolding algorithm to allow
for a fast assessment of rib fractures [RLT∗15]. Based on CT data
of 220 trauma cases, they compare the investigated diagnosis based
on rib unfolding as opposed to standard MPR techniques. To real-
ize the used unfolding, the center lines are computed for all ribs.
On this basis, ribs are matched to a template model, which is used
for the unfolding. The authors find that rib unfolding is not only
resulting in a more accurate analysis, i.e., more fractures have been
detected, but also in a reduced time needed for diagnosis.

Kok et al. propose a reformation technique to convey changes in
multiple CT scans of mice [KBH∗10]. Their approach deals with
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Figure 30: The articulated planar reformation (APR), allows
for an interactive unfolding of whole-body small animal CT
scans, which reduces occlusions and helps to emphasize the cur-
rent object of interest, when comparing several scans (Adapted
from [KBH∗10])

Figure 31: Different projections are used to support the assess-
ment of kinetic motion data. The example shows the application to
a spine acquired in a kinematic study. (From [CKHS∗12])

two main issues when analyzing multiple whole-body small ani-
mal CT scans: the varying posture and occlusions between differ-
ent parts of interest. To deal with these challenges, they propose
articulated planar reformation, which maps given CT scans to
an atlas to generate an interactive reformation visualization. After
the atlas is embedded into a CT scan, the subvolumes correspond-
ing to the individual extremities are extracted and arranged based
on the current region of interest (see Figure 30).

Coffey et al. compare different approaches for visualizing mo-
tion data, acquired in kinematic studies [CKHS∗12]. One design,
the so-called Static Space, Interactive Time design is applied to
data from a spinal kinematics study, whereby different projection
planes are used for a better comparison. In contrast to other bone
flattening techniques, this visualization does not involve a reforma-
tion step, but rather perspective projections from different views,
see Figure 31.

Klemm et al. focuse on the analysis of image-based cohort
study data, in which they facilitate the comparative anaysis of the

Figure 32: Klemm et al. extract centerlines from splines seg-
mented in cohort imaging data. Thus, several clusters can be
identified, and splines can be overlapped to support comparison.
(From [KLR∗13])

spine [KLR∗13]. Specifically, they are interested in the visualiza-
tion and analysis of lumbar spine canal variability within a cohort
data set. To enable the proposed flattening, they exploit a model-
based segmentation of the spine, identify the lumbar canal, and de-
rive its centerline. Based on such extracted centerlines, they per-
form an Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering in order to obtain
groups of similar canal shapes. Each cluster is then visualized by
means of a representative, which can be considered a special form
of overlap visualization (see Figure 32).

Kretschmer et al. [KST∗14] describe a reformation technique,
referred to as anatomy-driven reformation (ADR) that reformats
a volume along a structure- or object-specific surface, as demon-
strated in Figure 33. By using an as-rigid-as-possible (ARAP) map-
ping, angle and length measurements are preserved (local rigidity).
In order to view not only the flattened surface, but also its 3D vicin-
ity or surrounding volume, it is offset in positive and negative nor-
mal direction. The volume spanned between these three surfaces is
again parameterized ARAP and flattened, offering a volumetric ref-
ormation. Since flattening a surface does not adapt the distortions
to specific regions, an importance map can be defined to do so. This
importance-driven reformation adjusts the mapping weights in or-
der to minimize distortion in the important areas.

De Leener et al. [DMD∗17] describe an approach for topology-
preserving straightening of the spinal cord. They approximate the
spinal cord with a non-uniform rational B-spline (NURBS) curve
and find for every voxel the equidistantly sampled point with mini-
mal distance to the voxel itself. Then, the voxel is projected into the
plane perpendicular to the centerline curve spanned by the closest
sampled centerline point and the tangent vector of the centerline
in this point. By knowing the correspondences of the centerline
points and their local coordinate systems along the curved and the
straightened space, the transformation of a voxel is well-defined.
This mapping does not preserve isometry, but conformity.

Martinke et al. [MPG∗17] describe a rib unfolding approach that
uses ray-casting to compute a cross-sectional model that adapt to
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 33: Examples of ADR generated by considering the under-
lying anatomical structure. (a) shows a flattened pelvis, (b) a flat-
tened rib cage, and (c) flattened feet. (Adapted from [KST∗14])

Figure 34: An exemplar case with several complete rib frac-
tures (red circles). The cortical and spongy bone layers of all
ribs are unfolded and aggregated into a single image using max-
imum intensity projection (MIP). Since each rib is flattened to
the same height, they can be arranged in a standardized layout.
(From [MPG∗17])

the shape of the ribs. By sampling these rays until they leave the
ribs, several shape-adaptive slices can be unfolded and aggregated
using, e.g., maximum intensity projection (MIP) as shown in Fig-
ure 34 of the cortical and spongy bone layers. These slices are all
scaled to a rectangle of fixed extent, which makes it possible to
arrange all ribs in a standardized layout, but with the price of los-
ing isometry. Certain types of bone fractures or lesions affect only
specific layers, either the cortical or spongy bone layer. To differ-
entiate and localize such fractures, the described approach allows
physicians to inspect only one of these two layers separated or both
together in a single image.

(a) curved MIP (b) traverse slice

Figure 35: Curved thin maximum intensity projection applied to a
cranial CT scan (a). The comparable traverse slice (b) does not as
clearly show the fracture. In each image fractures are indicated by
the arrows. (From [RSS∗10])

Besides these approaches, also some work has been done on un-
folding cranial data. Ringl and colleagues have been working on
algorithms for skull unfolding based on CT data [RSS∗10]. By
using their approach, which is based on curved maximum inten-
sity projections (MIPs), it becomes possible to embed such data
into the plane and thus assess head fractures using a single image
only (see Figure 35(a)). To evaluate their technique, the authors
compared its application to the assessment of transverse sections
(see Figure 35(b)). Their findings show that the curved MIPs en-
able a significantly higher fracture detection rate, as compared to
the transverse slices.

7.3. Usage Guidelines

When dealing with skeletal imaging data, it is essential to consider
the task at hand as well as the structures represented by the data,
when deciding which flattening technique to use. With respect to
the data we distinguish two main groups. First, the data where the
focus lies on a single bone structure, such as for instance the rib
cage or the jaw. In such cases it is important that the structure of
interest can be examined from all sides within a single flattening.
Consequently, such flattenings have bad preservation properties, as
the flattening goes hand in hand with a deformation. The second
group contains all those acquisitions where several structures in
terms of bones shall be investigated. In such cases the flattening
techniques can benefit from the empty space in between individual
bones, and lay them out, such that all bones are visible. Accord-
ingly, better preservation properties can be expected. While entire
skeletons clearly fall into this category, the rib cage has properties
of both groups.

With respect to the task, the situation is unfortunately unclear.
When for instance trying to spot fractures, this works well on single
bones. In contrast, when working with entire skeletons, often parts
of the individual bones are occluded. Consequently, task and data
acquisition cannot be taken into account independently.
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8. Guidelines

We have presented several medical visualization domains where
flattening algorithms are heavily applied. Each of these sections
has their own task-related guidelines, however, some general rules
and suggestions can be formulated. To provide a structure for such
guidelines, we separate them into data handling and processing,
comparison, visualization and presentation, and distortion handling
guidelines.

Data handling and processing. One of the first decisions to be
made is the general type of preservation, either topological or ge-
ometrical. Topological structures are usually more important for
pattern analysis and visualization tasks, and conformal parameter-
izations are to be preferred in such cases, as the viewer is not par-
ticularly interested in specific data points or values, but rather in
scene comprehension and exploration. Such a preservation of topo-
logical features is for instance crucial for surface registration or
abnormality detection. Thus, it is especially applicable when com-
paring several data sets.

For quantitative analysis, it should instead be focused on geo-
metric properties of the parameterization. Equiareal flattening tech-
niques should be preferred where accurate modality sampling and
statistical sensitivity is critical. Quasi-isometric mappings are usu-
ally more suitable for smaller regions of interest, otherwise, larger
distortions are introduced. Besides the often approximated Eu-
clidean shortest path distances in isometric parameterizations, the
exact geodesic distance has to be considered, otherwise the map-
ping is error-prone [BPS10].

If a separation of neighboring surface points is acceptable for
an application, landmark cuts help to reduce distortion in the map-
ping to all types of target domains. Furthermore, constraining the
flattening process to a region of interest can simplify the mapping
problem and reduce the computational overhead. However, this is
difficult for closed genus zero surfaces, such as the sphere, if the
topology has to be preserved.

Data comparison. A superimposed comparison between two flat-
tening approaches is difficult as they usually generate highly differ-
ent results. The cause is that flattening techniques are often based
on optimization algorithms, therefore, their results are usually am-
biguous. Landmark registration is one attempt to solve this prob-
lem, but sill does not guarantee a comparable result. This general
problem was especially pointed out and criticized by Balasubrama-
nian et al. [BPS10] for brain surface parameterizations, but applies
to all fields of application discussed in this paper.

Data visualization and presentation. To address the problem of
spatial context preservation and to avoid potential conformation
bias, annotations and further anatomical indicators can be utilized,
the VBEP by Teermeer et al. [TBB∗07] or placenta maps from
Miao et al. [MMK∗17]. For detailed data exploration scenarios, a
visual combination of the 3D and 2D flattened surface is suggested.
This setup provides a spatial correlation between both depictions,
2D could be used as an overview to highlight regions of interest,
which can then be inspected in detail in 3D. To communicate mul-
tivariate data, additionally overlaid information such as landmarks,
atlases, or labels help to associate geometric features with the un-

derlying information. An example would be the display of fMRI
data together with surfaces extracted from MRI scans.

To enable physicians to read visualizations more easily, abstrac-
tion is often used as a tool to present complex data. We believe
that flattening techniques are popular since they exploit such an
abstraction. However, it shall be pointed out the degree of abstrac-
tion will correlate with the amount of training required. For visu-
alizations not frequently used the degree of abstraction should be
smaller compared to those visualizations a physician is exposed to
on a daily basis.

Distortion handling. To reduce the overall amount of distortion,
one strategy is to apply conformal and equiareal algorithms suc-
cessively [ZHGH11]. However, this inherits the problem that the
initial preservation characteristic can be completely lost if no coun-
termeasures are carried out.

To visualize distortion artifacts of the parameterization, heat
maps are a common visualization technique. Furthermore, uncer-
tainty visualization of inferred parameters is used to communicate
data and raise awareness of the user [RWS∗10, RKSH11, Bre12].

A general problem of CPR-based flattening methods is that such
techniques produce depth discontinuities, which negatively influ-
ence the diagnosis process of vessel diseases. Therefore, Kretchmer
et al. [KPS14] presented a bilateral filtering approach that removes
such depth discontinuities. For filtering, constraints are set to en-
sure that the depth map still passes through the vessel centerlines.
Otherwise, the vessel topology is changed, which is not desired.

However, existing distortions in flattening methods have con-
sequences for their application in diagnostic scenarios. In clini-
cal routine, flattening techniques are never independently used, al-
ways in combination with conventional, well-established visualiza-
tion techniques such as the slice views. Projections are mostly uti-
lized to provide an overview of the essential aspects while being
linked with other representations for a more detailed diagnosis. Re-
garding the diagnosis of vascular diseases, the studies of Schern-
thaner et al. [SWM∗15] and Portugaller et al. [PSH∗04] show that
axial slice views still have to be used.

9. Conclusions

We have discussed and classified flattening techniques used in med-
ical visualization. To enable users and visualization experts to as-
sess usage scenarios of the reviewed techniques, we have developed
a coding system based on three property groups: Data Input, Trans-
ferability, and Preservation. Within these groups, we could iden-
tify in total seven axes which form the basis of our comparative
literature review. To structure this STAR, we have discussed the
techniques with respect to their application cases, starting with the
cardiovascular system, continuing with colon unfolding and brain
flattening, and arriving at tumor maps and finally bone flattening
techniques. All reviewed techniques have been discussed based on
our coding scheme.

10. Future Challenges

One future challenge of flattening surfaces is the investigation of
a thick slab instead of a single thin slice. Concerning flattening of
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vascular structures, Kanitsar et al. [KFW∗02] and Cai et al. [Cai07]
use a slab for rendering thick CPRs. Zeng et al. [ZMKG11] con-
sider the volumetric colon wall, and in the brain flattening domain
Wang et al. [WGC∗04b] use harmonic volumetric mapping and
Khosravi and Soltanian-Zadeh [KSZ14] a multi-surface approach.
Although these papers provide interesting results, problems could
be caused by high-intensity structures, e.g. calcification blending
over the vessel lumen.

Most of the presented techniques are tailored towards a quite spe-
cific problem to be solved. This lack of generalizability reflects also
in our classification table (Table 1)—the reproducibility is nearly
always higher rated than the generalizability. The investigation of
approaches which can handle more complicated topologies could
compensate for defective segmentation results. Otherwise, more ro-
bust reconstruction algorithms or automatic repairing methods have
to be applied in preprocessing steps.

Kreiser and Ropinski [KR16] formulated the following two
statements of what could also be considered in future work con-
cerning medical projection and parameterization techniques.

Medical projection techniques which currently do not implement
any preservation characteristic, such as the Volumetric Bulls Eye
Plot [TBB∗07] or Aneurism Maps [NGB∗09], could be extended to
do so. However, it has to be considered that an enforced preserva-
tion characteristic does not automatically enhance any type of flat-
tened visualization, especially if quantitative geometric measures
are not highly relevant.

Further attention should also be paid to techniques consider-
ing shape [MK16], context [KSW06, MC10], or mass [ZYHT07]
preservation. Especially context-preservation in complex environ-
ments benefits the user when focusing on a region of interest while
the overall picture is still important. Another user-centered orien-
tation would be the development of data-aware approaches which
automatically optimize the visual representation with respect to a
given task.
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Abstract
Irreversible electroporation (IRE) is a minimally invasive technique for small tumour ablation. Multiple needles are inserted
around the planned treatment zone and, depending on the size, inside as well. An applied electric field triggers instant cell death
around this zone. To ensure the correct application of IRE, certain criteria need to be fulfilled. The needles’ placement in the
tissue has to be parallel, at the same depth, and in a pattern which allows the electric field to effectively destroy the targeted
lesions. As multiple needles need to synchronously fulfill these criteria, it is challenging for the surgeon to perform a successful
IRE. Therefore, we propose a visualization which exploits intuitive visual coding to support the surgeon when conducting IREs.
We consider two scenarios: first, to monitor IRE parameters while inserting needles during laparoscopic surgery; second, to
validate IRE parameters in post-placement scenarios using computed tomography. With the help of an easy to comprehend
and lightweight visualization, surgeons are enabled to quickly visually detect what needs to be adjusted. We have evaluated
our visualization together with surgeons to investigate the practical use for IRE liver ablations. A quantitative study shows the
effectiveness compared to a single 3D view placement method.

Keywords: medical imaging, visualization

ACM CCS: Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Picture/Image Generation-
Display algorithms

1. Introduction

In current surgeries, tumour ablations are a common type of ther-
apy. While modern ablations are suitable to treat larger lesions, they
come with the downside that healthy regions are also damaged.
Therefore, the goal is to further reduce the degree of invasiveness,
which results in less stress on the patient’s body and thus supports
faster recovery. A wide range of such minimally invasive surgery
techniques exist, many of which rely on imaging methods like com-
puted tomography (CT), ultrasound (US) imaging, or are performed
laparoscopically with the support of a monoscopic or a stereoscopic
camera [Mac01].

Irreversible electroporation (IRE) is a surgical intervention, dur-
ing which multiple needles are positioned around small tumours.
Optionally, central probes can be introduced for larger targets, and
a high-voltage (�1.5–3 kV) is applied in short pulses [Nar11].

The resulting electric field causes holes in the tumour cells’ mem-
branes, which is an irreversible process that triggers cell death. The
advantages of this intervention compared to others, e.g. radiofre-
quency thermal ablation (RFA) or cryotherapy, are fewer collateral
injuries [MILR07] and a more area independent treatment. Thus, ab-
lations can be performed closer to major vessels and nerves, which
enables ablations of lesions previously not accessible. Furthermore,
while thermal ablations often have problems with the heat/cold sink
effect [LTK10], meaning that major blood vessels cool down or re-
heat treated areas during the ablation process, IRE is unaffected by
the blood flow and hence is not impaired by these side effects. Due
to these benefits, recently, IRE techniques are becoming more and
more popular for treating lesions in the pancreas, prostate, kidneys,
and liver.

However, to support a successful IRE treatment, some require-
ments must be fulfilled. The parallelism of needles as described by
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(a) Conventional visualization communicating needle
placement in 3D.

(b) A change in perspective reveals the misplacement
of several needles. Needle 2 is too deep, 3 too far
away and 5 not parallel.

(c) The proposed radial visualization clearly
communicates needle misplacement without the
adaptation of viewing parameters.

Figure 1: Needle placement in irreversible electroporation (IRE) requires certain parameters (position, parallelism and depth) to be met. The
task of fulfilling these requirements is complex and time-consuming. In conventional visualizations, occlusions can hinder the procedure (a), (b).
In contrast, our visualization communicates all necessary parameters and allows for an optimal needle placement (c).

Figure 2: The surgeon places an IRE needle with the help of ultra-
sound (US) images as seen on the right. The needle is attached to
the side of the US probe to have a first estimate where in the image
it should appear (green dotted line). A live deformed CT scan of the
patient with the marked target tumour (green circle) is displayed on
the left.

Silk et al. [STS*14] is one such requirement. All needles placed in
close proximity to a lesion need to be parallel to have the electric
field equally applied to the designated area. Only by establishing
this, an accurate prediction of the treatment zone becomes possible.
As a conclusion, Silk et al. state: ‘More studies are needed to op-
timize device settings, probe positioning, and treatment parameters
before IRE becomes more mainstream’. Another requirement is the
correct relative depth of the used needles because the ablation area
is limited by the overlap. Finally, the positioning pattern plays an
important role in terms of the applied voltage and current between
needles. These requirements are often challenging to meet during
surgery, but the situation can become even more difficult based on
the given context. For instance, structures like the rib cage or tissue
to be penetrated by a needle can cause critical deviation or bend-
ing of a needle. This would result in an uneven and non-parallel
arrangement of the needles.

In this paper, we present a novel visualization technique which is
designed to display all crucial needle properties to meet the needle
placement requirements consisting of parallelism, positioning and
depth. In this work, the focus lies on convex needle configuration
patterns without probes passing through the centre of a tumour. We
aim at enhanced accuracy to reduce unnecessary vessel or tumour
injuries and therefore decrease the risk of spreading tumour cells
to surrounding tissue as well as prevent bleedings inside the organ.
Furthermore, the visualization has been designed to enable fewer
repositioning steps of needles when they are not in the correct place,
as speeding this process up will benefit the patient. Additionally,
enabling a more precise placement through visualization can help to
reduce the number of CT scans required for placement verification.
The results of our user study indicate that we could achieve these
goals as the proposed visualization increases speed and accuracy
during needle placement.

Additional information regarding the IRE intervention and related
precautions can be found in the manual of the NanoKnife system,
manufactured by AngioDynamics [Ang11]. We adapt the terminol-
ogy in this paper from the work of Wendler et al. [WFR*16]. They
propose a set of reporting criteria and terms for IRE procedures for
analysis and comparison.

The paper is structured as follows. After having discussed related
work in Section 2, we will describe the medical background of the
IRE procedure in Section 3. In Section 4, we justify the design
decisions made to develop the proposed visualization techniques
and discuss the application to real-world use cases in Section 5.
Section 6 provides implementation details. Section 7 discusses the
evaluation we have conducted together with three surgeons and
provide the results of a performed user study. Limitations of our
visualization are discussed in Section 8. Finally, we will conclude
in Section 9 and summarize our results and findings the carried out
study provides.

2. Related Work

The need for precise targeting in IRE and similar ablation modal-
ities, as well as biopsy, has resulted in the development of various
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systems addressing this problem. Single targeting systems are use-
ful in case of ablation techniques in which the spatial relations like
parallelism or the distance between multiple tools are not relevant.
Wallach et al. [WTW*14] compare three optical single targeting
devices and conclude that the lateral error can be reduced signif-
icantly when using an aiming device over freehand insertions. A
robotically assisted solution for tumour ablation in the liver is pre-
sented by Abdullah et al. [AYG*15] to render the probe placement
independent of the physician’s experience. Similar solutions have
also been proven successful in other scenarios [GBG*14].

With the rise of augmented reality (AR), this technology will most
likely also find its way into the surgery room [RBBS06], especially
since much work has been done already in this field [BBR*03]. AR
will increase targeting precision by enabling the surgeon to have a
look inside the patient through superimposing content on the skin
or even directly on organs [GAP*11]. Nicolau et al. present two AR
navigation systems which can reach accuracy of 3 mm on a phan-
tom [NGP*05] and 5 mm in real surgeries [NPS*09] in case of single
needle targeting in a thermal liver ablation. An illustrative visualiza-
tion for AR in liver surgery is suggested by Hansen et al. [HWR*10]
with the goal to improve the spatial perception. To maintain the vi-
sual attention on the patient, Black et al. [BAIRH13] introduce
auditory AR for needle placement. A context-aware AR system
is presented by Katić et al. [KWG*13] which supports surgeons
through ontology-based situation interpretation and presentation.

Within the visualization community, ablation zone visualiza-
tion for thermal treatment was done by Rieder et al. in multiple
works [RAK*10, RKSH11]. Considering the patient’s anatomy,
they present a fast image-based approximation of the ablation zone
which takes the heat-sink effect into account [RAK*10]. They also
introduce an approach based on graphics processing units (GPU) to
approximate the ablation zone for different radio-frequency models
using weighted distance fields [RKSH11]. Lehman et al. analyse
the cooling effect of liver vessels on radio-frequency ablations and
advise that in a range of 10 mm around major vessels, this effect
should be taken into account [LRV*09]. Kröger et al. present a
simulation of the ablation zone based on the finite element method
(FEM) [KAP*06]. Other works in the area of visual liver surgery
guidance, which traditionally requires high accuracy, include the
analysis of the vasculature [SPSP02] or the development of com-
plete pre-operative planning systems [BSL*02, MTC02]. Besides
liver surgery, Neubauer et al. have shown that endoscopic guidance
can also benefit from adequate visualizations [NMW*04].

Needle pathway planning is another field of application which
tries to solve the problem of accessing targets in volumetric organs
in the most appropriate way without damaging nearby structures.
Khlebnikov et al. [KKMS11] visualize the safety of a path using
crepuscular rays, while Chan and Heng [CH14] propose an evalu-
ation framework and an illustrative rendering technique to display
needle access pathways using volumetric beams as depth and an
array of rings as orientation cues for needles. Straight access paths
in neurosurgical environments can be employed to render surface
maps which represent the risk or safety potential when entering the
brain at different locations [NTS*10, RNNTD14].

A different field for accurate navigation is deep brain stim-
ulation (DBS). Bjartmarz and Rehncrona compared frame-based

and frameless navigation for DBS electrode implantation and con-
cluded that a conventional stereotactic frame performs better than a
frameless guidance [BR07]. Bock et al. propose a visualization
system which supports the surgeon during the placement of the
stimulating electrodes with fused modalities like imaging data or
patient checks [BLE*13].

While all of these approaches target higher accuracy in placement
surgeries, no visualization-driven approach exists which takes into
account position, parallelism and depth of multiple needles in IRE
interventions.

3. IRE Intervention Procedure

When performing IRE tumour treatment, the correct placement of
the IRE needles is of great importance. Accordingly, intra-operative
imaging techniques are applied to support the placement process.
Currently, two imaging approaches are widely used: intra-operative
CT scans and US probing during laparoscopic interventions. Prior
to the actual placement, the surgeon plans how many needles are
to be used and in which pattern they are placed according to a pre-
operative CT scan of the tumour. In the following, two common
workflows for IRE procedures are described.

CT-guided placement. If a CT scanner is used for placement
verification, the IRE needles can be inserted using two different
navigation approaches. Either through CT fluoroscopy or by ex-
ploiting computer-assisted guidance using jet ventilation to inhibit
lung and liver motion and fusion of pre-operative scans to evaluate
needle placements (Figure 2). The IRE needles are initially inserted
while they are attached to the side of a US probe to track them until
they reach their target position around the tumour. Once a needle is
in place, an intra-operative CT scan is performed and evaluated by
the surgeons to verify if it is inserted as desired. Considered factors
are the needles’ parallelism, positioning with respect to the target
tumour, depth in the tissue and also the distance between needle
pairs. These parameters need to be passed on to the ablation de-
vice which supplies the needed energy. Since the ablation area is in
the centimetre range (0.5–4 cm), a correct insertion is crucial to

Figure 3: Final IRE needle placement before the actual start of the
ablation which takes several minutes. On the bottom, our 3D model
of an IRE needle with an adjustable exposure of the tip is shown, as
it is used in our 3D visualization.
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the successful treatment. If indications exist that a needle has not
been placed as expected, it will be removed completely and rein-
serted again. Another CT scan will then verify the placement until
all parameters ensure a good ablation (Figure 3).

Laparoscopic placement. In the laparoscopic case, the needles
are placed without an additional aiming device. Since the nee-
dle insertion is better stabilized with two fixed points (abdominal
wall, then 5–8 cm of carbon dioxide filled void in the abdomen),
before the needle enters the target organ (liver or pancreas), a
guide arm is not used in this procedure. During the insertion, a
US probe on the surface of the treated organ is used to track the
needle inside the affected tissue until it is in the correct place.
Due to the limited verification in the laparoscopic case, an addi-
tional visualization for guidance would be particularly beneficial
here.

As two use cases exist in which the IRE method is applied, the CT
case is primarily intended to be a post-placement check situation
in which the placement itself is separated from the visualization
process. The scan data can be analysed and visualized to obtain
a snapshot of the situation in the patient and to decide whether a
correction is required. In the laparoscopic case, needles are tracked
and can be integrated into our visualization during the insertion as
an additional guidance in real time. We expect our visualization to
be advantageous particularly during laparoscopy, as needles can be
corrected in real time and a repositioning can be prevented early on
in the process.

Therefore, the subsequently described placement phases focus
on the laparoscopic case with the potential to facilitate an already
acceptable result on the first try with interactive feedback of the pro-
posed visualization. Thus, after the surgeon has chosen a placement
template which defines the overall arrangement of the needles, we
distinguish three subsequent phases in which certain parameters of
the currently used needle are adapted: positioning, parallelism and
depth. As pointed out above, finding optimal values for all these
parameters simultaneously is crucial and challenging. In particular,
as the needles are bendable, no overall parallelism to a reference
axis can be ensured along an entire needle.

4. Visualization Design

During the development of our visualization approach, we took
into account the current IRE workflow as described in the previous
section. Our visualization aims at displaying all relevant needle pa-
rameters – positioning, parallelism and depth – simultaneously for
multiple needles. This is achieved by facilitating a radial visualiza-
tion which exploits reprojection in order to integrate these partially
orthogonal parameters. Furthermore, it was important to integrate
all these parameters into a single view to reduce focus changes. A
single 3D view without further extensions would not be appropriate
as demonstrated in Figure 1. In such a 3D view, for instance, needle
depth and parallelism could not be conveyed simultaneously due to
occlusion, as these are orthogonal parameters. The following sub-
sections give an overview of the proposed visualization, discuss the
underlying design choices and explain how the displayed features
help to determine optimal parameters. Finally, we discuss the visual
complexity of the proposed visualization.

4.1. Radial visualization layout

Before we describe how the proposed visualization facilitates
achieving values for the three placement parameters in the best
manner possible – positioning, parallelism and depth – in the fol-
lowing subsections, we briefly explain and illustrate the coordinate
system on which our radial visualization is based.

Reference coordinate system. It is essential to choose a com-
mon reference coordinate system to be able to integrate all relevant
parameters into a single visualization. From now on, we denote
axes with small letters and their corresponding direction using vec-
tor notation, with x and �x as an example. Figure 4 illustrates the
coordinate system used for our visualization. The main reference
axis aref , and its direction �aref , can be chosen in two ways, depend-
ing on the surgeon’s preference. Either, as the average direction of
all already placed needles, or a specific needle can be selected to
serve as reference. The direction of the second axis �ahead is chosen to
be in the plane spanned by aref and the direction from the centre of
the tumour ctumour to the patient’s head, denoted by the vector �ghead .
It is calculated to be perpendicular to �aref and pointing the same
general direction using

�ahead = �ghead − �aref ∗ (�ghead · �aref ) ⇒ �ahead = �ahead

‖�ahead‖ .

The third axis aorient is obtained by calculating the cross prod-
uct �aref × �ahead . Consequentially, the plane in which the radial vi-
sualization is embedded is spanned by �ahead and �aorient , positioned
at the tumour centre ctumour . This is done to obtain a consistent
view when looking at already placed needles from the direction of
insertion due to the dependency on the patient’s position. To posi-
tion this reference coordinate system in space, the target tumour’s
centre ctumour is used as the origin. The direction of the patient’s
head is depicted by means of a blue triangle (Figure 5a) to support a
quick orientation of the surgeon. The arrangement of the needles in
our visualization is conform to the surgeon’s view onto the patient
when standing next to him and the patient is bedded with the head
pointing in the same direction as the intended indicator (blue trian-
gle). The same applies for a similar setup in a rendered 3D view.

�aorient

�ahead

�are f

ctumour

�ghead

Figure 4: The radial visualization’s coordinate system is defined
in the frame of the vectors �ahead and �aorient centred at the target
tumour’s position ctumour . The head indicator (blue triangle) is used
as a reference when aligning the radial visualization with the 3D
scene, in which the patient is oriented along ghead .
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(a) Radial visualization (b) Enhanced 3D visualization

Figure 5: Laparoscopic use case visualized with the proposed radial visualization (left) and the enhanced 3D visualization (right). In the
radial visualization, needle number 1 is used to derive the reference axis aref . While the 3D visualization clearly allows to spot bad placement
for some needles, it is not easily possible for all of them. Furthermore, the radial visualization communicates misplacement more accurately
and also provides hints on what needs to be adapted.

Furthermore, the 3D scene shows a small upper body in the lower
right corner to provide an easy orientation ( Figure 5b).

Radial layout. We use a radial shape as the global layout of the
proposed visualization (Figure 5a), because the arrangement tem-
plate of IRE needles for small tumours is centred around the target
in a convex manner. The radial visualization contains as many ra-
dial axes as needles there are used in the IRE process. Each axis
represents all information required to allow for an optimal needle
placement. The overall appearance of our radial visualization has
been inspired by star glyphs [JFRH72]. Each axis is partitioned into
several segments, which encode the essential information. As men-
tioned in Section 3, IRE needles are bendable and thus parallelism
to a reference direction, which can also be illustrated or visualized
as a reference needle, is not necessarily a global feature but rather
a feature of different segments. To cover such a potential bending
of the needles, the axes of radial visualization are subdivided. The
division is chosen such that it complies with the expected degree to
which a needle can be bend. The location of the indicator point of
each segment (small circles in Figure 5a) encodes the parallelism
of the according segment. However, we deviate from the original
star glyph design as we do not connect the neighbouring axes, but
rather offset the data points from the respective axis and depict the
deviation from the optimum with a connection line. This gives us
one more degree of freedom, which is necessary to encode needle
bending in all directions. Keeping the number of segments low re-
duces the overlap between indicators which makes it more distinct
where they need to be moved to during the guidance. In contrast,
with a large number of segments, the bending of needles can be
represented more accurately. How the indicators for these segments
along the needle are distributed depends on the use case. However,
the distribution along the needle’s active area is meaningful to en-
sure optimal conditions for the ablation. Furthermore, the radial
axes are used to encode a needle’s insertion depth.

To support optimal needle targeting, we add an inner circle to the
radial visualization, which displays relevant structures as seen from
the surgeon’s perspective. The proposed visualization combines two
projections, for supporting optimal needle placement and simulta-
neously helping to avoid injuring important structures at the same
time.

4.2. Encoding positioning

Through the placement of the first needle during an IRE intervention,
the surgeon defines the initial direction of insertion of all following
needles. During the first phase of each needle’s placement, the dis-
tance relation to the target tumour as well as to critical structures
needs to be taken into account. To prevent the needle from harming
vessels or other tumours, a certain security distance to them has
to be ensured. Otherwise, possible consequences could be serious
bleeding or a spreading of cancerous cells into other regions. Thus,
a visualization supporting this first placement phase must consider
two things. One is the currently inserted needle’s distance to the ar-
rangement template. The other would be the position of the needle
when inserted to the final depth inside the tissue. We employ the
inner circle of our radial visualization to encode these parameters.

The chosen arrangement template is displayed in the centre of
the inner region as a dashed line (Figure 5a). In our current imple-
mentation, the arrangement template can have an elliptical shape.
It serves as an easy to parameterize approximation of a convex
polygon and is adjustable along its two principle axes. This kind
of elliptical profile correlates to the appearance of a treated tumour
in most cases. During the positioning phase, the surgeon must then
place each needle’s physical tip (represented by a red arrow) on
the skin of the patient, such that it is aligned with the arrangement
template ( Figure 6a). If the projection of the needle’s tip onto the
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(a) Needle tip correctly positioned wrt. arrangement template.

(b) Needle tip positioned too far away wrt. arrangement template.

(c) Needle tilting towards the reference needle (dtarget > dtip).

(d) Needle tilting away from the reference needle (dtarget < dtip).

Figure 6: Examples of how the needle tip indicators (red and grey
arrow) communicate the positioning and the tilt of an IRE needle.

ctumour ctumour ctumour

are f are f are f

Figure 7: Three needles in different configurations relative to the
reference axis aref . The general symbol notation is the same as in
Figure 8. From left to right: a needle tilting towards aref , arranged
parallel to aref , and tilting away from aref .

plane of the radial visualization is too far away or too close to
the target tumour, it does not align with the arrangement template.
Figure 6(b) illustrates such a case in which the tip is positioned too
far away. Therefore, the surgeon can adjust the positioning before
inserting the needle through the patient’s skin. We also include an
additional grey indicator, representing the needle’s tip projected to
its final position at the correct target depth. When viewed together,
the red and grey indicators are additionally utilized to encode the
tilt of needles, further explained in Subsection 4.4. An illustrative
explanation on how we make use of the term tilt in this work is
given in Figure 7.

To avoid positioning a needle where critical structures would be
damaged upon insertion, the inner area of our radial visualization
shows a projection of the underlying structures as seen along the
reference axis aref . Since the distance calculations were done in the
reference coordinate frame, our two arrow indicators are directly
aligned with this geometry, such that they can be superimposed.
Thus, an overlap between the red arrow indicator and a critical

structure would signal an intersection of the needle and the structure
when the needle is inserted along aref at this location.

4.3. Encoding needle distribution

Placing the needles in a uniformly distributed manner around the
tumour provides a good coverage of the treated area. By optimizing
the configuration, a minimum amount of needles can be used while
remaining able to ablate all the malignant tissue. We incorporate a
greyscale shading into the background of the outer part as a subtle
hint to the surgeon (Figure 5a). By avoiding a strict marker to
indicate the placement, the surgeon is smoothly guided but not
forced to place the needle according to these indicators, such that
they do not place a needle close to critical regions. The shape of the
effect can be adjusted to create wider or sharp highlights. In our case,
we use a y-shifted cosine with the angle of the first inserted needle
around the tumour as an offset parameter. The number of needles
in total is used as the number of peaks. An additional exponent to
the cosine controls the sharpness of the effect. As an alternative to
the cosine, one could think of using a sigmoid function to create
a smooth ascending and descending shape. Of course, a manual
adjustment of the pattern’s arrangement is also possible at all times if
a surgeon is not satisfied with the presented configuration. Figure 9
shows a simple example of how the background colour intensity
could look like in the case of four placed needles.

4.4. Encoding parallelism

In the second phase of a needle’s placement, the instrument needs to
be oriented such that it is parallel to the reference needle direction
�aref . We identified three reasons which make multiple encodings
for needle parallelism in our visualization necessary. First, as paral-
lelism is the most crucial of the needle parameters, an unambiguous
communication is essential. Second, as the needles are bendable,
parallelism must be encoded for several segments along a needle.
Third, to gain an estimation of how a non-parallel needle can be
corrected, it is necessary to communicate how a needle deviates
from a parallel path. We use an explicit coding for parallelism. It
encodes in which direction a segment is deviating from its neutral
position on the corresponding radial axis. Instead, implicit coding
would map parallel structures of the object to parallel structures in
the visualization. Forcing parallel needles in the 2D plot as well
would require a second view to be able to recognize a tilt in all di-
rections. A visualization of parallelism based on one visual element
instead is easier to quantify.

To recall the two arrow-shaped needle tip indicators introduced
in Subsection 4.2, a first impression of a needle’s tilt with respect to
the reference axis aref is already provided in the positioning phase.
We have previously experimented with cross hairs. The choice of
an arrow as the target structure has the advantage that it perfectly
matches the red arrow when the needle is pointing in the same
direction as the current reference axis aref which indicates that
the needle follows a parallel path with respect to aref towards the
target (Figures 6a and b). Otherwise, the needle is tilted either
inwards (Figure 6c) or outwards (Figure 6d). To correctly display
the two arrow markers representing the needle’s tip, we have to
compute their position with respect to the inner circle. We refer
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dtip

dtarget

errdepth

are f

ctumour

�are f

Figure 8: To encode correct positioning, the distances dtip and
dtarget to a needle’s tip are measured from the reference axis aref

through the tumour’s centre ctumour to the point of interest. Here,
the red and grey arrows correspond to the respective arrows in
our radial visualization (Figure 5a), where they denote the physical
needle’s tip position (red) and projected along the needle’s direction
to the target depth (grey). The segment indicators on the needle have
a colour assigned corresponding to the distance from a line through
the current needle’s tip (red) with the direction of the reference axis
aref , denoted as �aref .
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Figure 9: Background intensity used as a visual cue for suggesting
needle distribution, in this case for four placed needles.

to these values as the current tip’s position dtip and the position
in which the tip would hit the target plane dtarget . They are both
measured from the current reference axis aref through the tumour’s
centre ctumour as illustrated in Figure 8.

To allow for communicating parallelism of bendable needles, we
exploit the multiple segments along the radial axes. When orient-
ing the currently inserted needle parallel to aref , all segments have
the same distance to its corresponding pair along the reference. An
example of such a setup can be seen in Figure 10 (a), where all seg-
ment indicators, depicted by the green circles, are perfectly aligned
along the needle and the concentric circles on our radial visualiza-
tion. This resembles a cross hair metaphor which is known to be a
sufficient guidance system in similar application cases [GFA*12].
If a needle is not parallel, two scenarios can occur. First, the needle
is tilted towards or away from aref resulting in potentially different
angles for different needle segments. Having the tip as the reference
point, this error can be visually communicated through the segment
indicators moving along the needle’s axis towards or away from
the centre, depending on the tilt direction (Figures 10b and c). Sec-
ond, the segments can also rotate around the reference coordinate
frame’s main axis aref . This angle error is shown by the segment
indicator as a rotation away from the needle’s axis in our radial

(a) Perfect parallel needle.

(b) Needle tilting towards the reference needle.

(c) Needle tilting away from the reference needle.

(d) Needle tilting sideways.

(e) Needle tilting away and sideways.

Figure 10: Examples of different situations while adjusting the par-
allelism of a needle wrt. to the reference axis aref .

visualization (Figure 10d). Indeed, the two directions of rotation
can be combined for a single needle. Such a setup is depicted in
Figure 10(e). The tilt towards or away as well as sideways from the
reference needle can also be imagined as the azimuth and elevation
angle on a spherical coordinate system. These two quantities are
two-dimensional and therefore suitable to be displayed on a plane.
The amount of movement the needle experiences during manipu-
lation correlates to the position of the segment on the needle. The
closer it is to the needle’s tip, the smaller the deviation of the seg-
ment. The colour gradient from green to red represents an increasing
distance error from the reference line through the needle’s tip with
the direction �aref of the reference axis as can be seen in Figure 8.

Multiple visual cues are again used in order to allow for an easy
correction of non-parallel needles. First, a red connection line indi-
cates where the optimal position for each segment indicator would
be. Second, the colour of the indicator changes from red to green
when coming close to this optimal position. This colour transfer
can be adjusted to have a specific threshold in distance and angle
error from the optimum to ensure a good ablation if a tolerated error
is known. A third cue is based on the alignment of the dot in the
centre of the segment indicator with the optimal position, which
is represented by the intersection of the needle’s axis and the seg-
ment’s concentric circle. At last, we have chosen the width of the
segment indicator to be the same as the width of the box-like needle
abstractions around the axes. This helps to correct the angle error,
as when both align, the targeting circle is exactly within the bounds
of the needle abstraction.
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(a) Needle at correct depth.

(b) Needle too far out.

(c) Needle too far in.

Figure 11: Examples of how the depth indicator communicates the
distance of a needle’s tip from the target depth.

4.5. Encoding depth

During the third and last phase, a needle is inserted until it reaches
the target depth around the tumour in order to place the active tip
in the planned treatment zone. Since the depth range of a typical
treatment zone is quite small (0.5–4 cm), accurate depth position-
ing is important. For instance, if the target tumour is located close
to major vessels or other tumours in the same area, going fur-
ther down than needed would be a risk that should be avoided.
While the needles themselves have length markers, as can be seen
in Figure 3, they may differ in depth due to bending caused by tis-
sue or structures on the way towards the target location. Thus, we
have incorporated a visualization of the needle’s depth in our radial
visualization.

The considered depth which has to be advanced is the offset from
the target plane as viewed along the currently placed needle, and
not along the reference axis direction �aref (Figure 8). Although all
previously described phases achieve already a good parallelism, this
depth measurement is done to obtain the accurate depth which the
needle needs to be placed in the tissue. The visual representation
of this depth is incorporated in the rendered needle abstraction
as shown in Figure 11. During the insertion process, we fill the
needle representation from the outside with another box-like needle
representation in grey. When the needle comes close to the target
depth, the colour will blend to green in order to signify a correct
positioning. While Figure 11(a) shows such a correct positioning,
Figures 11(b) and (c) show the representation of a needle that is too
far out or in, respectively.

To complement this information, the current target plane can be
shown in the 3D visualization (Figure 5b) to provide a second depth
confirmation. Despite the fact that this is not a quantitative represen-
tation like our depth indicator as it depends on the viewing angle,
it gives a first impression of whether the setup looks acceptable as
needles piercing through this target plane can be quickly identified.

4.6. Needle correction

With the coordinate system set up as explained earlier in Subsec-
tion 4.1, surgeons can correct a needle directly based on the radial
plot. While placing a needle, all manipulations performed resemble

the changes in our visualization when the head indicator (blue trian-
gle) is aligned with the patient’s head direction from the surgeon’s
point of view. For instance, moving the needle left or right on the
patient’s skin surface moves the needle’s tip indicator (red triangle)
to the left or right, respectively. The same applies for tilting the
needle. A tilt towards the reference axis aref moves all segment
indicators closer to the centre of the radial plot and vice versa.

4.7. Visual complexity

The size and amount of the segment indicators is a trade-off between
a good representation of the bending behaviour and not ending up
with an overloaded area. Having the segment indicators large enough
is required to be able to see the target dot in the middle for the align-
ment with the corresponding concentric circle. We have chosen five
segment subdivisions in our example since at least two are needed
to capture the bending. Five elements, in the end, had still suffi-
cient spatial separation to clearly identify which indicator belongs
to which target position. We chose the radius of the inner area to
be twice as large as the major axis of the ellipse for the position-
ing template. This is done to leave space for the distance indicator
to be seen while targeting for the correct spacing to the tumour.
The 3D rendering in the middle of the plot is scaled accordingly.
The ratio between the inner and outer area is chosen dependent on
the number of segments displayed along the needle. Fewer segments
allow a larger inner area and vice versa. Each segment is uniformly
distributed along the whole active part of the needle.

5. Use Cases

In this section, we describe how our visualization is applied to the
CT and laparoscopic placement use cases introduced in Section 3.

5.1. Laparoscopic interventions

The main surgery technique where our visualization technique is
beneficial for IRE ablation is the laparoscopic case. Here, surgeons
are limited to the in-organ images provided by a US probe, work
without mechanical guidance and do not have a complete overview
of all placed needles simultaneously.

In order to improve the placement in this situation, our system
supports tracked needle data from different sources, such as optical
or electromagnetic tracking or US image analysis. Thus, the nee-
dle position and orientation is taken into account together with all
calibration data needed to register the used tools to the system. To-
gether with segmented anatomy provided as mesh data, a real-time
visualization is possible where our radial visualization displays the
currently tracked needle as guidance to its optimal position through
all the three phases described above. To complement this visualiza-
tion with a view familiar to the surgeons, a 3D view with the anatomy
data as well as models of all tracked needles is provided. In this view,
surgeons can freely move around and observe the situation.

5.2. Intra-operative CT scans

IRE ablation with the use of a CT scanner is the second surgery case
in which our visualization can be applied. While in this situation
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Figure 12: Application of our visualization to a CT use case. The
three views show a CT volume rendering (lower left), a 3D view
with the automatically extracted needles and the target plane (upper
left), and our radial visualization communicating needle position-
ing, depth and parallelism (right).

a real-time tracking system is not available in the surgery room,
the intra-operative CT scans acquired after each needle placement
can be automatically analysed. Therefore, we have extracted the
needles from the CT scan in an automated process. To do so, we
first apply a transfer function to the data which separates all metal
objects and structures with a similar density from the rest of the
patient’s body. This first segmentation is then used to analyse slices
of the volume roughly along the needles’ major insertion direction.
Stepping through the volume as long as the needles are visible in
the segmented slice, a blob detector can identify the 2D locations
of the needles in the slice which can be transformed back into a 3D
location. This results in line strips used to take samples along the
needles from which our radial visualization can be calculated. The
average of the needles’ tips is used for the target plane’s location.
Figure 12 shows the application of our IRE visualization to a CT
use case.

6. Implementation

To obtain the visual results presented in thispaper, we imple-
mented all described techniques on the GPU. Thus, we were able
to achieve high-quality results while at the same time maintain-
ing interactive frame rates. In the following paragraphs, we de-
scribe how the radial visualization and the used 3D views have been
implemented.

Radial visualization. As accuracy is crucial for our application,
we chose that the visualization should be comprised out of well-
defined shapes which are image resolution independent. Therefore,
when rendering shapes like points, line segments, circles, ellipses,
or convex polygons, we avoided the rasterized polygon approach
and facilitated analytic rendering of signed distance functions using
a single fullscreen quad shader instead. The main motivation to
do so was the fact that our radial plot mostly consists of circular
shapes which can be computed very easily and accurately using an
analytical approach. Thus, we determine every pixel’s colour based

on its distance to the surrounding elements. In this manner, effects
like line thickness, a soft edge falloff, dotted lines, colour blending
or transparency can also be easily implemented with anti-aliasing
automatically embedded.

3D visualization. A multi-layer bidirectional reflection distribu-
tion function (BRDF) is used for the 3D view to render all internal
structures of the liver such as vessels and tumours. The Oren–Nayar
reflectance model is used for the diffuse reflection and the Cook–
Torrance model for the specular component. Additionally, we apply
horizon-based ambient occlusion [BS09] to the final rendering for
enhanced shape separation and depth perception.

7. Evaluation

In order to evaluate our visualization, we examined the system
together with surgeons performing IRE treatments. Additionally
to this qualitative survey, a user study was conducted to identify
advantages and disadvantages. We measured the users task precision
and completion time.

Prior to the actual user study, a pilot study was performed which
revealed a drawback of our original visualization scheme: The nee-
dles’ distribution around the tumour was hard to determine. There-
fore, the feature described in Subsection 4.3 was incorporated.

7.1. Qualitative evaluation

In order to better understand the challenges during an IRE surgery,
we attended three operations live in a surgery room. One IRE patient
was treated under a CT scanner with a US probe placement. In the
other two procedures, the current guidance system was used in a
CT and laparoscopically for thermal ablation but with the same
equipment as the IRE would have been performed with. Based on
this experience, we set up a qualitative evaluation to investigate the
usefulness of the developed visualizations after the development
process has been finished.

Study setup. While the presented visualization method was de-
signed in close collaboration with one surgeon who frequently per-
forms IRE interventions, we wanted to investigate its usability with
respect to real-world cases from the perspective of multiple sur-
geons. Therefore, we have evaluated the proposed visualizations
with three experienced surgeons. The surgeons included in the study
have a cumulative experience in IRE treatment of several decades.
They started performing IRE interventions in February 2014, and
have since then treated 27 patients, of which 3 were pancreas and 24
were liver cases. Due to the fact that technology used in the surgery
room needs a medical certification, we could unfortunately not ap-
ply the presented visualization during the intervention. Instead, we
have performed a twofold evaluation. First, we have introduced and
explained the visualization to the surgeons during a live session in
a laparoscopic setup lasting about 30 min.

Second, to assess the usability in the CT guidance setup, we have
additionally confronted the surgeons with nine images showing our
visualization applied to liver surgery cases, they have performed
earlier in the same week. While we have taken live feedback during
the introduction session, the feedback regarding the CT guidance
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was collected via email, as immediate access to the patient’s CT scan
data while we attended the surgery was not allowed. Specifically,
we have asked the following questions: ‘Is the volume rendering
alone (or CT slices, as you are used to use) more helpful than
the radial visualization together with the extracted needles and the
target plane?’, ‘Which needles would you place again or adjust and
why?’, ‘Is the overall bending of the needles a distraction from the
actual important needle segment at the tip?’ and ‘Is the comparison
against a specific reference needle more helpful than the comparison
against the average?’

Study feedback. Regarding the laparoscopic case study, we re-
trieved very positive feedback from the surgeons. They made state-
ments like ‘very nice’, that they were ‘impressed by the precision’
and that they see our visualization as a ‘helpful tool for judging par-
allelism’. One was stating, that ‘the radial visualization will shine
in a laparoscopic [...] setting where direct imaging is not possible’.
However, they also pointed out that they would like to see it live,
as then you will see ‘how well you can align it with this visualiza-
tion’. Based on their feedback and the interchange of some thoughts
and ideas afterwards, we conclude that for laparoscopic surgeries
our visualization technique could have a significant impact. Espe-
cially, since US imaging cannot provide a good enough overview
of the needle setup as a whole and cannot capture multiple needles
simultaneously. Thus, checking the spatial relations between nee-
dles becomes a difficult task when the number of needles increases.
According to the surgeons, having support by visualization will pre-
sumably benefit laparoscopic surgeries, since currently a validation
cannot be done for all needles simultaneously.

Unfortunately, for the CT cases, the surgeons were less positive
about the radial visualization. First, only one out of three replied to
our questions regarding the recently performed surgery, while for
the laparoscopic case study we got feedback from all of them. The
tenor of the answers was that for the CT situation, the volume ren-
dering with the target plane (as shown in Figure 5b) is already ‘quite
intuitive and provides sufficient visual data, especially if the tumour
would also be visible’. However, based on the presented visualiza-
tion, the answering surgeon was able to judge that he ‘would retract
the most lateral needle which is inserted a little too much’, and said
that the depiction of the overall bendings ‘is not distracting’. He also
pointed out that ‘using one reference needle is better, as if one devi-
ates it is only that one that needs to be repositioned and it’s error is
better visualized against one reference needle than against the aver-
age of all four’. Based on the feedback and further discussions, we
conclude that the presented radial visualization is less useful for the
CT cases. The main reason seems to be that a needle is not inserted
step-by-step during live imaging, but that a CT scan is acquired with
all needles, which renders defining a reference direction and cor-
recting single needles more difficult. However, the automatic needle
extraction and the vicinity visualization with the ambient occlusion
technique along the target plane was judged as helpful.

Identified limitations. Based on our subsequent discussions with
the surgeons, we have also identified the following limitation. When
a lesion is larger than the maximum size of the planned treatment
zone in a convex pattern, a centre needle is inserted directly into the
tumour to broaden the coverage. This means that the risk spreading
tumour cells exists but at least larger lesions can be dealt with. This
obviously limits our visualization technique which is designed for

needle placement around a target. However, this could be solved
by considering only a subset of needles and ensuring their correct
placement relative to each other. Having two subsets which cover
all placed needles and have a large enough overlap, we hope in the
future an acceptable result, in that case, can be achieved.

7.2. Quantitative evaluation

We evaluated our visualization in a user study in which we compare
two configurations. As the proposed visualization is meant to be an
extra guidance, one resembles the currently performed procedure
with the help of a 3D view (denoted as ‘3D’ in following symbols
and figures) and the other with the additional support of our radial
visualization (denoted as ‘2D+3D’ in following symbols and fig-
ures). We designed the study as within-subject. Every participant
performed both tasks counterbalanced using Latin square, half of
the participants started without and the other half with use of the
radial visualization. Twelve study participants (computer science
students, of which 10 were males and 2 females) conducted the
evaluation of our system, aged 24–37 with an average of 30. As all
available surgeons contributed to the design of our visualization,
they could not take part. Nevertheless, the task of judging needle
attributes such as parallelism, position and depth does not require
medical domain knowledge.

Study task. The scenario we put the participants into was the
placement of five needles around a tumour. The focus of the task
was clearly stated to make the most out of their capabilities and
not see the time as the main measurement parameter. Therefore,
removing a needle and reinserting it was allowed to correct for an
improved configuration and more successful ablation.

Study setup. To simulate a patient body in which to place the
needles, a bucket of moist sand was on a table together with a rigid
wooden needle. The sand made it possible to easily insert needles
while also stabilizing them after letting go, which avoided late cor-
rection after needle insertion. A clean setup after each run could also
be guaranteed. The removal of holes created by previous insertions
was ensured. Markers attached to the needle and the table allowed
for an optical tracking of the tool in relation to the virtual tumour
inside the bucket. The assumption of a rigid needle was necessary
to be able to correctly predict the position of the tool in space.

Participant introduction. Before the performance of the de-
scribed task, our visualization was explained to every participant to
make sure it was correctly interpreted. A short demonstration was
performed to exemplify the behaviour of the visualization when
moving and tilting a needle. To familiarize themselves with the nee-
dle guidance and tracking, each participant placed a needle into the
sand as a short training phase.

Study execution. In both setups, the participants had to verify
and confirm the needles’ placement around the target tumour. To
facilitate this verification in the 3D view, the users could change the
virtual camera at will. In the 2D+3D task, they also had the option
to change the virtual camera in the 3D view, but here no participant
made use of this. We avoided a constant task switch between needle
positioning and camera movement. Therefore, the camera of the
3D scene was navigated by an assistant to satisfy the participants
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Figure 13: The pairs of box plots show the results of the performed
study on the left side with use, and on the right side without use of
the radial visualization.

desired view of the environment to perform corrections with the
tracked tool.

Significance. When the participant was of the opinion that further
needle repositioning would not benefit the current configuration
anymore, all distance and angle measurements as well as the
required task execution time were saved for later analysis. Since
all participants performed both cases, we use the Wilcoxon Signed-
Rank Test which is a non-parametric test for dependent samples
to measure significant differences in the absolute error values. We
compare the absolute error values for parallelism (Mdn2D+3D =
0.92 deg, Mdn3D = 1.92 deg, W = 4), distance (Mdn2D+3D =
0.95 mm, Mdn3D = 2.90 mm, W = 0), depth (Mdn2D+3D =
0.40 mm, Mdn3D = 1.05 mm, W = 6) and additionally the task
time (Mdn2D+3D = 5.25 min, Mdn3D = 8.56 min, W = 4) as de-
picted by the box plots shown in Figure 13. For all measured
variables, the differences were significant at p < 0.01.

System usability scale (SUS). We investigated the usability and
learnability of our visualization using the SUS, proposed by Brooke
et al. [B*96], to survey the participants after each task of the per-
formed study. The overall SUS scores (Mdn2D+3D = 82.5, Mdn3D =
42.5, W = 66) support our hypotheses as seen in Figure 14. We
tested the significance similarly to the error measurements with a
resulting p < 0.001. Most of the qualitative feedback we received
from the participants indicated that the parallel and equidistant nee-
dle placement problem was much easier to grasp in our 2D visu-
alization compared to the 3D view. A lot of them agreed that the
control over the parameters was more intuitive and a satisfactory
configuration was easy to find.

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

System usability score (SUS)

3D

2D+3D

Figure 14: The result of the system usability score (SUS) question-
naire shows a clear tendency towards our visualization. This can be
an indicator for a significant lower learning curve.

Study conclusion. The evaluation of the study supports our hy-
pothesis that a simplification from 3D to 2D in parallel needle
placement can benefit accuracy and duration time. Achieving a par-
allel needle setup is an exhausting task using a single 3D view. A
constant rotation of the camera is needed to be able to track the
needles’ orientation during the insertion process. Tilting can hardly
be detected when the image plane is perpendicular to the deviation
direction. With both tilt angles under observation, corrections can
be recognized quickly.

Placing the needle at the correct depth was the most precise
parameter the users could adjust. Compared to the error in distance
to the tumour, regulating the depth of the needle requires only a
single view of the scene.

Even if the difference in distance precision is the most prominent,
this finding needs to be interpreted carefully. In a 3D view, lengths
can only be estimated relative to other objects. Without a scale, only
a rough estimate is possible. With our visualization, the user was
able to refrain from relative distance estimations and end up with a
more precise result.

In our scenario, we were able to achieve a reduction in task
duration by 42%. It is clear that under surgery conditions, the overall
procedure takes much longer and is more complex. However, we
hope an improved placement process can save a lot of time by
reducing task complexity and bring the surgeon more control over
how the needles are inserted.

8. Limitations

Although we did our best to design the proposed visualization to
support IRE interventions in the best manner possible, we are aware
of some limitations. First, the placement pattern of IRE needles
can exhibit one or multiple needles in the centre of the ablated tu-
mour which cannot be represented by our approach. One possible
solution, as already mentioned in Section 7.1, would be the utiliza-
tion of multiple, circular subsets of needles in such a configuration
which feature a large enough overlap to ensure an overall acceptable
placement.

Second, the number of needles is ultimately limited. While we
demonstrate a configuration of six needles in Figure 5(a), there will
be an upper limit before our visualization appears overloaded with
information and overlap between visual elements will occur.

Third, the suggestion of the needle distribution (Subsection 4.3)
is not dependent on the anatomical structures present. An automated
optimization process where to insert needles would make it easier
for surgeons to find an applicable configuration for the ablation.

Finally, internal tracking of all needles is necessary to make full
use of our visualization. While after a CT scan the trajectory of all
needles can be easily determined, the laparoscopic case relies on
US imaging only which can not capture all needles at once. With an
external, rigid tracking approach, bending cannot be represented. In
contrast to US-based tracking, electromagnetic tracking is currently
not able to track a needle’s tip as it is too thin to embed the sensor.
Therefore, as IRE currently has to rely on imaging techniques such
as CT and US, we also see many opportunities to include the imaging
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results with our visualization, for instance, to show the context or
live US imagery.

9. Conclusions and Future Work

In thispaper, we have introduced a radial visualization which has
been designed to support IRE interventions. The presented visual-
ization has been developed to meet the needs of IRE procedures,
such that it presents all data relevant to the surgeon in order to
achieve an optimal needle placement. In contrast to previous ap-
proaches, the presented technique is the first visualization tech-
nique, which takes into account multiple needles, and thus does
not only allow for optimizing parameters for single needle place-
ments, such as position and depth, but also global properties such
as parallelism. By combining two projections within an inner and
an outer radial layout, we are able to visually convey parallelism,
as well as needle depth and positioning in an intuitive manner
without overloading the visualization. We have discussed the un-
derlying design decisions, the implementation of the presented
visualization and have evaluated the presented visualization with
three surgeons. A quantitative evaluation was also performed in or-
der to compare the performance with and without our additional
visualization.

While the real-world use cases discussed in this paper focus on
liver ablations only, IRE is also applied to pancreas, prostate and
kidney tumours, three areas where we see potential for the intro-
duced visualizations. In the future, we would like to investigate
these application areas more closely. Furthermore, we aim at study-
ing the usability in greater detail, first on phantoms, and then in the
surgery room. We are confident that such studies would confirm the
identified benefits of our visualization when it is used interactively.
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Decision Graph Embedding
for High-Resolution Manometry Diagnosis

Julian Kreiser, Alexander Hann, Eugen Zizer, Timo Ropinski
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Fig. 1: High-resolution manometry provides large sets of spatio-temporal pressure data along the esophagus during swallowing. The
pressure data is required for the diagnosis of motility disorders by the application of aggregated metrics. We alleviate this process by
the creation of abstract illustrations of single swallows (left) and their arrangement in a novel, visual representation of a diagnostic
decision graph (middle) based on these aggregated parameters. A multitude of patients can also be simultaneously visualized by the
usage of an even more simplified version of this decision graph and the creation of small multiples (right).

Abstract— High-resolution manometry is an imaging modality which enables the categorization of esophageal motility disorders.
Spatio-temporal pressure data along the esophagus is acquired using a tubular device and multiple test swallows are performed by the
patient. Current approaches visualize these swallows as individual instances, despite the fact that aggregated metrics are relevant in
the diagnostic process. Based on the current Chicago Classification, which serves as the gold standard in this area, we introduce a
visualization supporting an efficient and correct diagnosis. To reach this goal, we propose a novel decision graph representing the
Chicago Classification with workflow optimization in mind. Based on this graph, we are further able to prioritize the different metrics
used during diagnosis and can exploit this prioritization in the actual data visualization. Thus, different disorders and their related
parameters are directly represented and intuitively influence the appearance of our visualization. Within this paper, we introduce our
novel visualization, justify the design decisions, and provide the results of a user study we performed with medical students as well as a
domain expert. On top of the presented visualization, we further discuss how to derive a visual signature for individual patients that
allows us for the first time to perform an intuitive comparison between subjects, in the form of small multiples.

Index Terms—Small multiples, manometry, chicago classification

1 INTRODUCTION

The esophageal tube presents a connection between the oral cavity
and the stomach performing the bolus-transit by well-synchronized
propulsive motility during the swallowing process. Imbalance in this
system results in dysphagia symptoms and diseases like achalasia,
distal esophageal spasm or ineffective esophageal motility [13]. As the
frequency of these diseases vary, if untreated, the dysphagia symptoms
can lead to a significant weight loss and malnutrition, which makes an
early detection essential. Esophageal manometry is the standard-of-
care procedure for the diagnosis of such esophageal motility disorders.
In today’s high-resolution manometry (HRM), electronic solid-state
catheters with circumferential conduction of pressure waves allow for
the assessment of swallow-activities in the entire esophagus at a high
spatial and temporal resolution [16]. The Chicago Classification of
motility disorders [13] has been proposed as the gold standard for
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guiding physicians during the diagnosis.
Within this paper we propose a novel visualization technique for

HRM diagnosis based on the Chicago Classification v3.0 (CC3). The
proposed approach was motivated by the needs of our medical partners
who were unsatisfied with their current diagnosis workflow which is
time consuming and requires full concentration. Whereas the CC3 is
based on aggregated metrics, current diagnosis systems visualize the in-
dividual swallows one-by-one and the medical doctor needs to mentally
derive the required aggregates. This proceeding clearly violates the
widely accepted concept of eyes-beat-memory [21, pg.131]. Therefore,
our visualization technique directly communicates these cumulated
values to the medical doctor and thus allows for a more effective diag-
nosis. The visualization of aggregates often implies that the underlying
data is more difficult to access, therefore we exploit small multiples
to also visualize the individual swallows together with the aggregates.
We achieve this by hierarchically subdividing the screen real estate
to correlate with the decision nodes of an optimized decision graph,
which we have derived from the CC3. To obtain this graph, we have per-
formed a technical analysis of the original decision graph representing
the CC3. Since this analysis revealed that the graph does not correctly
capture the intended data analysis procedure, the modified decision
graph has been developed in a mutual effort of visualization researchers
and experienced physicians. It is important to point out, that the new
decision graph does not alter, but instead correctly captures the data
analysis procedure, as it is verbally described in the CC3 [13]. Based
on the modified graph, we later derive the hierarchical screen real estate
layout and the embedding of the individual swallows. Furthermore, as
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(b) Used rainbow color map in HRM.

(c) Fragmented peristalsis. (d) Jackhammer esophagus.

(e) Achalasia type I. (f) Achalasia type II.

Fig. 2: HRM images of characteristic swallows for different disorders.
The coordinate frame of the HRM data sets is shown in (a). The
widely used rainbow color map, which introduces artificial contrasts,
not aligned with important isovalues, is illustrated in (b).

the CC3 implicitly incorporates a severity measure of the diseases to
be diagnosed, we were able to design the resulting visualization such,
that it perceptually guides the medical doctor during diagnosis based
on the importance of the visual entities.

While the proposed visualization has initially been designed with
the goal to make the diagnosis of individual patients more effective,
we will also show how it can be used to visually compare groups of
patients, which was not possible before. To reach this objective, we
have developed a simplified visual signature based on the proposed
visualization, that - given enough training time - shall enable medical
doctors to detect and compare disease indicators among multiple pa-
tients by means of a small iconic representation. Thus, we effectively
propose a hierarchical visual analysis, which supports the physicians
in seamlessly navigating between single swallows, single patients, and
groups of patients. Figure 1 illustrates this hierarchical visual analysis.

In the remainder of this paper, we first give a brief introduction into
esophageal manometry, where we provide the necessary medical back-
ground and discuss the relevant data parameters as well as their relation
to certain diseases (see Section 2). Afterwards, in Section 3 we will
discuss work related to our approach, before deriving the diagnostic de-
cision graph from the CC3 in Section 4. Our novel visualization, which
is based on this decision graph, is proposed in Section 5. There we
also justify our design considerations with respect to the data and task
at hand. Afterwards we provide technical details about the exploited
algorithms in Section 6. To obtain indications about the diagnostic
effectiveness of the proposed visualization, we have performed two
expert evaluations, as described in Section 7. One evaluation is of a
more quantitative nature, where we have asked seven medical students
to perform a diagnosis with the original and our visualization. To get
also insights from external experts, we have further conducted a formal
interview with a medical doctor having more than 10 years of experi-
ence in HRM diagnosis. These conducted studies strongly indicate the
effectiveness of the proposed visualization, yet they have also brought
up a few limitations which we discuss in Section 8. Finally the paper
concludes in Section 9.

2 ESOPHAGEAL MANOMETRY DIAGNOSIS

During a HRM recording, a patient gets an electronic solid-state
catheter inserted into the esophageal tube, before he/she has to perform
several swallows. Whereas the CC3 states that 10 swallows shall be

recorded, in practice it is often more, in order to compensate for data
loss or other patient-related factors of influence. Figure 2 shows the
recording of such swallows as visualized by today’s HRM diagnosis
software systems. The x-axis represents time and the y-axis depicts the
depth along the esophageal tube, as illustrated in Figure 2a. The color
assigned to each pixel encodes the pressure intensity measured in mil-
limeter of mercury, measured in mmHg, at each individual time/space
coordinate. The individual quantities are color coded with respect to
the classical rainbow color scale.

As shown in Table 1, diagnosing HRM data involves the inspection
of derived and mostly aggregated data values, points of interest, and
structural patterns. The major values defining distinct motility disorders
are integrated resting pressure (IRP), intrabolus pressure (IBP), distal
contraction integral (DCI), and distal latency (DL) [13]. The diversity
of parameters enables physicians to differentiate between several motil-
ity disorders in a sensitive and specific manner. The importance of this
aspect is emphasized by the fact that different motility disorders require
different treatments. According to the severity of the symptoms there
are three groups of dysphagia disorders [13] and Figure 3: achalasia
and esophageal gastric junction (EGJ) outflow obstruction, major dis-
orders of peristalsis (clinically significant dysphagia disorders), and
minor disorders of peristalsis (clinical significance is unclear). A clear
differentiation between EGJ outflow obstruction and achalasia has
not been defined yet, but this discrimination is important because of
different strategies in treatment [24]. The major peristalsis disorders are
hypercontractile esophagus (or jackhammer esophagus), absent con-
tractility, and distal esophageal spasm (DES). The clinical significance
of the minor motility disorders, ineffective esophageal motility (IEM),
and fragmented peristalsis, still remains unclear and an according treat-
ment does not exist.

The visualizations shown in Figure 2 depict individual swallows
typical for different disorders, whereas HRM diagnoses requires the
incorporation of all swallows recorded during one session, i.e. a median
IRP value.

3 RELATED WORK

Within this section, we discuss the work related to our approach. First,
we will briefly refer to the current state of the art in manometry visual-
ization, before discussing other related visualization techniques.

3.1 Visualizing Manometry Data
The first established manometry technique was presented in 1968 [7]
and utilized up to 12 water-perfused channels with pressure transducers
attached to the end, visualized in an ECG-like fashion. Early devices
were of low-resolution and their results prone to information loss [10].
With the development of 36-channeled catheters, swallow activity could
be recorded in the entire esophageal tube at once [16].

The appearance of electronic solid-state catheters with circumfer-
ential conduction of pressure waves has finally led to high-resolution
manometry (HRM) [16]. As a result, the swallow-activity in the whole
esophagus is captured with less information loss. The high spatial and
temporal resolution also results in a more involved diagnostic process,
which already today heavily relies on visualization.

The gold standard for HRM diagnosis is defined by the CC3 [13],
which defines a workflow for an effective medical diagnosis. Besides
this gold standard also alternative approaches exist. A more linearized
version of the CC3 has been proposed by Lin et al. [18]. Today, several
software systems1,2 are available which help medical doctors to per-
form a diagnosis on HRM data. These software systems are extensively
used in the medical routine, however, they have to be critically per-
ceived from a visualization point of view due to several reasons. First,
they visualize individual swallows as main entities, while aggregates
are needed during the diagnosis. Therefore, aggregated values need to
be mentally derived. Second, the computed data characteristics are not
visualized together with the individual swallows, which hampers vali-
dation. Third, all reviewed systems employ the often criticized rainbow
color scale [4] to depict pressure in the individual swallows. Despite

1ViMeDat, Standard Instruments GmbH,
http://www.stdi.de/en/products-service/vimedat

2Solar GI HRM, Medical Measurement Systems GmbH,
http://www.mmsinternational.com/usa/420/
gastroenterology-hrm-products-solar-gi-hrm

Parameter/condition Definition Normal values/interpretation of pathological values

1 IRP [mmHg]
(integrated relaxation pressure)

Mean value of the four seconds of maximal deglutitive
relaxation in the ten-seconds-window beginning with
the relaxation in upper esophageal sphincter.

dependent on specific manometry hardware
used (e.g. Sierra device median IRP> 15mmHg:
outflow obstruction/achalasia/impaired relaxation
of the lower esophageal sphincter)

2 DCI [mmHg*s*cm]
(distal contractile intergral)

Amplitude*duration*length of the distal esophageal
contraction exceeding 20mmHg from the transition
zone to the proximal margin of the lower
esophageal sphincter.

DCI< 100: failed contraction
100 <DCI< 450: weak contraction
450 <DCI< 8000: normal contraction
DCI> 8000: hypercontractile esophagus

3 DL [s]
(distal latency)

Time-period between relaxation of the lower esophageal
sphincter and the contractile deceleration point. DL< 4.5s: premature contraction

4 CDP
(contractile deceleration point)

Inflection point on the 30mmHg isobaric line at which
propulsion velocity decreases. The CDT-position must
be within 3cm proximal the lower esophageal sphincter.

5 PEP
(panesophageal pressurization)

Panesophageal pressure > 30mmHg beginning in the
upper esophageal sphincter to the lower esophageal sphincter.

6 Fragmentation Large break (> 5cm) in the 20mmHg isobaric line with
DCI> 450mmHg*s*cm.

Table 1: Derived data values (rows 1-3), points of interest (row 4), and structural patterns (rows 5 and 6), that need to be considered during a
HRM diagnosis. The left column shows the abbreviations used throughout the paper, while the middle column provides a brief explanation. For
the derived data values. The right column shows the value ranges critical for the diagnosis.

these flaws, little work has been done by the scientific community in or-
der to improve HRM diagnosis. Parks has introduced a visualization for
the analysis for single swallows [22]. The described approach basically
follows the visualization of temporal ECG data, whereby differently
colored rows are used to depict the signals of the individual sensors.
More recently, Parks and Son have extended the visualization by also
taking into account the circumferential dimension [23].

The modified barium swallow (MBS), also referred to as vide-
ofluoroscopy, and the functional endoscopic evaluation of swallow-
ing (FEES) are two other imaging methods to examine the swallow
function in the oropharyngeal area. Brady and Donzelli [5] characterize
and contrast these two standard-of-care methods. Aung et al. [1] present
a spatio-temporal visualization for the bolus transit during swallowing,
generated from profile pictures captured with MBS. Their motivation
is the measurement of the time, a swallowed bolus needs to travel past
anatomical landmarks. However, these two procedures are solely used
in the diagnosis of oropharyngeal dysphagia, our work concentrates
on esophageal dysphagia. Due to low sensitivity of the radiologic and
endoscopic diagnostics, HRM represents the current gold standard to
diagnose achalasia [13].

3.2 Related Visualization Concepts
The HRM visualizations presented within this paper exploit some well
established visualization concepts to eliminate the identified down-
sides of existing approaches. First, we follow the eyes-beat-memory
paradigm [21, pg.131] to lower the burden of the medical doctors dur-
ing the diagnosis process. To do so, we exploit small multiples [3],
which visually enforce ”comparisons of changes, of the differences
among objects, of the scope of alternatives” [28]. Small multiples have
previously been applied to communicate graph data structures [6, 9],
as well as to various other application-related visualization problems,
e.g., [11, 20]. Furthermore, it could be shown that they require users
to need fewer steps when integrated as a data exploration method [29].
Thus, small multiples often produce a more effective visualization than
integrating all data into a single plot [12]. Using small multiples further
gives the visualization designer the opportunity to choose an appropri-
ate layout. In general it is beneficial to align them with respect to a
given axis, as it allows for a direct comparison of the actual data values.
However, also alternative concepts for the layout of small multiples
have been presented. Kehrer et al. have investigated the hierarchical
nature of small multiples by focusing on different attributes [15]. Thus,
they achieve layouts which support comparison based on the attributes
of interest. Our approach is similar in that we use the priority of at-
tributes derived from a decision graph to define the major axis of our
visualization space. Liu et al. have presented Correlated Multiples as
an alternative approach, where the plots are placed such that distances
in the visualization space reflect their dissimilarities [19]. While this
technique is also used to transform a graph, i.e., a proximity graph
into a 2D layout, our approach has a more hierarchical nature, as it is
based on decision graphs. There are similarities to the space-filling
visualization of treemaps [25], but the major difference is that we aim

Fig. 3: The official decision graph introduced as part of the Chicago
Classification v3.0 [13]. The red arrows depict the identified short-
comings: duplicated reference to IRP, ineffectiveness conflict, and
redundant decision node (from top to bottom).

at a more sparse representation as we implicitly use white space to en-
code information. Therefore, our approach is more inline with decision
tree visualization techniques [2, 17], which have been shown to be an
important instrument when interactively communicating data analysis
processes [27]. Furthermore, our visualization has been designed with
the goal of interactivity in mind, as it allows for the inspection of in-
dividual data sets, while at the same time presenting the aggregated
measures in an overview. This makes it comply with the overview first,
details on demand paradigm [26].

4 DIAGNOSTIC DECISION GRAPH

To convey a medical algorithm, decision graphs or trees are often
utilized and the same applies to esophageal manometry. However, to be
an efficient tool, such representations should be succinct and explicit.
Within this section we discuss the currently used hierarchical analysis
model of the CC3 and show how it can be optimized to follow a more
workflow-centered structure.

The current analysis graph for HRM as provided by the CC3 is a
hierarchical diagram shown in Figure 3. At each level from top to bot-
tom, the severity of the potential disorder reduces. Outflow obstructing
disorders are considered more critical than peristalsis related disease
patterns and have to be identified first. To investigate the conciseness
of the CC3 decision graph, we have conducted a technical analysis
with visualization researchers and medical doctors, who perform HRM
diagnosis on a regular basis.
Workflow optimization. During our analysis we have identified three
branching nodes to not be intuitive in terms of following the workflow
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Fig. 2: HRM images of characteristic swallows for different disorders.
The coordinate frame of the HRM data sets is shown in (a). The
widely used rainbow color map, which introduces artificial contrasts,
not aligned with important isovalues, is illustrated in (b).

the CC3 implicitly incorporates a severity measure of the diseases to
be diagnosed, we were able to design the resulting visualization such,
that it perceptually guides the medical doctor during diagnosis based
on the importance of the visual entities.

While the proposed visualization has initially been designed with
the goal to make the diagnosis of individual patients more effective,
we will also show how it can be used to visually compare groups of
patients, which was not possible before. To reach this objective, we
have developed a simplified visual signature based on the proposed
visualization, that - given enough training time - shall enable medical
doctors to detect and compare disease indicators among multiple pa-
tients by means of a small iconic representation. Thus, we effectively
propose a hierarchical visual analysis, which supports the physicians
in seamlessly navigating between single swallows, single patients, and
groups of patients. Figure 1 illustrates this hierarchical visual analysis.

In the remainder of this paper, we first give a brief introduction into
esophageal manometry, where we provide the necessary medical back-
ground and discuss the relevant data parameters as well as their relation
to certain diseases (see Section 2). Afterwards, in Section 3 we will
discuss work related to our approach, before deriving the diagnostic de-
cision graph from the CC3 in Section 4. Our novel visualization, which
is based on this decision graph, is proposed in Section 5. There we
also justify our design considerations with respect to the data and task
at hand. Afterwards we provide technical details about the exploited
algorithms in Section 6. To obtain indications about the diagnostic
effectiveness of the proposed visualization, we have performed two
expert evaluations, as described in Section 7. One evaluation is of a
more quantitative nature, where we have asked seven medical students
to perform a diagnosis with the original and our visualization. To get
also insights from external experts, we have further conducted a formal
interview with a medical doctor having more than 10 years of experi-
ence in HRM diagnosis. These conducted studies strongly indicate the
effectiveness of the proposed visualization, yet they have also brought
up a few limitations which we discuss in Section 8. Finally the paper
concludes in Section 9.

2 ESOPHAGEAL MANOMETRY DIAGNOSIS

During a HRM recording, a patient gets an electronic solid-state
catheter inserted into the esophageal tube, before he/she has to perform
several swallows. Whereas the CC3 states that 10 swallows shall be

recorded, in practice it is often more, in order to compensate for data
loss or other patient-related factors of influence. Figure 2 shows the
recording of such swallows as visualized by today’s HRM diagnosis
software systems. The x-axis represents time and the y-axis depicts the
depth along the esophageal tube, as illustrated in Figure 2a. The color
assigned to each pixel encodes the pressure intensity measured in mil-
limeter of mercury, measured in mmHg, at each individual time/space
coordinate. The individual quantities are color coded with respect to
the classical rainbow color scale.

As shown in Table 1, diagnosing HRM data involves the inspection
of derived and mostly aggregated data values, points of interest, and
structural patterns. The major values defining distinct motility disorders
are integrated resting pressure (IRP), intrabolus pressure (IBP), distal
contraction integral (DCI), and distal latency (DL) [13]. The diversity
of parameters enables physicians to differentiate between several motil-
ity disorders in a sensitive and specific manner. The importance of this
aspect is emphasized by the fact that different motility disorders require
different treatments. According to the severity of the symptoms there
are three groups of dysphagia disorders [13] and Figure 3: achalasia
and esophageal gastric junction (EGJ) outflow obstruction, major dis-
orders of peristalsis (clinically significant dysphagia disorders), and
minor disorders of peristalsis (clinical significance is unclear). A clear
differentiation between EGJ outflow obstruction and achalasia has
not been defined yet, but this discrimination is important because of
different strategies in treatment [24]. The major peristalsis disorders are
hypercontractile esophagus (or jackhammer esophagus), absent con-
tractility, and distal esophageal spasm (DES). The clinical significance
of the minor motility disorders, ineffective esophageal motility (IEM),
and fragmented peristalsis, still remains unclear and an according treat-
ment does not exist.

The visualizations shown in Figure 2 depict individual swallows
typical for different disorders, whereas HRM diagnoses requires the
incorporation of all swallows recorded during one session, i.e. a median
IRP value.

3 RELATED WORK

Within this section, we discuss the work related to our approach. First,
we will briefly refer to the current state of the art in manometry visual-
ization, before discussing other related visualization techniques.

3.1 Visualizing Manometry Data
The first established manometry technique was presented in 1968 [7]
and utilized up to 12 water-perfused channels with pressure transducers
attached to the end, visualized in an ECG-like fashion. Early devices
were of low-resolution and their results prone to information loss [10].
With the development of 36-channeled catheters, swallow activity could
be recorded in the entire esophageal tube at once [16].

The appearance of electronic solid-state catheters with circumfer-
ential conduction of pressure waves has finally led to high-resolution
manometry (HRM) [16]. As a result, the swallow-activity in the whole
esophagus is captured with less information loss. The high spatial and
temporal resolution also results in a more involved diagnostic process,
which already today heavily relies on visualization.

The gold standard for HRM diagnosis is defined by the CC3 [13],
which defines a workflow for an effective medical diagnosis. Besides
this gold standard also alternative approaches exist. A more linearized
version of the CC3 has been proposed by Lin et al. [18]. Today, several
software systems1,2 are available which help medical doctors to per-
form a diagnosis on HRM data. These software systems are extensively
used in the medical routine, however, they have to be critically per-
ceived from a visualization point of view due to several reasons. First,
they visualize individual swallows as main entities, while aggregates
are needed during the diagnosis. Therefore, aggregated values need to
be mentally derived. Second, the computed data characteristics are not
visualized together with the individual swallows, which hampers vali-
dation. Third, all reviewed systems employ the often criticized rainbow
color scale [4] to depict pressure in the individual swallows. Despite

1ViMeDat, Standard Instruments GmbH,
http://www.stdi.de/en/products-service/vimedat

2Solar GI HRM, Medical Measurement Systems GmbH,
http://www.mmsinternational.com/usa/420/
gastroenterology-hrm-products-solar-gi-hrm

Parameter/condition Definition Normal values/interpretation of pathological values

1 IRP [mmHg]
(integrated relaxation pressure)

Mean value of the four seconds of maximal deglutitive
relaxation in the ten-seconds-window beginning with
the relaxation in upper esophageal sphincter.

dependent on specific manometry hardware
used (e.g. Sierra device median IRP> 15mmHg:
outflow obstruction/achalasia/impaired relaxation
of the lower esophageal sphincter)

2 DCI [mmHg*s*cm]
(distal contractile intergral)

Amplitude*duration*length of the distal esophageal
contraction exceeding 20mmHg from the transition
zone to the proximal margin of the lower
esophageal sphincter.

DCI< 100: failed contraction
100 <DCI< 450: weak contraction
450 <DCI< 8000: normal contraction
DCI> 8000: hypercontractile esophagus

3 DL [s]
(distal latency)

Time-period between relaxation of the lower esophageal
sphincter and the contractile deceleration point. DL< 4.5s: premature contraction

4 CDP
(contractile deceleration point)

Inflection point on the 30mmHg isobaric line at which
propulsion velocity decreases. The CDT-position must
be within 3cm proximal the lower esophageal sphincter.

5 PEP
(panesophageal pressurization)

Panesophageal pressure > 30mmHg beginning in the
upper esophageal sphincter to the lower esophageal sphincter.

6 Fragmentation Large break (> 5cm) in the 20mmHg isobaric line with
DCI> 450mmHg*s*cm.

Table 1: Derived data values (rows 1-3), points of interest (row 4), and structural patterns (rows 5 and 6), that need to be considered during a
HRM diagnosis. The left column shows the abbreviations used throughout the paper, while the middle column provides a brief explanation. For
the derived data values. The right column shows the value ranges critical for the diagnosis.

these flaws, little work has been done by the scientific community in or-
der to improve HRM diagnosis. Parks has introduced a visualization for
the analysis for single swallows [22]. The described approach basically
follows the visualization of temporal ECG data, whereby differently
colored rows are used to depict the signals of the individual sensors.
More recently, Parks and Son have extended the visualization by also
taking into account the circumferential dimension [23].

The modified barium swallow (MBS), also referred to as vide-
ofluoroscopy, and the functional endoscopic evaluation of swallow-
ing (FEES) are two other imaging methods to examine the swallow
function in the oropharyngeal area. Brady and Donzelli [5] characterize
and contrast these two standard-of-care methods. Aung et al. [1] present
a spatio-temporal visualization for the bolus transit during swallowing,
generated from profile pictures captured with MBS. Their motivation
is the measurement of the time, a swallowed bolus needs to travel past
anatomical landmarks. However, these two procedures are solely used
in the diagnosis of oropharyngeal dysphagia, our work concentrates
on esophageal dysphagia. Due to low sensitivity of the radiologic and
endoscopic diagnostics, HRM represents the current gold standard to
diagnose achalasia [13].

3.2 Related Visualization Concepts
The HRM visualizations presented within this paper exploit some well
established visualization concepts to eliminate the identified down-
sides of existing approaches. First, we follow the eyes-beat-memory
paradigm [21, pg.131] to lower the burden of the medical doctors dur-
ing the diagnosis process. To do so, we exploit small multiples [3],
which visually enforce ”comparisons of changes, of the differences
among objects, of the scope of alternatives” [28]. Small multiples have
previously been applied to communicate graph data structures [6, 9],
as well as to various other application-related visualization problems,
e.g., [11, 20]. Furthermore, it could be shown that they require users
to need fewer steps when integrated as a data exploration method [29].
Thus, small multiples often produce a more effective visualization than
integrating all data into a single plot [12]. Using small multiples further
gives the visualization designer the opportunity to choose an appropri-
ate layout. In general it is beneficial to align them with respect to a
given axis, as it allows for a direct comparison of the actual data values.
However, also alternative concepts for the layout of small multiples
have been presented. Kehrer et al. have investigated the hierarchical
nature of small multiples by focusing on different attributes [15]. Thus,
they achieve layouts which support comparison based on the attributes
of interest. Our approach is similar in that we use the priority of at-
tributes derived from a decision graph to define the major axis of our
visualization space. Liu et al. have presented Correlated Multiples as
an alternative approach, where the plots are placed such that distances
in the visualization space reflect their dissimilarities [19]. While this
technique is also used to transform a graph, i.e., a proximity graph
into a 2D layout, our approach has a more hierarchical nature, as it is
based on decision graphs. There are similarities to the space-filling
visualization of treemaps [25], but the major difference is that we aim

Fig. 3: The official decision graph introduced as part of the Chicago
Classification v3.0 [13]. The red arrows depict the identified short-
comings: duplicated reference to IRP, ineffectiveness conflict, and
redundant decision node (from top to bottom).

at a more sparse representation as we implicitly use white space to en-
code information. Therefore, our approach is more inline with decision
tree visualization techniques [2, 17], which have been shown to be an
important instrument when interactively communicating data analysis
processes [27]. Furthermore, our visualization has been designed with
the goal of interactivity in mind, as it allows for the inspection of in-
dividual data sets, while at the same time presenting the aggregated
measures in an overview. This makes it comply with the overview first,
details on demand paradigm [26].

4 DIAGNOSTIC DECISION GRAPH

To convey a medical algorithm, decision graphs or trees are often
utilized and the same applies to esophageal manometry. However, to be
an efficient tool, such representations should be succinct and explicit.
Within this section we discuss the currently used hierarchical analysis
model of the CC3 and show how it can be optimized to follow a more
workflow-centered structure.

The current analysis graph for HRM as provided by the CC3 is a
hierarchical diagram shown in Figure 3. At each level from top to bot-
tom, the severity of the potential disorder reduces. Outflow obstructing
disorders are considered more critical than peristalsis related disease
patterns and have to be identified first. To investigate the conciseness
of the CC3 decision graph, we have conducted a technical analysis
with visualization researchers and medical doctors, who perform HRM
diagnosis on a regular basis.
Workflow optimization. During our analysis we have identified three
branching nodes to not be intuitive in terms of following the workflow
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Fig. 4: Our modified decision graph eliminates the problems identified in the original Chicago Classification v3.0 decision graph [13]. Thus, we
obtain two main branches based on the IRP (framed red and green for an elevated and normal IRP respectively) and can guide the physician
sequentially, as well as sequentially and parallel, to reflect disease severity within the two main branches. Decision nodes which only differ in the
IRP criteria are highlighted in blue and orange respectively. Resulting diagnoses are accentuated in gray with a dashed outline.

verbally described by Kahrilas et al. [13]. First, the decision whether
the median IRP exceeds the upper limit of normal (ULN) appears in
the first and second decision and can be reduced to a single branch-
off. Second, the check for Minor disorders or peristalsis performed
in decision node 4 conflicts with the verbal description of Fragmented
peristalsis. Whereas decision node 4 requires at least 50% ineffective
swallows to proceed to the right, the box on the right in contrast expects
that at least 50% swallows are not ineffective. This conflict clearly
hampers an intuitive diagnosis process. Third, the last decision node
does not have any other alternative than the classification of a patient
as normal, or in other words healthy, and thus can be dismissed.
Modified decision graph. Based on the identified shortcomings, we
have designed the modified decision graph with respect to the im-
portance of the individual disorders and how parameters affect each
branch-off as shown in Figure 4. As defined by the CC3, the three
groups of dysphagia disorders are prioritized based on their severity.
The median IRP decides between the two major branches in our deci-
sion graph. One the left, achalasia and EGJ outflow obstruction, and
on the right, major and minor disorders of peristalsis are separated into
two levels of severity. To support readability of the decision graph, we
have bundled common paths which is indicated by the elliptical nodes
labeled with N in the right major branch.

We would like to point out that we do not prioritize within each
level in the right major branch, as no explicit ordering is given beside
the general severity. An alternative representation is given by Lin et
al. [18]. They present a flowchart with strict prioritization for automated
diagnosis. As automated diagnosis is not our goal, we would rather like
to enable the physicians to bring in their experience when assessing
the data. Therefore, we have dismissed the proposed prioritization
proposed by Lin et al.

5 DIAGNOSTIC VISUALIZATION DESIGN

As opposed to the current workflow in manometry diagnosis, which is
sequential and tends to a separate inspection of all performed swallows
individually, our proposed visualization concentrates all information
necessary for an intuitive decision-making into one single representa-
tion. Following the current CC3, we guide the attention of the user to
the relevant information and supply all important parameters for an
efficient diagnosis. To not overload the user with secondary informa-
tion, abstractions are introduced at different levels of our visualization.
Thus, medical doctors can perform a hierarchical, visual analysis which
enables them to perform their diagnosis based on aggregates. At the
same time it is possible to inspect the individual data sets in detail.
Such a coarse to fine approach alleviates the process of diagnosing and
simultaneously gives access to every piece of data available. There-
fore, our proposed visualization presents an overview of the entire
data set of a patient and at the same time allows the user to perform a
visualization-guided decision.

As the CC3 requires analyzing data aggregates, our visualization is
based on small multiples, whereby each small multiple represents a
single swallow. Thus, we have to integrate multiple swallows into one
visualization while avoiding cognitive overload. To do so, we introduce
a visual abstraction of each individual swallow, which conserves its
main features and still results in a more lightweight depiction. In this
section, we will initially discuss our design decisions with respect to
this abstraction. What follows is the transformation of the decision
graph, presented in Section 4, into a visual representation which acts
as a comprehensible tool for the evaluation of a patient, based on
the aggregated measures. Finally, for the comparison and display of
multiple studies at the same time, a visual signature is derived based on
the previously introduced visualization.

5.1 Single Swallow Abstraction
The amount of data accumulating during a HRM procedure is too
large to be inspected in detail and at the same time deriving a general
idea of the patient’s overall condition. To deal with this challenge,
we introduce an abstraction of each individual swallow visualization,
which conserves typical patterns’ characteristics and reduces the user’s
cognitive overload. While this simplifies the visualization, it still acts
as a reminder wrt. the underlying data, as it communicates the general
shape of the pressure distribution. This algorithm enables us to create
much smaller, but still recognizable versions of each swallow ready
to use as small multiples. We will justify the design decisions for
the proposed abstraction algorithm within this section. The technical
realization of this procedure is detailed in Section 6.

For each of the recorded swallows the derived parameters consid-
ered in the CC3 do matter. These are DCI, DL with CDP, PEP, and
the fragmentation. The area between the upper and lower esophagus
sphincter, starting with the beginning of the swallow, is used to obtain
these values. This area also serves as starting point for our visual ab-
straction. It is also crucial that these parameters remain perceivable, as
they may influence the diagnosis. For a detailed description on how we
have preserved these values, despite their visual abstraction, we would
like to refer to Section 6.

In general, the appearance of a single swallow is determined by
its overall shape, defined through various extracted isobaric contours,
as detailed in Table 1. This is not only reflected in the CC3, but has
also to be visually prominent through the used color scale. In contrast,
the exact pressure distribution inside this contour is only of secondary
importance. Keeping the visual impression close to familiar structures,
users are quickly able to identify common patterns for different types
of disorders, even in a more abstracted representation. To create a high
contrast with the light background colors used for the DCI, as explained
in the next paragraph, we exploit black and red as line colors respec-
tively. Additionally, the area enclosing all values above 150 mmHg
is rendered as a shaded version of the base color without an explicit

(a) Healthy.

Isocontour at 20 mmHg
Isocontour at 30 mmHg

Weak contraction

Hypercontractility
Normal contraction

Panesophageal pressurization

Failed contraction

Pressure > 150 mmHg

(b) Top: color specification for all iso
and extreme pressure values. Bottom:
color coding of all DCI intervals.

(c) fragmented peristalsis. (d) jackhammer esophagus.

(e) Achalasia type I. (f) Achalasia type II.

Fig. 5: Illustrated versions of the in Figure 2 presented HRM images.
The coordinate system is oriented the same way as given in Figure 2a.
A key for the colors of all isovalues and DCI intervals is given in (b).

edge surrounding it, as this area is frequently observable in cases of
hypercontractility (Figure 5d). The line and color coding used for all
isovalues is illustrated in Figure 5a. Examples of four typical swallows
for different diseases and one healthy swallow can be seen in Figure 5.

As DCI and DL are most relevant, we communicate this through
prominent visual variables. Thus, the DCI defines the color we assign
to the entire area inside all isobaric contours. Here, we intentionally
avoid using the rainbow color map widely applied in manometry images
due to the known shortcomings [4]. In this specific case, especially
the introduction of artificial contrasts and features are problematic,
as these usually do not align with the relevant isobaric contours, as
shown in Figure 2b. Therefore, the rainbow color scheme of the map
is not adjusted to match the relevant isovalues used in the manometry
diagnosis, i.e., no relevant threshold lies directly between two different
hues in the map to distinguish these particular borders.

In contrast, we restrict the color for each individual swallow to a sin-
gle hue. Thus, the individual DCI values are immediately perceivable,
see Figure 5 for examples and a key for what colors mean. Our visual-
ization uses the following colors, all desaturated, to communicate this
parameter. To mimic the mostly blue appearance in manometry images
in the case of none or low contractility, we use blue as well. An orange
tint is utilized in the case of weak contractions as a slight warning color
that the overall pressure is too low but at least some motility is present.
For normal contractility, we use green as a typical indication that the
DCI is in the desired interval. In cases of hypercontractility, red signals
a value over the upper boundary of a normal pressurization which is
also again similar to the regular manometry image. In cases of PEP,
when no DCI should be calculated, we use gray as a neutral alternative
to all other colors.

The DL, which serves as the second most important data derived
value, is included using two vertical lines. As DL encodes the time
from the start of the swallow towards the characteristic CDP point,
it is naturally associated with the temporal axis of the plot. As the
y-coordinate of this point is not relevant, we have decided to exploit
vertical lines. This result in a better visibility and comparison when
aligning multiple swallows vertically. Therefore, again for contrast
reasons, we use one dashed, black line at the reference value from the

beginning of the swallow and a continuous, dark gray line at the actual
DL value. The clear depiction of the DL gives the opportunity to judge
if the DL is borderline or clearly below or above the given threshold,
as exemplified in Figure 5.

The third most important data derived attribute associated with each
individual swallow is the fragmentation (see reference Table 1). To
communicate this value prominently without interfering with DCI and
DL, we introduce vertical gray bars. We have chosen a light gray, as
it is well visible, but not too prominent, and thus nicely reflects the
relevance of fragmentation with respect to the CC3. In the original
manometry images, not involving the display of the vertical gap, the
horizontal offset between two pressure zones is also visually perceived,
however, fragmentation is only evaluated along the spatial dimension.

We currently do not include the IRP of each individual swallow in
our abstracted representation because it does influence the appearance
of the visualization used to communicate the aggregated data values, as
explained in the following subsection.

5.2 Small Multiple Embedding
Having an abstracted plot for each individual swallow enables us to
integrate multiple swallows into a single visualization, while at the same
time still leaving some visual variables to communicate the aggregated
values. Thus, the diagnosing physician can focus instead of on the data
point inspection on a more complex task to solve, i.e., the diagnosis
based on the aggregates as defined in the CC3. We achieve this through
an enriched visualization of our diagnostic decision graph proposed
in Section 4, whereby we follow the eyes-beat-memory principle. The
main idea is to embed our abstracted swallow representations into
the visualization space, such, that the required aggregate values are
visually prominent. Thus, in contrast to conventional small multiples,
our visualization exploits the layout and also the white space as main
visual communication pillars. We will justify our design decisions
with respect to this aggregate visualization within this section, whereby
we first detail the layout and its visual parameters before we discuss
real-world use cases. The final result is shown in Figure 7.

5.2.1 Layout Overview
Again, our spatial layout is mainly based around the two parameters
DCI and DL which appear most frequently within the decision nodes of
our decision graph. To effectively communicate these parameters, we
have chosen an embedding which uses DCI and DL as the two axis of
the visualization space. Within this space, we position each abstracted
swallow illustration to represent its particular parameter set (DCI, DL).

(a) Patient overview with an elevated median IRP, noticeable through the overall
red background color. Overlapping decision areas create a stronger intensity in
these regions to remain distinguishable

(b) Comparison of the green and blue color selection for users with red-green
blindness. On the left, no overlapping decision areas, while on the right the
incremental color intensity is noticable and communicates that two separate
decision areas are positively evaluated.

Fig. 6: Different overlapping decision areas with recognizable nuances
in color intensity to visually separate all involved regions.
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Fig. 4: Our modified decision graph eliminates the problems identified in the original Chicago Classification v3.0 decision graph [13]. Thus, we
obtain two main branches based on the IRP (framed red and green for an elevated and normal IRP respectively) and can guide the physician
sequentially, as well as sequentially and parallel, to reflect disease severity within the two main branches. Decision nodes which only differ in the
IRP criteria are highlighted in blue and orange respectively. Resulting diagnoses are accentuated in gray with a dashed outline.

verbally described by Kahrilas et al. [13]. First, the decision whether
the median IRP exceeds the upper limit of normal (ULN) appears in
the first and second decision and can be reduced to a single branch-
off. Second, the check for Minor disorders or peristalsis performed
in decision node 4 conflicts with the verbal description of Fragmented
peristalsis. Whereas decision node 4 requires at least 50% ineffective
swallows to proceed to the right, the box on the right in contrast expects
that at least 50% swallows are not ineffective. This conflict clearly
hampers an intuitive diagnosis process. Third, the last decision node
does not have any other alternative than the classification of a patient
as normal, or in other words healthy, and thus can be dismissed.
Modified decision graph. Based on the identified shortcomings, we
have designed the modified decision graph with respect to the im-
portance of the individual disorders and how parameters affect each
branch-off as shown in Figure 4. As defined by the CC3, the three
groups of dysphagia disorders are prioritized based on their severity.
The median IRP decides between the two major branches in our deci-
sion graph. One the left, achalasia and EGJ outflow obstruction, and
on the right, major and minor disorders of peristalsis are separated into
two levels of severity. To support readability of the decision graph, we
have bundled common paths which is indicated by the elliptical nodes
labeled with N in the right major branch.

We would like to point out that we do not prioritize within each
level in the right major branch, as no explicit ordering is given beside
the general severity. An alternative representation is given by Lin et
al. [18]. They present a flowchart with strict prioritization for automated
diagnosis. As automated diagnosis is not our goal, we would rather like
to enable the physicians to bring in their experience when assessing
the data. Therefore, we have dismissed the proposed prioritization
proposed by Lin et al.

5 DIAGNOSTIC VISUALIZATION DESIGN

As opposed to the current workflow in manometry diagnosis, which is
sequential and tends to a separate inspection of all performed swallows
individually, our proposed visualization concentrates all information
necessary for an intuitive decision-making into one single representa-
tion. Following the current CC3, we guide the attention of the user to
the relevant information and supply all important parameters for an
efficient diagnosis. To not overload the user with secondary informa-
tion, abstractions are introduced at different levels of our visualization.
Thus, medical doctors can perform a hierarchical, visual analysis which
enables them to perform their diagnosis based on aggregates. At the
same time it is possible to inspect the individual data sets in detail.
Such a coarse to fine approach alleviates the process of diagnosing and
simultaneously gives access to every piece of data available. There-
fore, our proposed visualization presents an overview of the entire
data set of a patient and at the same time allows the user to perform a
visualization-guided decision.

As the CC3 requires analyzing data aggregates, our visualization is
based on small multiples, whereby each small multiple represents a
single swallow. Thus, we have to integrate multiple swallows into one
visualization while avoiding cognitive overload. To do so, we introduce
a visual abstraction of each individual swallow, which conserves its
main features and still results in a more lightweight depiction. In this
section, we will initially discuss our design decisions with respect to
this abstraction. What follows is the transformation of the decision
graph, presented in Section 4, into a visual representation which acts
as a comprehensible tool for the evaluation of a patient, based on
the aggregated measures. Finally, for the comparison and display of
multiple studies at the same time, a visual signature is derived based on
the previously introduced visualization.

5.1 Single Swallow Abstraction
The amount of data accumulating during a HRM procedure is too
large to be inspected in detail and at the same time deriving a general
idea of the patient’s overall condition. To deal with this challenge,
we introduce an abstraction of each individual swallow visualization,
which conserves typical patterns’ characteristics and reduces the user’s
cognitive overload. While this simplifies the visualization, it still acts
as a reminder wrt. the underlying data, as it communicates the general
shape of the pressure distribution. This algorithm enables us to create
much smaller, but still recognizable versions of each swallow ready
to use as small multiples. We will justify the design decisions for
the proposed abstraction algorithm within this section. The technical
realization of this procedure is detailed in Section 6.

For each of the recorded swallows the derived parameters consid-
ered in the CC3 do matter. These are DCI, DL with CDP, PEP, and
the fragmentation. The area between the upper and lower esophagus
sphincter, starting with the beginning of the swallow, is used to obtain
these values. This area also serves as starting point for our visual ab-
straction. It is also crucial that these parameters remain perceivable, as
they may influence the diagnosis. For a detailed description on how we
have preserved these values, despite their visual abstraction, we would
like to refer to Section 6.

In general, the appearance of a single swallow is determined by
its overall shape, defined through various extracted isobaric contours,
as detailed in Table 1. This is not only reflected in the CC3, but has
also to be visually prominent through the used color scale. In contrast,
the exact pressure distribution inside this contour is only of secondary
importance. Keeping the visual impression close to familiar structures,
users are quickly able to identify common patterns for different types
of disorders, even in a more abstracted representation. To create a high
contrast with the light background colors used for the DCI, as explained
in the next paragraph, we exploit black and red as line colors respec-
tively. Additionally, the area enclosing all values above 150 mmHg
is rendered as a shaded version of the base color without an explicit

(a) Healthy.

Isocontour at 20 mmHg
Isocontour at 30 mmHg

Weak contraction

Hypercontractility
Normal contraction

Panesophageal pressurization

Failed contraction

Pressure > 150 mmHg

(b) Top: color specification for all iso
and extreme pressure values. Bottom:
color coding of all DCI intervals.

(c) fragmented peristalsis. (d) jackhammer esophagus.

(e) Achalasia type I. (f) Achalasia type II.

Fig. 5: Illustrated versions of the in Figure 2 presented HRM images.
The coordinate system is oriented the same way as given in Figure 2a.
A key for the colors of all isovalues and DCI intervals is given in (b).

edge surrounding it, as this area is frequently observable in cases of
hypercontractility (Figure 5d). The line and color coding used for all
isovalues is illustrated in Figure 5a. Examples of four typical swallows
for different diseases and one healthy swallow can be seen in Figure 5.

As DCI and DL are most relevant, we communicate this through
prominent visual variables. Thus, the DCI defines the color we assign
to the entire area inside all isobaric contours. Here, we intentionally
avoid using the rainbow color map widely applied in manometry images
due to the known shortcomings [4]. In this specific case, especially
the introduction of artificial contrasts and features are problematic,
as these usually do not align with the relevant isobaric contours, as
shown in Figure 2b. Therefore, the rainbow color scheme of the map
is not adjusted to match the relevant isovalues used in the manometry
diagnosis, i.e., no relevant threshold lies directly between two different
hues in the map to distinguish these particular borders.

In contrast, we restrict the color for each individual swallow to a sin-
gle hue. Thus, the individual DCI values are immediately perceivable,
see Figure 5 for examples and a key for what colors mean. Our visual-
ization uses the following colors, all desaturated, to communicate this
parameter. To mimic the mostly blue appearance in manometry images
in the case of none or low contractility, we use blue as well. An orange
tint is utilized in the case of weak contractions as a slight warning color
that the overall pressure is too low but at least some motility is present.
For normal contractility, we use green as a typical indication that the
DCI is in the desired interval. In cases of hypercontractility, red signals
a value over the upper boundary of a normal pressurization which is
also again similar to the regular manometry image. In cases of PEP,
when no DCI should be calculated, we use gray as a neutral alternative
to all other colors.

The DL, which serves as the second most important data derived
value, is included using two vertical lines. As DL encodes the time
from the start of the swallow towards the characteristic CDP point,
it is naturally associated with the temporal axis of the plot. As the
y-coordinate of this point is not relevant, we have decided to exploit
vertical lines. This result in a better visibility and comparison when
aligning multiple swallows vertically. Therefore, again for contrast
reasons, we use one dashed, black line at the reference value from the

beginning of the swallow and a continuous, dark gray line at the actual
DL value. The clear depiction of the DL gives the opportunity to judge
if the DL is borderline or clearly below or above the given threshold,
as exemplified in Figure 5.

The third most important data derived attribute associated with each
individual swallow is the fragmentation (see reference Table 1). To
communicate this value prominently without interfering with DCI and
DL, we introduce vertical gray bars. We have chosen a light gray, as
it is well visible, but not too prominent, and thus nicely reflects the
relevance of fragmentation with respect to the CC3. In the original
manometry images, not involving the display of the vertical gap, the
horizontal offset between two pressure zones is also visually perceived,
however, fragmentation is only evaluated along the spatial dimension.

We currently do not include the IRP of each individual swallow in
our abstracted representation because it does influence the appearance
of the visualization used to communicate the aggregated data values, as
explained in the following subsection.

5.2 Small Multiple Embedding
Having an abstracted plot for each individual swallow enables us to
integrate multiple swallows into a single visualization, while at the same
time still leaving some visual variables to communicate the aggregated
values. Thus, the diagnosing physician can focus instead of on the data
point inspection on a more complex task to solve, i.e., the diagnosis
based on the aggregates as defined in the CC3. We achieve this through
an enriched visualization of our diagnostic decision graph proposed
in Section 4, whereby we follow the eyes-beat-memory principle. The
main idea is to embed our abstracted swallow representations into
the visualization space, such, that the required aggregate values are
visually prominent. Thus, in contrast to conventional small multiples,
our visualization exploits the layout and also the white space as main
visual communication pillars. We will justify our design decisions
with respect to this aggregate visualization within this section, whereby
we first detail the layout and its visual parameters before we discuss
real-world use cases. The final result is shown in Figure 7.

5.2.1 Layout Overview
Again, our spatial layout is mainly based around the two parameters
DCI and DL which appear most frequently within the decision nodes of
our decision graph. To effectively communicate these parameters, we
have chosen an embedding which uses DCI and DL as the two axis of
the visualization space. Within this space, we position each abstracted
swallow illustration to represent its particular parameter set (DCI, DL).

(a) Patient overview with an elevated median IRP, noticeable through the overall
red background color. Overlapping decision areas create a stronger intensity in
these regions to remain distinguishable

(b) Comparison of the green and blue color selection for users with red-green
blindness. On the left, no overlapping decision areas, while on the right the
incremental color intensity is noticable and communicates that two separate
decision areas are positively evaluated.

Fig. 6: Different overlapping decision areas with recognizable nuances
in color intensity to visually separate all involved regions.
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(a) Example case of an achalasia type II patient. The PEP decision area
indicates that at least 20% of all performed swallows fulfill this criteria together
with the red background, signalizing an elevated median IRP.

(b) Example case of a hypercontractile esophagus patient. The median IRP is
normal which is communicated through the overall green decision areas. Three
out of ten swallows fulfill the necessary criteria for a jackhammer esophagus
and therefore, the intensity of the corresponding decision is higher compared
to all others.

Fig. 7: Decision graph visualizations of the Chicago Classification v3.0. [13] for two different esophageal motility disorders – achalasia type
II in (a) and jackhammer esophagus in (b). The positively evaluated decision areas in the background are clearly recognizable. The hue of
the decision areas is accordingly set, as highlighted in Figure 4. Small, abstracted versions of each individual swallow provide more detailed
information about the patient’s condition and severity of the case. Labels are provided to communicate all relevant parameter ranges.

Furthermore, we add a spatial region to represent the PEP swallows,
for which DCI and DL is undefined. Thus, we obtain a subdivision
of the visualization space, which we detail below. The final spatial
arrangement with all grid lines and annotations is shown in Figure 6.
Spatial arrangement. Along the horizontal axis, we arrange the vary-
ing DCI intervals as given in Table 1, from left to right with ascending
values. We have chosen the horizontal axis, as we have more relevant
intervals for DCI and thus better fit with common screen aspect ratios.
As swallows with PEP should have no assigned DCI value to them,
they don’t fit directly into one of both axis, either DCI or DL. However,
because PEP and DCI are both related to pressure data, we assign the
region beyond the largest interval of DCI to the PEP cases. Swallows
with no or weak contractility are combined at the most left end of the
DCI axis.

Vertically, our visualization space is divided in half, based on the
threshold criteria of the DL. The axis proceeds from bottom to top with
ascending DL. In cases with no contractility and PEP, the determination
of the DL is also not possible as the relevant CDP can not be extracted.
Therefore, these cases do not belong to any distinct position along the
vertical direction in our arrangement and the horizontal separation line
is not shown in these areas, forming one larger, combined cell.

To have a clear separation in our visualization, we introduce grid
lines with according annotations to delimit the relevant parameter
ranges in certain areas. We clarify that cases of no contractility and
PEP do not include information about DL by drawing no horizontal
grid lines in these two areas. To further separate them from the grid
cells in which the DCI is measurable, vertical lines are drawn further
up compared to the center area.
Decision graph encoding. Our proposed decision graph in Section 4
can now be integrated into this established grid layout. Dependent on
the criteria a decision node holds, a connected combination of adjacent
grid cells is defined, to which we refer as decision areas. These decision
areas are represented in the background of our visualization under each
corresponding set of grid cells. Different types of disorders can also
share such an decision area, as highlighted in Figure 4 using orange
and blue inside the respective decision nodes. We have decided to
not extend these decision areas over the whole vertical space in our
visualization to maintain all necessary information in the field of view
of the user. All decision areas displayed under the separating grid
lines and annotations are shown in Figure 6. To depict, whether a
decision criteria is fulfilled or to which disorder it corresponds, we
utilize explicit color coding, as explained in the following paragraph.

Color coding. To communicate the important median IRP in our
visualization, we globally color each of the decision areas either red or
green as typical severity indicators for an elevated or normal median
IRP respectively. We use the median IRP as global color variable since
it affects only the first decision between the left and right main branch
in our modified decision graph and implicitly illustrates the severity of
possible disorders. Figure 4 reflects this color usage as well.

We are aware of the relatively high possibility for red-green color
blindness within our users and that the determination of the median IRP
would in such a case be hampered. To address this issue, we considered
exchanging green with blue (see Figure 6b), but opted for the more
self-explanatory and common color pallet of red and green, as it nicely
encodes the semantics of normal and too high. This option can of
course be easily changed and set specifically for each user individually.

The intensities of these global IRP hues are determined as follows.
If a decision node in our graph evaluates positively, the corresponding
decision area gets the global hue combined with a saturation of 75%,
whereas in case of a negative evaluation, the saturation is reduced to
25%. This lower limit of 25% of saturation is necessary in the situation
when no decision node evaluates to a positive result, the median IRP
then communicates either EGJ outflow obstruction or a healthy patient,
which has to be signaled to the user. Otherwise all decision areas
would be white and thus, the visualization inconclusive. We use 75%
as upper limit to blend overlapping areas together with the result of
darker shades in the shared region. The result of such blending can
be seen in Figure 6. This is especially necessary when one region is
a subset of another as illustrated in Figure 6a and 6b. The user needs
to distinguish if either the superordinate area is exclusively filled, or
additionally to it the embedded subset.

As shown in our decision graph in Figure 4, multiple disorders
can also have the same criteria, solely distinguished by the median
IRP (achalasia type I and absent contractility, or EGJ Outflow Ob-
struction and DES). While this results in the same decision area of
our aggregated visualization, the overall hue of red or green helps to
distinguish the respective diseases.

As positively evaluated decision nodes indicate potential disorders,
the stronger saturation in these regions also acts as a focus of attention.
When a user has adapted to our layout and can determine the decision
node from the corresponding decision area, the evaluation of a patient
can be accelerated as only these interesting nodes need to be taken into
account to obtain a diagnosis. The same applies to the case in which
no decision node is saturated, then the particular background color of

our visualization guides the user to the corresponding diagnosis, either
EGJ outflow obstruction or a healthy patient.

5.2.2 Swallow Data Arrangement
We now have detailed how the global layout of our aggregated visual-
ization is computed and how our decision graph can be encoded using
spatial and color coding features. One could solely rely on this stage
of abstraction and form a diagnosis based on the provided information.
However, we also aim at giving the medical doctor direct access to
the underlying data, such that he/she sees the whole picture and thus
arrives at a more certain diagnosis.

Thus, to enrich this overview of a single patient for the medical
doctor, we incorporate the individual swallow illustrations introduced
in Subsection 5.1 into this layout. Each swallow of a patient is sorted
into the grid cell of which it belongs to, defined by decision areas for
the individual values of DCI and DL. If multiple swallows aggregate
in one cell, they are stacked on top of each other, sorted by their DL.
In the case of a swallow exhibiting no contractility or in cases of PEP,
the corresponding illustration is placed around the vertical center in the
respective cells without any particular ordering. To not waste too much
screen real estate, we have the option of collapsing stacked swallows
into each other to compress the vertical extent of our visualization, as
shown in Figure 8.

As the eyes-beat-memory principle describes, our visualization al-
lows for having all information available at once and thus reduces the
cognitive load of the user. In particular, no previously inspected swal-
low images have to be remembered for a final diagnosis when all of
them are available in a compact, single view.

Through the display of all swallows in our overview, the percent-
age threshold of decision nodes can immediately be identified when
following the CC3 evaluation scheme of ten performed swallows per
patient. Either 20%, 50%, or 100% thresholds occur in the decision
graph. If two, five, or all swallow illustrations reside in one of the grid
cells of our visualization is easy to identify. As usually not exactly ten
swallows are performed due to complications or an accustomization
phase of the patient, usually a mental translation would need to be per-
formed. However, in our visualization the additional color accentuation
of each decision area supports, especially in larger or odd numbers of
swallows, the diagnosing process by indicating if a decision node has
been positively evaluated.

5.3 Visual Signature Design
Nowadays, the HRM diagnosis is possible for single patients, but it is
not possible to compare several patients at once. Within this section, we
will show how our proposed aggregate visualization can be modified to
support such a comparison.

We already communicate the outcome at each decision node in the
CC3 graph as graphical backdrop in our proposed visualization, using
hue and saturation, depending on each decision. Separating the visual
representation of the CC3 decision graph from the additional infor-
mation of the individual swallows, compact visual signatures can be
generated to describe a patient in a very compact, icon-like manner, as
shown in Figure 9. To embed all necessary information for a diagnosis
into such a small picture, we use the same layout and color scheme of
the decision areas as in our aggregate visualization. We do so in the

Fig. 8: Side by side illustration of the same data set from a healthy per-
son. On the left side with regular spacing between individual swallows
and on the right side with 40% overlap to save screen real estate.

(a) Normal. (b) Jackhammer. (c) Ach. Type I.

(d) Absent contractil-
ity.

(e) IEM and DES. (f) Ach. type II.

(g) Fragmented peri-
stalsis.

(h) EGJ outflow ob-
struction.

(i) Ach. type III.

Fig. 9: Small multiple arrangement of our visual signatures. All possi-
ble disorders are demonstrated, together with a combination in (e).

hope that a frequent usage of our visualization helps medical doctors to
learn the patterns and thus enables them to perform a diagnosis solely
based on the simplified visual signatures. Thus, it would be possible to
match distinct visual pattern to a set of potential disorders. This allows
users to learn the general diagnosis algorithm using our visualization
and simultaneously being able to understand these even more abstract
illustrations.

These visual signatures are self-contained and can be used to quickly
communicate a patient’s condition or to generate an aggregated view
over many individuals, again in a small multiple arrangement, as demon-
strated in Figure 9. If further information is requested, more detailed
views on the patient’s data can always be supplied in form of our aggre-
gated visualization discussed in Section 5, or even the actual underlying
data with full manometry images. Thus, we enable for the first time a
hierarchical visual analysis of HRM data.

This level-of-detail approach is very flexible, depending on the situ-
ation and availability of electronic devices in the workplace. Mobile
versions with step-wise zoom functions between abstractions are imag-
inable to support doctors. These visual signatures can also be arranged
in space and sorted based on other attributes of patients, e.g. age or
gender, which could reveal some sort of correlations when clusters of
the same type of signature emerge.

6 IMPLEMENTATION

In this section we will provide details for the proposed abstraction
algorithm applied to individual swallows. During this abstraction, the
processing of each individual swallow consists of three steps, described
in the following subsections. The whole pipeline, including the final
swallow illustration, is shown in Figure 10.

6.1 Isobaric contour extraction
As isobaric contours play an important role in the classification process,
our goal was to preserve the most important contours in each swallow.
Different levels of isobaric contours are relevant for the determination of
all diagnosis parameters as discussed in Section 2. We have realized the
extraction of these by executing marching squares with the respective
isovalues, as shown in Figure 10b.

6.2 Area-based contour filtering
Artifacts in manometry images are, amongst others, mainly produced
by cardiac activity or respiration. As these usually small patches of
pressure fields are not part of the actual peristalsis, we exclude all
isobaric contours with a low total pressure from further processing.
The threshold value tarea = 50 in the swallow’s spatio-temporal domain
has proven to be suitable to sort out these small patches. What has to
be considered is that this threshold should not exceed the area of the
upper, major pressure zone, otherwise this distinctive feature would
also vanish. However, when external forces exert too much pressure,
artifacts are preserved. The result after this processing step is illustrated
in Figure 10c.
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(a) Example case of an achalasia type II patient. The PEP decision area
indicates that at least 20% of all performed swallows fulfill this criteria together
with the red background, signalizing an elevated median IRP.

(b) Example case of a hypercontractile esophagus patient. The median IRP is
normal which is communicated through the overall green decision areas. Three
out of ten swallows fulfill the necessary criteria for a jackhammer esophagus
and therefore, the intensity of the corresponding decision is higher compared
to all others.

Fig. 7: Decision graph visualizations of the Chicago Classification v3.0. [13] for two different esophageal motility disorders – achalasia type
II in (a) and jackhammer esophagus in (b). The positively evaluated decision areas in the background are clearly recognizable. The hue of
the decision areas is accordingly set, as highlighted in Figure 4. Small, abstracted versions of each individual swallow provide more detailed
information about the patient’s condition and severity of the case. Labels are provided to communicate all relevant parameter ranges.

Furthermore, we add a spatial region to represent the PEP swallows,
for which DCI and DL is undefined. Thus, we obtain a subdivision
of the visualization space, which we detail below. The final spatial
arrangement with all grid lines and annotations is shown in Figure 6.
Spatial arrangement. Along the horizontal axis, we arrange the vary-
ing DCI intervals as given in Table 1, from left to right with ascending
values. We have chosen the horizontal axis, as we have more relevant
intervals for DCI and thus better fit with common screen aspect ratios.
As swallows with PEP should have no assigned DCI value to them,
they don’t fit directly into one of both axis, either DCI or DL. However,
because PEP and DCI are both related to pressure data, we assign the
region beyond the largest interval of DCI to the PEP cases. Swallows
with no or weak contractility are combined at the most left end of the
DCI axis.

Vertically, our visualization space is divided in half, based on the
threshold criteria of the DL. The axis proceeds from bottom to top with
ascending DL. In cases with no contractility and PEP, the determination
of the DL is also not possible as the relevant CDP can not be extracted.
Therefore, these cases do not belong to any distinct position along the
vertical direction in our arrangement and the horizontal separation line
is not shown in these areas, forming one larger, combined cell.

To have a clear separation in our visualization, we introduce grid
lines with according annotations to delimit the relevant parameter
ranges in certain areas. We clarify that cases of no contractility and
PEP do not include information about DL by drawing no horizontal
grid lines in these two areas. To further separate them from the grid
cells in which the DCI is measurable, vertical lines are drawn further
up compared to the center area.
Decision graph encoding. Our proposed decision graph in Section 4
can now be integrated into this established grid layout. Dependent on
the criteria a decision node holds, a connected combination of adjacent
grid cells is defined, to which we refer as decision areas. These decision
areas are represented in the background of our visualization under each
corresponding set of grid cells. Different types of disorders can also
share such an decision area, as highlighted in Figure 4 using orange
and blue inside the respective decision nodes. We have decided to
not extend these decision areas over the whole vertical space in our
visualization to maintain all necessary information in the field of view
of the user. All decision areas displayed under the separating grid
lines and annotations are shown in Figure 6. To depict, whether a
decision criteria is fulfilled or to which disorder it corresponds, we
utilize explicit color coding, as explained in the following paragraph.

Color coding. To communicate the important median IRP in our
visualization, we globally color each of the decision areas either red or
green as typical severity indicators for an elevated or normal median
IRP respectively. We use the median IRP as global color variable since
it affects only the first decision between the left and right main branch
in our modified decision graph and implicitly illustrates the severity of
possible disorders. Figure 4 reflects this color usage as well.

We are aware of the relatively high possibility for red-green color
blindness within our users and that the determination of the median IRP
would in such a case be hampered. To address this issue, we considered
exchanging green with blue (see Figure 6b), but opted for the more
self-explanatory and common color pallet of red and green, as it nicely
encodes the semantics of normal and too high. This option can of
course be easily changed and set specifically for each user individually.

The intensities of these global IRP hues are determined as follows.
If a decision node in our graph evaluates positively, the corresponding
decision area gets the global hue combined with a saturation of 75%,
whereas in case of a negative evaluation, the saturation is reduced to
25%. This lower limit of 25% of saturation is necessary in the situation
when no decision node evaluates to a positive result, the median IRP
then communicates either EGJ outflow obstruction or a healthy patient,
which has to be signaled to the user. Otherwise all decision areas
would be white and thus, the visualization inconclusive. We use 75%
as upper limit to blend overlapping areas together with the result of
darker shades in the shared region. The result of such blending can
be seen in Figure 6. This is especially necessary when one region is
a subset of another as illustrated in Figure 6a and 6b. The user needs
to distinguish if either the superordinate area is exclusively filled, or
additionally to it the embedded subset.

As shown in our decision graph in Figure 4, multiple disorders
can also have the same criteria, solely distinguished by the median
IRP (achalasia type I and absent contractility, or EGJ Outflow Ob-
struction and DES). While this results in the same decision area of
our aggregated visualization, the overall hue of red or green helps to
distinguish the respective diseases.

As positively evaluated decision nodes indicate potential disorders,
the stronger saturation in these regions also acts as a focus of attention.
When a user has adapted to our layout and can determine the decision
node from the corresponding decision area, the evaluation of a patient
can be accelerated as only these interesting nodes need to be taken into
account to obtain a diagnosis. The same applies to the case in which
no decision node is saturated, then the particular background color of

our visualization guides the user to the corresponding diagnosis, either
EGJ outflow obstruction or a healthy patient.

5.2.2 Swallow Data Arrangement
We now have detailed how the global layout of our aggregated visual-
ization is computed and how our decision graph can be encoded using
spatial and color coding features. One could solely rely on this stage
of abstraction and form a diagnosis based on the provided information.
However, we also aim at giving the medical doctor direct access to
the underlying data, such that he/she sees the whole picture and thus
arrives at a more certain diagnosis.

Thus, to enrich this overview of a single patient for the medical
doctor, we incorporate the individual swallow illustrations introduced
in Subsection 5.1 into this layout. Each swallow of a patient is sorted
into the grid cell of which it belongs to, defined by decision areas for
the individual values of DCI and DL. If multiple swallows aggregate
in one cell, they are stacked on top of each other, sorted by their DL.
In the case of a swallow exhibiting no contractility or in cases of PEP,
the corresponding illustration is placed around the vertical center in the
respective cells without any particular ordering. To not waste too much
screen real estate, we have the option of collapsing stacked swallows
into each other to compress the vertical extent of our visualization, as
shown in Figure 8.

As the eyes-beat-memory principle describes, our visualization al-
lows for having all information available at once and thus reduces the
cognitive load of the user. In particular, no previously inspected swal-
low images have to be remembered for a final diagnosis when all of
them are available in a compact, single view.

Through the display of all swallows in our overview, the percent-
age threshold of decision nodes can immediately be identified when
following the CC3 evaluation scheme of ten performed swallows per
patient. Either 20%, 50%, or 100% thresholds occur in the decision
graph. If two, five, or all swallow illustrations reside in one of the grid
cells of our visualization is easy to identify. As usually not exactly ten
swallows are performed due to complications or an accustomization
phase of the patient, usually a mental translation would need to be per-
formed. However, in our visualization the additional color accentuation
of each decision area supports, especially in larger or odd numbers of
swallows, the diagnosing process by indicating if a decision node has
been positively evaluated.

5.3 Visual Signature Design
Nowadays, the HRM diagnosis is possible for single patients, but it is
not possible to compare several patients at once. Within this section, we
will show how our proposed aggregate visualization can be modified to
support such a comparison.

We already communicate the outcome at each decision node in the
CC3 graph as graphical backdrop in our proposed visualization, using
hue and saturation, depending on each decision. Separating the visual
representation of the CC3 decision graph from the additional infor-
mation of the individual swallows, compact visual signatures can be
generated to describe a patient in a very compact, icon-like manner, as
shown in Figure 9. To embed all necessary information for a diagnosis
into such a small picture, we use the same layout and color scheme of
the decision areas as in our aggregate visualization. We do so in the

Fig. 8: Side by side illustration of the same data set from a healthy per-
son. On the left side with regular spacing between individual swallows
and on the right side with 40% overlap to save screen real estate.

(a) Normal. (b) Jackhammer. (c) Ach. Type I.

(d) Absent contractil-
ity.

(e) IEM and DES. (f) Ach. type II.

(g) Fragmented peri-
stalsis.

(h) EGJ outflow ob-
struction.

(i) Ach. type III.

Fig. 9: Small multiple arrangement of our visual signatures. All possi-
ble disorders are demonstrated, together with a combination in (e).

hope that a frequent usage of our visualization helps medical doctors to
learn the patterns and thus enables them to perform a diagnosis solely
based on the simplified visual signatures. Thus, it would be possible to
match distinct visual pattern to a set of potential disorders. This allows
users to learn the general diagnosis algorithm using our visualization
and simultaneously being able to understand these even more abstract
illustrations.

These visual signatures are self-contained and can be used to quickly
communicate a patient’s condition or to generate an aggregated view
over many individuals, again in a small multiple arrangement, as demon-
strated in Figure 9. If further information is requested, more detailed
views on the patient’s data can always be supplied in form of our aggre-
gated visualization discussed in Section 5, or even the actual underlying
data with full manometry images. Thus, we enable for the first time a
hierarchical visual analysis of HRM data.

This level-of-detail approach is very flexible, depending on the situ-
ation and availability of electronic devices in the workplace. Mobile
versions with step-wise zoom functions between abstractions are imag-
inable to support doctors. These visual signatures can also be arranged
in space and sorted based on other attributes of patients, e.g. age or
gender, which could reveal some sort of correlations when clusters of
the same type of signature emerge.

6 IMPLEMENTATION

In this section we will provide details for the proposed abstraction
algorithm applied to individual swallows. During this abstraction, the
processing of each individual swallow consists of three steps, described
in the following subsections. The whole pipeline, including the final
swallow illustration, is shown in Figure 10.

6.1 Isobaric contour extraction
As isobaric contours play an important role in the classification process,
our goal was to preserve the most important contours in each swallow.
Different levels of isobaric contours are relevant for the determination of
all diagnosis parameters as discussed in Section 2. We have realized the
extraction of these by executing marching squares with the respective
isovalues, as shown in Figure 10b.

6.2 Area-based contour filtering
Artifacts in manometry images are, amongst others, mainly produced
by cardiac activity or respiration. As these usually small patches of
pressure fields are not part of the actual peristalsis, we exclude all
isobaric contours with a low total pressure from further processing.
The threshold value tarea = 50 in the swallow’s spatio-temporal domain
has proven to be suitable to sort out these small patches. What has to
be considered is that this threshold should not exceed the area of the
upper, major pressure zone, otherwise this distinctive feature would
also vanish. However, when external forces exert too much pressure,
artifacts are preserved. The result after this processing step is illustrated
in Figure 10c.
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6.3 Feature-aware contour simplification

In order to maintain the general shape and key landmarks of a swallow,
we exclude some feature points along each contour from the simplifica-
tion process, which otherwise would change the later visual appearance
of parameters. Therefore, all extrema along the spatial and temporal
axis are fixed together with the CDP which defines the DL. This fixation
along the vertical axis ensures that gaps between the two major pressure
zones, defining fragmented peristalsis, remain unchanged. Usually, the
CDP lies along a visually recognizable bend in the peristaltic wave
which we also conserve. Overall, the extrema are most of the time
located at the upper-left and lower-right of a swallow in addition to
the CDP. In conjunction, these key landmarks naturally preserve the
general form of the peristalsis, excluding all PEP cases with a pillar-like
appearance and often no distinct temporal minimum and maximum in
all contour levels. An example of extracted fixation points can be seen
in Figures 10c, 10d, and 10e.
Line simplification. To get rid of high-frequency features along each
contour which are not part of the general shape, the Douglas-Peucker
line simplification algorithm [8] is applied, as shown in Figure 10d.
Uniform sampling. Having the reduced set of points after the line
simplification available, we sample this polyline in a uniform fashion
which serves as the initial state for the following smoothing step. The
uniform distribution of points is beneficial because the subsequent
smoothing algorithm works on direct neighbors along the contour and
even distances between points prevent point-wise biasing when filtering
discrete neighbors.
Active contour energy minimization. The simplified version of each
contour u consists of an arbitrarily formed shape at this stage without
any constraints applied to it. We utilize an active contour model, al-
ternatively called snake, using the physical membrane and thin plate
energy terms, Emembrane(u) = α ∂ 2u

∂ l2 and Eplate(u) =−β ∂ 4u
∂ l4 , to ensure

that our contour continuously anneals to the actual data and simulta-
neously adopts an overall smooth curvature. To optimize the contour,

(a) Input data set of a typical swallow
for the jackhammer esophagus disease
pattern.

(b) Extracted contour lines,
20 mmHg (black, continuous),
30 mmHg (red, continuous),
150 mmHg (black, dashed).

(c) Filtered contours and initial fixa-
tion points (red and black dots) to pre-
serve the general shape of the swallow.

(d) Contours after Douglas-Peucker
line simplification.

(e) Smoothed contours after active con-
tour energy minimization.

(f) Final illustration, including DL ref-
erence lines and DCI dependent col-
orization.

Fig. 10: Abstraction pipeline starting witch a HRM data set (a) which
simplifies its relevant contours while preserving selected feature points.
The final abstracted swallow is shown in (f).

we apply gradient-descend energy minimization [14]. We include no
balloon forces to this optimization as the contour could expand over
the previously fixed extrema which would modify the vertical distance
between two independent pressure zones, important to determine the
severity of fragmentation.

The initial contour u0 is used as optimization target. We iterate

ut+1 = ut +κl ·∆t ·
(
(u0 −ut)+α

∂ 2u
∂ l2 −β

∂ 4u
∂ l4

)
(1)

until the maximum root-mean-square error between the current and
previous step, ut+1 and ut , is below the threshold ε = 10−8 to ensure no
further changes are happening. For landmarks along the contour which
should be fixed in place, we set κl = 0, otherwise κl = 1, to prevent dis-
placement of these features. All points with fixed key landmarks in their
neighborhood still take them into account during each optimization step.
The time step ∆t = 0.1 denotes the amount of progress between two
iterations. The constants α and β are used to weight the influence of
the membrane and thin plate energy respectively. Figure 10e illustrates
smoothed contours with kept fixation points.
Region clipping. In cases when contours of different isoline levels
are too close to each other, the results of the adaptive smoothing of
these polylines can overlap. To fix this issue, we clip the contour of the
upper isoline against the one directly below. This ensures that regions
of lower pressure always surround higher ones.

7 EXPERT EVALUATION

In order to evaluate our visualization design, a group of advanced med-
ical students and an independent and experienced expert for manom-
etry diagnosis were consulted. We performed a comparative study to
evaluate the capabilities of our visualization and collected qualitative
feedback.

7.1 Diagnostic Effectiveness Analysis
To investigate the diagnostic effectiveness of the presented aggregate
visualization, we have conducted a quantitative study. We compared
our visualization design with the current diagnosis based on the indi-
vidual swallows, as well as a table showing the derived values for all
swallows. The study was designed as within-subject and the task order
was balanced using Latin square. Half of the participants started the
evaluation using the current diagnosis system, the other half had to use
our proposed visualization. We had 7 medical students (of which were
4 male and 3 female) conducting our study, aged 22-32 with an average
of 26.2, and from semester 8-13 with an average of 9.8. Due to the
fact that they are close to the end of their studies and have acquired
all necessary skills, they are going to be introduced to such diagnosis
systems more frequently and are therefore well suited as our target
group. As the number of participants is below a quantity to be able
to perform statistically significant tests, we omit these and informally
report the made findings.

All participants got an introduction into both visualizations – despite
some of them already knew about the traditional visualization but have
not actively learned the diagnostic process itself, it was just mentioned
in their studies that manometry diagnosis is performed to record the
activity of the esophagus. The introduction for the traditional method
was given by a manometry expert, whereupon we introduced our new
visualization scheme. Cases of all types of swallows and all final
diagnostic decisions were exemplified using both, the old and new
decision graphs. During the introduction, questions could be asked at
any time by the participants.

We have chosen cases were at least one swallow had a parameter
set close to the defined thresholds, given by the CC3, to test if the
participants actually pay close attention to each single value. Patients
with a number of swallow events different from the officially specified
ten were the majority of the cases to examine. As these are not CC3
conform numbers which, nonetheless often occur in real world diagnos-
tic situations, they were used to test the capability of the decision areas
as supportive, visual features were decisions based on percentages are
needed.

The participants have been confronted with 10 cases to be diagnosed
with these techniques, whereby they had to diagnose 5 cases with each
technique (achalasia type I and II, jackhammer esophagus, absent

contractility, and healthy). Based on the obtained diagnosis results, we
had to discard the results of one participant, as he has misdiagnosed
the majority of all cases for both visualizations. Among the remaining
participants, we have analyzed the number of correct diagnosis as well
as the timings. Among all participants only one has correctly diagnosed
all cases using the traditional visualization. In contrast when using
our proposed visualization, three out of six have diagnosed all cases
correctly. The one having all correct in the traditional case had also
everything correct in our case. Thus, two people, who were correct
in our case, made a wrong diagnosis using the traditional approach.
When comparing the timings, using our visualization unfortunately
takes longer, whereby each case required 46.2 s on average with the
traditional and 73.3 s on average with our visualization. Especially,
when considering the fact that 3 out of the 6 already knew the traditional
method, and that with our visualization we had fewer wrong diagnoses,
we believe that this is neglectable. Also considering that 4 out of 6
participants have commented that they believe that the cognitive load
when using our visualization for some time would further reduce, we
see potential for the presented visualization. Therefore, in general, we
believe that the obtained results indicate that our presented visualization
has some diagnostic power and that it is helpful for HRM diagnosis.

7.2 Qualitative Evaluation
We consulted an independent expert for manometry diagnosis to gather
further information about how our visualization design is perceived.
Our goal was to identify which aspects are useful and what has to be
adjusted to potentially find its way into everyday clinical practice. In the
matter of experience, he conducted at least 330 esophageal manometry
procedures in the last decade of which not all have been with the HRM
catheter.
Study setup. First, we have generally introduced the expert to our
visualization and demonstrated via example cases how to apply it to
actual patient data for diagnosing. In a dialog scenario, while con-
ducting additional test cases, we discussed the major topics about: the
general layout, the representation of the CC3, the level of abstraction,
the look-and-feel, and possible improvements.
Study feedback. Regarding the general layout, we received mixed
feedback. Positively commented on was the option to collapse all
stacked swallow illustrations, ”no scanning of a large area is necessary
to get an overview, everything can be overlooked at a glance”, but
contrary to this statement we were told, that ”the plot is far away from
the actual anatomy”.

When we discussed about the transformation from the CC3 to our
visualization, it was stated that ”the CC3 is sufficiently represented”,
and ”there is no need to go back to the underlying data”. After having
seen how to interpret the different decision areas, he mentioned that
”it is very obvious how to read the visualization after a couple of
introductory cases if someone is familiar with the CC3 itself”.

In terms of having an abstract view onto the data, it was said that ”an
initial hint to a certain diagnosis is helpful, but should not be blindly
trusted”. Especially in swallow cases which are ambiguous, ”he likes
it to have to opportunity to revise single swallows on demand and that
borderline cases are detectable”.

General comments on our visualization were all centered around the
point that medical algorithms do not take the ailments of a patient into
account. It was said that ”additional information beyond the criteria
of the CC3, such as an accustoming to the manometry probe or the
symptomatology, would be nice to have as an optional overlay”.

Towards the end of our evaluation, the expert made statements like
”the longer I look at it, the better it gets” and ”it seems better than the
current raw images, it’s very compact”. He also pointed out that ”he
would like to use our novel visualization in his next diagnosis sessions,
only when actively using it for an actual diagnosis, the advantages and
disadvantages will be truly exposed.”

8 LIMITATIONS AND DISCUSSION

Our conducted evaluations have indicated that our visualizations are
favorable as compared to the state-of-the-art, but we have identified
limitations which we would like to discuss in this section.

As mentioned before in Subsection 5.2, users with red-green color
blindness may experience problems when determining the IRP value
in our graph as we employ red and green as common colors to code
severity. Currently, we prioritize the merits of expressiveness over

the merits of perception. However, alternatively for users which such
a condition, green can be switched to blue to counteract this effect.
Obviously, this would require awareness about this deficiency, which is
not always there.

The screen real estate is in cases when all swallows fall in the same
category not optimally used, as large areas of empty space appear.
During our qualitative evaluation, experts did not see any problems
with this fact. The collapsed version of a column of swallows was
perceived as comfortable and it is at the same time a strong indication
for one type of disorder. We believe that this unoptimized screen real
estate usage is the price we pay for the expressiveness of the proposed
visualizations, as clusters of the small multiples directly communicate
certain diseases.

Based on the discussion we had with the expert, one issue got ex-
posed rather quickly. Following a given algorithm too closely, a pa-
tients’s symptomatology is left out of the diagnostic process. Also
following the CC3, measurements are only valid if the execution of the
study is perfectly controlled (no double swallow, fully lying patient,
no external interference), which is not always possible. We currently
do not include individual, patient-related information, which might be
relevant. Some people just don’t get used to the manometry probe and
have trouble to swallow only once per measurement. In cases of painful
swallow activity, patients sometimes grab themselves at the chest which
creates additional pressure not originating from the swallow, which
results in artifacts. Such cases could be marked in our visualization to
accentuate such data sets. Currently, we do not support such annota-
tions, but do not see why it cannot be done in the future. In general,
per swallow annotations would enrich the overall picture as diagnosis
should always be a patient-centered process.

Similar to a patient’s immediate feedback, the time sequence of all
swallows can be of importance. Sometimes, patients have to accustom
to the manometry probe and early measurements might show features
which typically would not appear in everyday life. Drawing conclusions
out of these cases can lead to a wrong diagnosis. Thus, an indication of
the order of swallows would be helpful.

9 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have introduced a novel visualization approach for
HRM data. The presented visualization is based on the CC3 decision
process, which is the gold standard for HRM diagnosis. After clari-
fying the CC3 decision graph, we were able to generate an aggregate
visualization, which directly represents this graph. Thus, in contrast to
current diagnostic HRM visualizations, we are for the first time able
to communicate the aggregate values relevant in the CC3. Through
the introduction of a novel data abstraction technique, we were further
capable to integrate the actual data instances into this aggregated visu-
alization. This gives the medical doctor access to individual swallows
without obscuring the visualization. Finally, we could show how this
aggregated visualization could be transformed into a visual signature
which communicates the HRM data for individual patients in a compact
manner. Thus, for the first time, it becomes possible to compare the
HRM data of multiple patients. Throughout the paper we have justified
our design decision, which went into the proposed visualizations, and
have demonstrated the applicability based on real-world data sets. Ad-
ditionally, to analyze the effectiveness of the presented visualizations,
we have conducted two expert evaluations.

In the future we would like to further extend the proposed visual-
izations by incorporating changes reflecting the identified limitations.
Foremost, we plan to integrate the described annotation mechanism
and thus enable medical doctors to enrich the individual swallows with
patient-related data. Additionally, we intend to apply the proposed
visual signature to a pool of HRM data available from the last ten years.
We will investigate how this large scale visualization can help to spot
correlations of the individual data sets to layout the visual signatures.
Finally, we plan to conduct a much larger expert evaluation, in which
we also investigate learning effects when using our visualization.
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6.3 Feature-aware contour simplification

In order to maintain the general shape and key landmarks of a swallow,
we exclude some feature points along each contour from the simplifica-
tion process, which otherwise would change the later visual appearance
of parameters. Therefore, all extrema along the spatial and temporal
axis are fixed together with the CDP which defines the DL. This fixation
along the vertical axis ensures that gaps between the two major pressure
zones, defining fragmented peristalsis, remain unchanged. Usually, the
CDP lies along a visually recognizable bend in the peristaltic wave
which we also conserve. Overall, the extrema are most of the time
located at the upper-left and lower-right of a swallow in addition to
the CDP. In conjunction, these key landmarks naturally preserve the
general form of the peristalsis, excluding all PEP cases with a pillar-like
appearance and often no distinct temporal minimum and maximum in
all contour levels. An example of extracted fixation points can be seen
in Figures 10c, 10d, and 10e.
Line simplification. To get rid of high-frequency features along each
contour which are not part of the general shape, the Douglas-Peucker
line simplification algorithm [8] is applied, as shown in Figure 10d.
Uniform sampling. Having the reduced set of points after the line
simplification available, we sample this polyline in a uniform fashion
which serves as the initial state for the following smoothing step. The
uniform distribution of points is beneficial because the subsequent
smoothing algorithm works on direct neighbors along the contour and
even distances between points prevent point-wise biasing when filtering
discrete neighbors.
Active contour energy minimization. The simplified version of each
contour u consists of an arbitrarily formed shape at this stage without
any constraints applied to it. We utilize an active contour model, al-
ternatively called snake, using the physical membrane and thin plate
energy terms, Emembrane(u) = α ∂ 2u

∂ l2 and Eplate(u) =−β ∂ 4u
∂ l4 , to ensure

that our contour continuously anneals to the actual data and simulta-
neously adopts an overall smooth curvature. To optimize the contour,

(a) Input data set of a typical swallow
for the jackhammer esophagus disease
pattern.

(b) Extracted contour lines,
20 mmHg (black, continuous),
30 mmHg (red, continuous),
150 mmHg (black, dashed).

(c) Filtered contours and initial fixa-
tion points (red and black dots) to pre-
serve the general shape of the swallow.

(d) Contours after Douglas-Peucker
line simplification.

(e) Smoothed contours after active con-
tour energy minimization.

(f) Final illustration, including DL ref-
erence lines and DCI dependent col-
orization.

Fig. 10: Abstraction pipeline starting witch a HRM data set (a) which
simplifies its relevant contours while preserving selected feature points.
The final abstracted swallow is shown in (f).

we apply gradient-descend energy minimization [14]. We include no
balloon forces to this optimization as the contour could expand over
the previously fixed extrema which would modify the vertical distance
between two independent pressure zones, important to determine the
severity of fragmentation.

The initial contour u0 is used as optimization target. We iterate

ut+1 = ut +κl ·∆t ·
(
(u0 −ut)+α

∂ 2u
∂ l2 −β

∂ 4u
∂ l4

)
(1)

until the maximum root-mean-square error between the current and
previous step, ut+1 and ut , is below the threshold ε = 10−8 to ensure no
further changes are happening. For landmarks along the contour which
should be fixed in place, we set κl = 0, otherwise κl = 1, to prevent dis-
placement of these features. All points with fixed key landmarks in their
neighborhood still take them into account during each optimization step.
The time step ∆t = 0.1 denotes the amount of progress between two
iterations. The constants α and β are used to weight the influence of
the membrane and thin plate energy respectively. Figure 10e illustrates
smoothed contours with kept fixation points.
Region clipping. In cases when contours of different isoline levels
are too close to each other, the results of the adaptive smoothing of
these polylines can overlap. To fix this issue, we clip the contour of the
upper isoline against the one directly below. This ensures that regions
of lower pressure always surround higher ones.

7 EXPERT EVALUATION

In order to evaluate our visualization design, a group of advanced med-
ical students and an independent and experienced expert for manom-
etry diagnosis were consulted. We performed a comparative study to
evaluate the capabilities of our visualization and collected qualitative
feedback.

7.1 Diagnostic Effectiveness Analysis
To investigate the diagnostic effectiveness of the presented aggregate
visualization, we have conducted a quantitative study. We compared
our visualization design with the current diagnosis based on the indi-
vidual swallows, as well as a table showing the derived values for all
swallows. The study was designed as within-subject and the task order
was balanced using Latin square. Half of the participants started the
evaluation using the current diagnosis system, the other half had to use
our proposed visualization. We had 7 medical students (of which were
4 male and 3 female) conducting our study, aged 22-32 with an average
of 26.2, and from semester 8-13 with an average of 9.8. Due to the
fact that they are close to the end of their studies and have acquired
all necessary skills, they are going to be introduced to such diagnosis
systems more frequently and are therefore well suited as our target
group. As the number of participants is below a quantity to be able
to perform statistically significant tests, we omit these and informally
report the made findings.

All participants got an introduction into both visualizations – despite
some of them already knew about the traditional visualization but have
not actively learned the diagnostic process itself, it was just mentioned
in their studies that manometry diagnosis is performed to record the
activity of the esophagus. The introduction for the traditional method
was given by a manometry expert, whereupon we introduced our new
visualization scheme. Cases of all types of swallows and all final
diagnostic decisions were exemplified using both, the old and new
decision graphs. During the introduction, questions could be asked at
any time by the participants.

We have chosen cases were at least one swallow had a parameter
set close to the defined thresholds, given by the CC3, to test if the
participants actually pay close attention to each single value. Patients
with a number of swallow events different from the officially specified
ten were the majority of the cases to examine. As these are not CC3
conform numbers which, nonetheless often occur in real world diagnos-
tic situations, they were used to test the capability of the decision areas
as supportive, visual features were decisions based on percentages are
needed.

The participants have been confronted with 10 cases to be diagnosed
with these techniques, whereby they had to diagnose 5 cases with each
technique (achalasia type I and II, jackhammer esophagus, absent

contractility, and healthy). Based on the obtained diagnosis results, we
had to discard the results of one participant, as he has misdiagnosed
the majority of all cases for both visualizations. Among the remaining
participants, we have analyzed the number of correct diagnosis as well
as the timings. Among all participants only one has correctly diagnosed
all cases using the traditional visualization. In contrast when using
our proposed visualization, three out of six have diagnosed all cases
correctly. The one having all correct in the traditional case had also
everything correct in our case. Thus, two people, who were correct
in our case, made a wrong diagnosis using the traditional approach.
When comparing the timings, using our visualization unfortunately
takes longer, whereby each case required 46.2 s on average with the
traditional and 73.3 s on average with our visualization. Especially,
when considering the fact that 3 out of the 6 already knew the traditional
method, and that with our visualization we had fewer wrong diagnoses,
we believe that this is neglectable. Also considering that 4 out of 6
participants have commented that they believe that the cognitive load
when using our visualization for some time would further reduce, we
see potential for the presented visualization. Therefore, in general, we
believe that the obtained results indicate that our presented visualization
has some diagnostic power and that it is helpful for HRM diagnosis.

7.2 Qualitative Evaluation
We consulted an independent expert for manometry diagnosis to gather
further information about how our visualization design is perceived.
Our goal was to identify which aspects are useful and what has to be
adjusted to potentially find its way into everyday clinical practice. In the
matter of experience, he conducted at least 330 esophageal manometry
procedures in the last decade of which not all have been with the HRM
catheter.
Study setup. First, we have generally introduced the expert to our
visualization and demonstrated via example cases how to apply it to
actual patient data for diagnosing. In a dialog scenario, while con-
ducting additional test cases, we discussed the major topics about: the
general layout, the representation of the CC3, the level of abstraction,
the look-and-feel, and possible improvements.
Study feedback. Regarding the general layout, we received mixed
feedback. Positively commented on was the option to collapse all
stacked swallow illustrations, ”no scanning of a large area is necessary
to get an overview, everything can be overlooked at a glance”, but
contrary to this statement we were told, that ”the plot is far away from
the actual anatomy”.

When we discussed about the transformation from the CC3 to our
visualization, it was stated that ”the CC3 is sufficiently represented”,
and ”there is no need to go back to the underlying data”. After having
seen how to interpret the different decision areas, he mentioned that
”it is very obvious how to read the visualization after a couple of
introductory cases if someone is familiar with the CC3 itself”.

In terms of having an abstract view onto the data, it was said that ”an
initial hint to a certain diagnosis is helpful, but should not be blindly
trusted”. Especially in swallow cases which are ambiguous, ”he likes
it to have to opportunity to revise single swallows on demand and that
borderline cases are detectable”.

General comments on our visualization were all centered around the
point that medical algorithms do not take the ailments of a patient into
account. It was said that ”additional information beyond the criteria
of the CC3, such as an accustoming to the manometry probe or the
symptomatology, would be nice to have as an optional overlay”.

Towards the end of our evaluation, the expert made statements like
”the longer I look at it, the better it gets” and ”it seems better than the
current raw images, it’s very compact”. He also pointed out that ”he
would like to use our novel visualization in his next diagnosis sessions,
only when actively using it for an actual diagnosis, the advantages and
disadvantages will be truly exposed.”

8 LIMITATIONS AND DISCUSSION

Our conducted evaluations have indicated that our visualizations are
favorable as compared to the state-of-the-art, but we have identified
limitations which we would like to discuss in this section.

As mentioned before in Subsection 5.2, users with red-green color
blindness may experience problems when determining the IRP value
in our graph as we employ red and green as common colors to code
severity. Currently, we prioritize the merits of expressiveness over

the merits of perception. However, alternatively for users which such
a condition, green can be switched to blue to counteract this effect.
Obviously, this would require awareness about this deficiency, which is
not always there.

The screen real estate is in cases when all swallows fall in the same
category not optimally used, as large areas of empty space appear.
During our qualitative evaluation, experts did not see any problems
with this fact. The collapsed version of a column of swallows was
perceived as comfortable and it is at the same time a strong indication
for one type of disorder. We believe that this unoptimized screen real
estate usage is the price we pay for the expressiveness of the proposed
visualizations, as clusters of the small multiples directly communicate
certain diseases.

Based on the discussion we had with the expert, one issue got ex-
posed rather quickly. Following a given algorithm too closely, a pa-
tients’s symptomatology is left out of the diagnostic process. Also
following the CC3, measurements are only valid if the execution of the
study is perfectly controlled (no double swallow, fully lying patient,
no external interference), which is not always possible. We currently
do not include individual, patient-related information, which might be
relevant. Some people just don’t get used to the manometry probe and
have trouble to swallow only once per measurement. In cases of painful
swallow activity, patients sometimes grab themselves at the chest which
creates additional pressure not originating from the swallow, which
results in artifacts. Such cases could be marked in our visualization to
accentuate such data sets. Currently, we do not support such annota-
tions, but do not see why it cannot be done in the future. In general,
per swallow annotations would enrich the overall picture as diagnosis
should always be a patient-centered process.

Similar to a patient’s immediate feedback, the time sequence of all
swallows can be of importance. Sometimes, patients have to accustom
to the manometry probe and early measurements might show features
which typically would not appear in everyday life. Drawing conclusions
out of these cases can lead to a wrong diagnosis. Thus, an indication of
the order of swallows would be helpful.

9 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have introduced a novel visualization approach for
HRM data. The presented visualization is based on the CC3 decision
process, which is the gold standard for HRM diagnosis. After clari-
fying the CC3 decision graph, we were able to generate an aggregate
visualization, which directly represents this graph. Thus, in contrast to
current diagnostic HRM visualizations, we are for the first time able
to communicate the aggregate values relevant in the CC3. Through
the introduction of a novel data abstraction technique, we were further
capable to integrate the actual data instances into this aggregated visu-
alization. This gives the medical doctor access to individual swallows
without obscuring the visualization. Finally, we could show how this
aggregated visualization could be transformed into a visual signature
which communicates the HRM data for individual patients in a compact
manner. Thus, for the first time, it becomes possible to compare the
HRM data of multiple patients. Throughout the paper we have justified
our design decision, which went into the proposed visualizations, and
have demonstrated the applicability based on real-world data sets. Ad-
ditionally, to analyze the effectiveness of the presented visualizations,
we have conducted two expert evaluations.

In the future we would like to further extend the proposed visual-
izations by incorporating changes reflecting the identified limitations.
Foremost, we plan to integrate the described annotation mechanism
and thus enable medical doctors to enrich the individual swallows with
patient-related data. Additionally, we intend to apply the proposed
visual signature to a pool of HRM data available from the last ten years.
We will investigate how this large scale visualization can help to spot
correlations of the individual data sets to layout the visual signatures.
Finally, we plan to conduct a much larger expert evaluation, in which
we also investigate learning effects when using our visualization.
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Void Space Surfaces
to Convey Depth in Vessel Visualizations

Julian Kreiser, Pedro Hermosilla, Member, IEEE, and Timo Ropinski, Member, IEEE

Abstract—To enhance depth perception and thus data comprehension, additional depth cues are often used in 3D visualizations of
complex vascular structures. There is a variety of different approaches described in the literature, ranging from chromadepth color coding
over depth of field to glyph-based encodings. Unfortunately, the majority of existing approaches suffers from the same problem: As these
cues are directly applied to the geometry’s surface, the display of additional information on the vessel wall, such as other modalities or
derived attributes, is impaired. To overcome this limitation we propose Void Space Surfaces which utilizes empty space in between vessel
branches to communicate depth and their relative positioning. This allows us to enhance the depth perception of vascular structures
without interfering with the spatial data and potentially superimposed parameter information. With this paper, we introduce Void Space
Surfaces, describe their technical realization, and show their application to various vessel trees. Moreover, we report the outcome of two
user studies which we have conducted in order to evaluate the perceptual impact of Void Space Surfaces compared to existing vessel
visualization techniques and discuss expert feedback.

Index Terms—Depth Perception, Void Space Surface, Chromadepth.

F

1 INTRODUCTION

Visualization is of key importance in many areas of medicine,
such as surgery planning or education. There has been focus on
improving the perceptual capabilities of these visualizations [29].
Realistic lighting simulations [24], illustrative techniques [7], or
different color schemes [3] are just some of the approaches that
have been proposed in order to improve shape and depth perception.

Vascular structures are composed of numerous branches,
which are complex by nature and can easily clutter the resulting
visualization. This makes it difficult to infer the relative position of
the individual branches even when realistic lighting effects are used.
To further complicate matters, additional information associated
with the surface of a vessel needs to be communicated. Such
information can be derived parameters like blood flow, pressure,
or wall shear stress, which are typically conveyed by stream lines,
different color scales, or glyphs. Effectively communicating all this
information without overwhelming the viewer is a problem that has
been addressed by several authors in the past [2], [19], [22], [32].

First, stereoscopic rendering is one of the most effective
methods to communicate depth and shape of 3D objects. However,
it usually requires the instrumentation of the user and is thus
not widely available for most of the domain experts. Second,
another commonly used technique to improve depth perception
is chromadepth (CD) color coding [1], [35]. While its perceptual
benefits can be exploited when viewing appropriately coded images
without special glasses, the effect can be further supported by
using diffraction grating glasses. This was also exploited by
the pseudo-chromadepth (PCD) technique, which uses a color
scale composed of only two colors (blue and red) to effectively
convey depth [32]. The authors could show that the reduced
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number of colors significantly improves the depth perception as
compared to chromadepth. While these approaches work well
when communicating vessel structures, they do not allow the
communication of additional information since they exploit the
color channel to encode depth.

Thus, various approaches have been considered to overcome
this problem. Behrendt et al. [2] introduced a technique to encode
information on the vessels whilst maintaining the benefits of the
pseudo-chromadepth color scale by applying it on the edges of the
vessels only in a similar way as the Fresnel equations compute the
reflection term. Lichtenberg et al. [22] used glyphs to communicate
depth on the vessel end-points, freeing the surface of the vessel.
Despite these efforts to integrate the visualization of several vessel
parameters into a single image, it is still challenging to encode
additional information. The applied depth perception techniques are
either exploiting the color channel, which is simultaneously used
to communicate the vessel structure, or force the user to interpret
glyphs in order to decipher depth relations. To our knowledge, no
monoscopic vessel visualization technique exists, which naturally
encodes depth without blocking the vessel’s surface.

Contribution. In this paper, we present Void Space Surfaces (VSS),
a novel approach to visualize vascular structures. VSS is able to
convey the depth of complex vessel structures without interfering
with additional measures visually encoded on the vessels’ surfaces.
To do so, VSS takes advantage of the empty space between vessels
to generate camera dependent height fields, which serve as a
canvas to convey depth (see Figure 1). We will show how to
generate VSS and how it can be used to convey the depth of
vascular structures by applying the most commonly used depth cues:
Chromadepth, pseudo-chromadetph, occlusions, or dark-means-
deep. To demonstrate the capabilities of VSS, we further have
conducted two user studies in which we compared VSS with
previous vessel visualization techniques.
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Fig. 1: Example of a vascular structure visualized using our technique, Void Space Surfaces. Our technique takes advantage of
the empty space between vessels and interpolates a surface between them in which different depth cues can be applied, such as
dark-means-deep (left), pseudo-chromadepth (middle), chromadepth (right), or advanced illumination techniques and iso-lines (all
figures). Moreover, since depth cues have been shifted away from the vessels’ surface, additional information can be encoded on them.

2 RELATED WORK

In this section, we describe the work related to vessel visualization
and depth perception enhancement in the medical field. Since
providing a full review of these topics is beyond the scope of this
paper, we would like to refer the reader to the state of the art report
by Preim et al. [29] which details many of these concepts.
Medical visualization. Several techniques have been proposed
to improve the perception of medical visualizations. Global
illumination techniques, for example, have been proven to improve
the perception of surface features in volume visualization [40].
Ropinski et al. [31] and Diaz et al. [11] developed different
techniques to approximate ambient occlusion in volumetric datasets
to improve shape and depth perception. In a more general setup,
Wanger et al. [39] demonstrated how shadows can significantly
improve the perception of the relative position of objects in a
scene. Šoltészová et al. [37] developed an illumination model
based on the work of Schott et al. [33] which was able to
generate realistic shadows in volumetric renderings. Besides
simulating realistic lighting effects, illustrative techniques have
also been used to improve perception in medical visualization.
Bruckner et al. [7] proposed Style Transfer Functions, which
realizes non-photorealistic rendering in the context of volume
visualization. Šoltészová et al. [38] applied chromadepth to improve
shadow perception in volume visualization, and Ebert et al. [12]
applied different illustrative techniques such as halos, boundary
enhancement, and silhouettes in volume visualization.

Maximum Intensity Projection (MIP) is used to visualize
contrast-enhanced medical data. This technique, due to the lack
of shading, makes it difficult to perceive the relative depth of
individual objects. Therefore, Diaz et al. [10] presented a technique
to improve depth perception on MIP images. They computed a

depth value while traversing the volume dataset and used this value
to modify the final color of the MIP image. Bruckner et al. [8]
added shading into MIP, improving depth perception and allowing
a smooth transition between MIP and direct volume rendering.
Vessel visualization. Vessel datasets are often represented as a
volume and then visualized by means of direct volume render-
ing [18]. Therefore, vessel visualization can take advantage of
existing volume visualization techniques to improve shape and
depth perception. However, representing such data as a volume is
not the only approach used by domain experts, as volume datasets
often include other tissues that have to be filtered before visualizing
the vascular structures. Thus, several algorithms exist for extracting
the vasculature from volume datasets and render them by using
different primitives (such as meshes or truncated cones) [14], [15],
[25]. Ritter et al. [30] developed an illustrative technique which uses
hatch lines [28] on top of the vessels to encode occlusions between
the different branches of the structure. Moreover, they also applied
a stroke texture with a varying width depending on the distance
to the viewer. Lawonn et al. [21] presented a technique which
generated illustrative shadows with support lines and silhouettes
to improve perception on vascular structures. Moreover, they also
proposed a 2D visualization in which distance was encoded by
different hatching styles. Another approach from Lawonn et al. [20]
proposed supporting anchors together with additional illustrative
hatching for improved spatial perception. Lichtenberg et al. [22]
presented a different approach to communicate depth in vessel
visualizations. They drew view-dependent circle glyphs on vessel
end-points which encoded depth information. Moreover, they also
proposed an algorithm to detect these points in vascular structures.

Whilst all these methods are focused on rendering extra
information on top of the vessels, other techniques have centered
their attention on communicating depth information through
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coloring the vessels. Ropinski et al. [32] used a color scale
based on the chromadepth technique composed of only two colors
which encodes depth information. This color scale, named pseudo-
chromadepth, performed better than other techniques in the user
study carried out by the authors, as it resulted in more accurate and
faster responses. Joshi et al. [16] presented a set of techniques
to improve perception in visualizations of vascular structures
represented by a volume data set. The authors used a similar
color encoding as the one used in pseudo-chromadepth together
with other illustrative visualization techniques such as tone shading
or halos. Chu et al. [9] presented a technique which combined a
similar color encoding to the one used in the chromadepth technique
with hatching rendering and silhouettes. Kersten-Oertel et al. [17],
in 2014, carried out a user study in which they compared the effect
of different depth cues on vessel visualizations. Based on the results
of their study, they concluded that pseudo-chromadepth and the
use of fog achieve the best improvement in depth perception.

Encoding depth information as colors on the vessel surfaces has
been proven to be effective in communicating depth. However, these
techniques limit the information presented on the vessels to depth
information. Domain experts are often interested in visualizing also
other properties on top of the vessels. This problem was addressed
by Behrendt et al. [2] who combined pseudo-chromadepth with
additional information on the geometry. They used the pseudo-
chromadepth color scheme to shade areas close to the contour
by applying a blending mask inspired by Fresnel equations. To
represent the additional information they used a discretized color
scale which reduced ambiguity between the surface color and the
pseudo-chromadepth scale. Lawonn et al. [19] combined different
techniques to convey depth together with vessel flow visualization,
accurately resolving occlusions between vessels. Borkin et al. [3]
used the surface of the vessel together with a 2D representation of
them to communicate endothelial shear stress.

3 DESIGN GOALS FOR VESSEL VISUALIZATION

The visualization techniques proposed in this paper have been
developed with certain design goals in mind. While these goals are
targeted for vessel visualization, we believe that many of them are
also relevant for medical visualization in general and beyond.
Morphological features. When inspecting complex 3D structures
such as vessel trees, it is of uttermost importance that depth and
shape are communicated effectively. Besides the global shape, also
the details on the surface of a vessel need to be communicated, as
these might give hints to initial aneurysms or other abnormalities.
Functional parameters. Such parameters include wall shear
stress and pressure in hemodynamics, elasticity, occurrence of
plaque, or vascular constrictions. As in many subareas of medical
visualization, in which multiparametric or multimodal data needs
to be visualized, it is essential to visualize these functional
parameters in the context of the morphology, because only then
the association between function and structure becomes possible.
Consequently, most existing visualization techniques convey the
functional parameters as being overlaid over the vessel. While
this interferes with the communication of surface details through
shading, research related to color constancy suggests, that this
approach still maintains a reasonable perception of the individual
objects [13]. Nevertheless, the mapping of functional parameters
exploits the same color channel as already used to communicate
the vessel’s surface structure. Therefore, it can not efficiently be
exploited to communicate additional depth cues.

Instrumentation avoidance. Vessel visualization should ideally
not rely on an instrumentation of the viewer, i.e., they should
be effective without the need for wearing 3D glasses or using
other aids. Bornik et al. [5] developed an augmented reality
based virtual liver surgery planning system. While stereoscopic
rendering techniques could be considered as being very effective
in communicating depth, they require an instrumentation of the
user via stereo glasses and are thus less desirable for medical
visualizations. Furthermore, along a similar line, ideally a vessel
visualization technique also works on static images. This is
important, since often images are parts of medical reports, which
are still today often printed and exchanged on paper.
Intuitive communication. Finally, it is essential that vessel visual-
izations can be intuitively interpreted. While it is certainly possible
to craft dedicated visualizations which precisely communicate the
depth of certain structures, it is not clear that such techniques are
intuitively interpretable. Furthermore, it can be expected that such
techniques add to the visual clutter and might thus even result in
cognitive overload. Therefore, we assume that vessel visualizations
should be natural in a way that they exploit coherent depth cues
which do not require additional explanations to be interpreted.

4 VOID SPACE SURFACES

Following our guidelines discussed above, and motivated by the
usually large amounts of empty space between vessel structures, we
utilize this area for the enhancement of depth and shape perception.
We propose VSS, which allows us to completely eliminate all
additional depth cues from the vessels’ surface and shift them to
usually unused regions. Thus, VSS has been designed to improve
the communication of morphological structures, while at the same
time allowing for mapping functional parameters onto the vascular
surface without interference.

We do not distinguish between mesh or volume representations
for vessel visualizations. Our only requirement to apply VSS is the
availability of a depth map which exhibits enough void space to be
effectively utilized. Our visualization technique is tailored towards
both, static 2D images and 3D interactive applications.

The following part describes how we generate VSS and the
techniques used to support depth and shape perception.

4.1 Surface Generation
Void space surfaces are essentially a view dependent height fields
synthesized between vascular structures. To generate such fields, we
interpolate the depth values of each pixel along the object’s contour
which serves as a basis for subsequent visualization techniques.

The way the interpolated depth values are inferred for VSS is
in principle arbitrary since there is no ground truth to this problem,
as VSS is an artificial construct. However, the void space surfaces
should be smooth to avoid the introduction of visual artifacts.

In our case we use Inverse Distance Weighting [34] which
is smooth and has a control parameter to adjust the influence
of samples depending on their distance to the target point (see
Equations 1). Other spatial interpolation techniques such as
Green Coordinates [23], Poisson Image Editing [27], or Kriging
Interpolation [26] might also be usable to fill the empty areas
between vascular structures. However, Inverse Distance Weighting
has the advantages that it is easy to implement and each pixel
can be calculated in parallel which makes it perfectly suitable to
achieve interactive frame rates through a GPU implementation.
Thus, we synthesize the depth values as follows:
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z′(x0) =
∑N

i=1 w(x0,xi) · z(xi)

∑N
i=1 w(x0,xi)

w(x0,xi) =
1

d(x0,xi)p

(1)

whereby z′ is the depth at an interpolated point x0 and z denotes
the sample depth at an interpolating point xi ∈ R2 with N being
the total number of points. The weight w consists of the inverse of
a given distance metric d from x0 to xi, in our case the Euclidean
distance metric. The so called power parameter p controls the
steepness of the interpolation. High values of p accentuate details,
low values of p produce a more smooth appearance of the void
space surfaces. We found that a value of p = 3 is a good balance.
Depth anchoring. To enable VSS to become a canvas for commu-
nicating depth of the visualized vessel trees, it is crucial that the
geometry is visually associated with the void space surfaces. Only
through such an association, to which we refer as depth anchoring,
the depth is intuitively transferred to the vessel structure. To
implement depth anchoring in the context of our design guidelines,
we have decided to exploit natural illumination effects. Figure 2
shows the effect of depth anchoring by visualizing the void space
surfaces without (left) and with depth anchoring (right) achieved
through global illumination. It can be clearly observed that the
vessel structures seem to be aligned along the void space surfaces
when enabling depth anchoring.

Unfortunately, possibly darkened cavities through global illu-
mination could cause vessels to disappear. Shading the vascular
structures independently from the void space surfaces enables the
depth cue of shading while maintaining an unaffected appearance
of the vessels and therefore no disadvantageous artifacts due to bad
lighting through occlusion. To avoid this decoupling of shading,
a light source directly positioned at the camera is also another
possible solution to that issue.

To establish a clear visual connection between the void space
surfaces and the vascular surface model, shading of the void
space surfaces plays also a major role. If the vessel geometry
and the void space surfaces are illuminated with the same lighting
settings, the depth impression and scene comprehension greatly
improve. Reflections on the void space surfaces accentuate cavities,
hills, and neighboring occlusion which support the perception of
relative and global depth differences. Either calculated with global
illumination algorithms or simplified shading models, without any
highlights, the void space surfaces appear rather as a flat wallpaper-

Fig. 2: These figures illustrate the same VSS without (left) and
with (right) depth anchoring. The anchoring effect, which is
achieved by applying global illumination, intuitively glues the
vessel structure onto the VSS and thus enables an intuitive transfer
of depth information.

Fig. 3: The effect of parameter p on the interpolated depth values is
illustrated in these figures. High values of p = 5 (right) increase the
weight of local features while distant depth values almost do not
contribute to the interpolated depth, generating sharp transitions.
Lower values of p = 2 (left), on the contrary, create smooth
transitions between the vessels.

like background image which requires cognitive interpretation
efforts to decipher depth.
Power parameter variation. Greater values of p result in a
greater influence of samples close to the interpolated point, see
Figure 3. For areas further away from the contour and without
a distinct closest surface contour, the result is often a mostly
averaged interpolated depth across the whole boundary. This is
especially the case if a lot of contour points contribute to a pixel
or the depth values along the contour are from a wide range.
Local features can be preserved further into open areas with an
increasing power parameter p for the interpolation which sharpens
the boundaries between different levels of depth. Thus, in the most
extreme case, the void space surface develop patterns similar to a
Voronoi diagram.

If the vascular model does not cover a lot of screen space area,
most of the surrounding pixels closer to the image border will
approach the average value of the outermost silhouette. This forms
a fairly dull surface which does not communicate a lot of depth
and shape of the vascular model. Vessels which intersect the image
border separate the VSS into multiple regions which describe their
surrounding contours much more accurate. Generally speaking, for
a meaningful overview and a significant global depth and shape
impression, the vascular model should be kept as close as possible
to the image boundary.

4.2 Perceptual Enhancement
Based on the VSS generation described in the previous subsection,
we can now use it as canvas for perceptual enhancement. Thus,
VSS forms a new foundation for a variety of depth enhancement
techniques which have proven to be successful. Height field
rendering would be the most similar field when it comes to the
use of established depth and shape enhancement algorithms. In the
following paragraphs, we discuss a selection of depth enhancement
techniques, which we found helpful in the context of vessel
visualizations. We would like to point out, that this is not an
exhaustive list of possibilities, but rather a subset meaningful to
illustrate the capabilities of VSS. Figure 4 shows the results of
the perceptual enhancement using color-coding and iso-lines as
well as their combination. In order to fully understand how the
void space surfaces are attached to the vessels’ geometry, Figure 5
illustrates a side view rendering of a vessel tree. Figure 6 depicts a
direct comparison between the use of the perceptual enhancements
without and with the depth anchoring effect. For the latter, the
perceived surface is immediately more vivid.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 4: In order to convey depth, we incorporate different depth cues on the Void Space Surfaces. We encode the depth values with two
different well-known color scales, chromadepth (a) and pseudo-chromadepth (b). We also incorporate iso-lines in our visualization (c),
since they provide visual cues of the shape of the surfaces. Moreover, these techniques can be combined (d).

Fig. 5: Rendering of a vessel tree together with its VSS in
chromadepth color scale. This side view perspective – together with
the viewer’s perspective – shows the smooth appearance of VSS
and how they are directly attached to the vascular geometry. The
thick appearing, black iso-lines are due to the large depth coverage
of those areas from the viewer’s perspective. We keep the line
width constant in screen space so they appear thicker when viewing
them from the side. This illustration shows iso-lines shifting in
depth due to the mesh generation process. However, this is not
visible in the final visualization because of the different viewpoint.

Color-coding depth. Color and brightness are commonly used
to communicate depth in vessel visualization [3], [17], [32].
For VSS, we use the chromadepth and pseudo-chromadepth
techniques, exploiting the effect that shorter wave lengths are
refracted more than longer ones at the lens of the eye. This
creates the illusion of depth in 2D images. The full chromadepth
range contains more than two colors which have no order beside
their corresponding wavelength, which can be confusing for users.
Especially colors such as yellow appear brighter compared to red
and can therefore wrongly be perceived closer. The reduction to
pseudo-chromadepth with blue (far) and red (close) does not suffer
from this issue. Alternatively, the dark-means-deep metaphor can
be used if depth values are mapped to black (far) and white (close)
as monochromatic color scale. This supports people with any sort
of color blindness while still being expressive for everyone.

Fig. 6: Even with depth cues such as pseudo-chromadepth or iso-
lines, illumination is one of the most effective ways to convey
depth and shape. In these figures, we illustrate the improvement
in depth perception achieved by shading the VSS using global
illumination (right) over flat shaded background depth cues (left).

Iso-lines. Inspired by topographic maps, we also introduce iso-
lines which are displayed on the void space surfaces to support
shape perception. The elevation of the surface are indicated by the
form and density of the level sets. More iso-lines help to convey
local changes, but too many can lead to clutter at large depth
differences, especially between close structures. In the case of
neighboring structures which are adjacent to the same void space,
iso-lines help to distinguish points with small depth differences
more easily. A comparison of different numbers of iso-lines on
the void space surfaces is presented in Figure 7. An additional
benefit of iso-lines is also that depth differences can directly be
inferred when comparing two points located on different levels. To
further extend this cue, we added secondary, thinner iso-lines as a
ruler metaphor. These help to depict local changes while leaving
enough room for other cues, such as color, which would otherwise
be overdrawn, especially in steep areas. A comparison between
only primary and primary together with secondary iso-lines can be
seen in Figure 8.
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Fig. 7: Iso-lines describe the shape of a height field and help to
convey depth and shape. A high density of iso-lines communicates
areas with a large gradient. Here we illustrate the effect of varying
the number of iso-lines (left: 8 levels, right: 32 levels).

Fig. 8: Secondary, thinner iso-lines between the primary ones make
the visualization less cluttered, especially in steep areas where they
tend to occupy a lot of screen space, overdrawing cues like color.

4.3 Functional Parameter Mapping

After all depth cues have been shifted away from the vascular
surface model, functional parameters can be mapped on a vessel’s
surface without resulting in interference as shown in Figure 9.
While communicating information such as wall shear stress or
pressure, the applied color coding of these properties has to be
considered. For the best contrast to the VSS, complementary or
unused colors should be used instead of similar ones. The pseudo-
chromadepth color map has the advantage of fewer colors compared
to chromadepth, which could be ambiguous. The monochromatic
color scheme can be used the completely eliminate this problem.

5 IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

Static 2D images of vascular structures are often used to analyze
scans or to communicate results. However, inspecting the 3D model
of these structures interactively can further increase the effectivity
of the tasks carried out by domain experts. Therefore, we propose
in this section an interactive GPU-based implementation of VSS.

5.1 GPU Pipeline

The first step of our GPU pipeline is the rendering of the 3D
vessel model. Since VSS only requires a depth buffer as input,
they are independent of the technique used to render the vessels
model. Thus, both rasterization of triangular meshes or direct
volume rendering can be used in this step. Once the depth buffer is
generated, our algorithm linearizes the depth values.

In order to be consistent among different near and far plane
configurations, we perform an additional pass to normalize the
depth values. In this step, we determine the minimum and maximum
depth values (without considering the background values), and use

Fig. 9: Functional parameters can be mapped onto the vascular
surface without direct color confusion by using VSS. This figure
compares the CD, monochromatic, and PCD color scale on our
VSS together with functional parameters on the vessels. The Image
on the bottom right shows a comparison of the same dataset
rendered with the technique proposed by Behrendt et al. [2] as
a direct comparison to our version on the bottom left. With our
method, depth and the relative position of the individual branches
are effectively communicated, freeing the surface of the vessel
to encode other relevant information. In the state of the art, the
pseudo-chromadepth colors have to be desaturated in order to not
collide with the additional information presented in the same area.

them to normalize all depth values to the range [0,1]. This allows
us to easily map the depth to an arbitrary color map.

To generate VSS, we have to distinguish between closed empty
areas, the void spaces, and the pixels of their contours. We use the
algorithm proposed by Suzuki et al. [36] to compute the pixels
of the different contours in the image and the hierarchy between
them. Thanks to this hierarchy we are able to determine the inner
and outer contours of each empty area between the vessels. In our
pipeline, we use the CPU implementation of this algorithm from
the OpenCV library [6].

The indices of the contour pixels of each void space and which
pixels belong to them are then uploaded to the GPU memory.
The last step of the pipeline renders a screen-aligned quad and
computes the depth values for all pixels using Equation 1. Then
the interpolated depth is used to determine the color of the pixel
based on the desired color scheme, CD or PCD, before we generate
the iso-lines. Additionally, our fragment shader reconstructs a 3D
position and normal in viewspace with which the illumination is
computed.

5.2 Performance Measurements
We evaluated the performance of our GPU implementation on a
computer with the following configuration: Intel i7 at 3.6 GHz,
16 GB of RAM, a GeForce GTX980, and a screen resolution
of 1280× 720 pixels. We measured the milliseconds required to
compute the VSS without considering the time required to render
the vessel model, as this can be exchanged. The values obtained
for the different configurations tested are presented in Table 1. To
investigate the effect of different void space sizes, we evaluated
our algorithm with three different camera configurations: one far
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TABLE 1: In this table, the milliseconds required to generate and
render the VSS is presented. Moreover, we provide the number of
contour points for all independent empty areas in parenthesis.

Far Medium Close
(15 - 10 K) (17 - 5 K) (35 - 2.5 K)

Step size 1 3 5 1 3 5 1 3 5

ms 165 114 60 105 69 47 64 40 25

Fig. 10: Zoom-in images (∼factor of 3) comparing the visual
artifacts obtained when skipping contour pixels during the depth
interpolation in void spaces. In these figures, from the top left to
the bottom right, a step size along the contour of 1, 3, 5, and 10
is applied. Note that even for a large step size such as 5 the visual
artifacts are almost not noticeable, whilst it increases performance
by more than a factor of 2. Because the step size is always in pixel
space, the visual artifacts are better visible when zooming in.

away from the vessels in which the branches do not intersect with
the borders of the screen (column Far on Table 1), a camera at a
medium distance in which the object intersects the screen borders
only in a few places (column labeled as Medium on Table 1), and a
close view in which the vessels intersect with the screen borders at
several places (Close column on Table 1).

The results of these experiments show that the worst perfor-
mance was obtained with the distant camera, which is due to two
different facts. First, the number of pixels for which the interpolated
depth value has to be computed is higher than in close-up camera
configurations. Second, in these configurations, most of the pixels
of the void space surfaces belong to the same big void space since
the vessels do not intersect with the image borders. The contour of
this area is composed of a high number of pixels that have to be
iterated in order to properly interpolate the depth value in the void
space surfaces, thus slowing down the performance. Table 1 also
provides the maximum number of contour pixels for a single empty
area and the number of contours for each visual configuration in
parenthesis.

Although we achieve interactive frame rates, we have investi-
gated further approaches to increase the achieved frame rates. Thus,
instead of iterating over all the contours pixels, the fragment shader
can skip a user-defined number of pixels. As presented in Table 1,
the algorithm can be sped up by more than a factor of 2 by simply
increasing the step size during the iteration of the contour pixels.
However, this optimization is not free of drawbacks. Skipping
pixels can introduce visual artifacts as illustrated in Figure 10.

6 QUANTITATIVE DEPTH CUE EVALUATION

To evaluate the perceptual performance of VSS, we conducted two
quantitative lab studies to compare against other established vessel
visualization techniques. In particular, we were interested in how
fast and accurate participants can judge depth. This section focuses
on the comparison of the underlying depth cues. VSS is compared
to the direct colorization of vessels, both without functional
parameters. The following Section 7 compares our best performing
setup to the current state of the art from Behrendt et al. [2]. We
designed the comparative studies as within-subject.

The approaches we used were three different 3D visualization
techniques – two of them in two variations. The first pair consists
of a neutral vessel material and our VSS with iso-lines and global
illumination, one with chromadepth (VSS-CD) and the other using
pseudo-chromadepth (VSS-PCD). The second pair applies the
chromadepth (vessel-CD) and pseudo chromadepth (vessel-PCD)
color scale using global illumination directly onto the vascular
surface as introduced by Ropinski et al. [32]. Finally, we utilize
a neutral vessel rendering (baseline) using global illumination
without additional depth cues as baseline. The labeling for each
of the five configurations in parentheses is used in all further
descriptions and figures as short notation.

6.1 Hypotheses
To evaluate participants ability to make fast and therefore intuitive
judgments on a given task, we decided to measure response times
as well as accuracy. Therefore, we have formulated four hypotheses
about what we expect from the compared visualization setups.

1) The baseline performs worst in both aspects (response time
and accuracy).

2) Due to the indirectness, the response time if using VSS
is slower compared to depth cues directly rendered on the
vessel’s surface.

3) VSS and the direct vessel rendering perform similar in terms
of accuracy.

4) Based on the findings by Ropinski et al. [32], we hypothesize
that the pseudo-chromadepth color mapping of both setups,
with and without the VSS, is superior to their chromadepth
version in both aspects (response time and accuracy).

6.2 Stimuli and Task
To minimize complexity and cognitive load, each image presented
to the participant consists only of a vascular structure and two
markers pointing on the model’s surface. Figure 11 shows an
example of our used marker design and three different stimuli.
The task was then to decide whether the left or right structure
appears closer. We designed the markers to be as unobtrusive as
possible while still clearly pointing to the spot of interest. As
a result, the search time for both markers in the image had to
be minimized before the actual participant’s decision was taken.
Therefore, we utilize a cross with four separated and spread out
arms. This shape avoids too much occlusion of the actual target
while still standing out due to its regular shape compared to the
organic vessel appearance. The interior of the cross is colored white
and the border black to achieve high contrast.

To balance the task complexity per displayed image, we placed
the pair of markers according to three different criteria. Their
distance in screen space, target depth difference, and if they are
directly connected through the void space. We assured that the
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Fig. 11: In our first user study, we presented to the participants
several figures generated using different configurations, such as
plain shading (top right), colored vessel (bottom left), or colored
VSS (bottom right). Two points of the vessel structure were
highlighted by using the marker on the top left. The participants
had to select the closest point to the camera between them.

markers are at least 10% of the total depth difference in the image
apart and clearly separated into left and right.

Using our visualization techniques (5), different vascular
models (6), and different positions of markers (5), we create a
total of 150 stimuli.

6.3 Participants
We conducted the evaluation with 20 participants from our
university campus population (5 female, 15 male), aged 22 - 34
(M = 30, SD = 3.1). We excluded one participant from further
analysis, because of error rates at ≈ 50%, indicating that the given
task was not understood well enough. All participants had normal
or corrected to normal vision and none of them had any further
perceptual impairments such as color blindness.

6.4 Procedure
At the beginning of the study, we briefly explained the topic of
depth perception. Then, for the controls of our application, we
introduced a left (’F’) and right (’J’) key corresponding to the left
and right marker respectively. Participants were instructed to give
an answer as quickly as possible, while still making sure to be
certain about which point appears to be closer to them.

Each stimuli was preceded by a focus screen showing a
countdown for three seconds before presenting the stimuli. After
a response was given, participants had the chance to focus again,
before moving to the next stimuli by pressing the space bar. This
neutralizes the previously displayed stimulus and assures that the
participant is prepared to give an answer.

Participants started the survey by completing a training phase
to familiarize with the task. The participants were not limited in the
time to feel familiar with the process. Then, the main evaluation
was presented consisting of our stimuli as described in Section 6.2.
The set of images with all configurations was randomized and
counterbalanced using Latin square.
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(a) Error bar chart for accuracy in
percent per visualization system.
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(b) Box plot for response time in
seconds per visualization system.

Fig. 12: For each participant in our initial study, we measured the
accuracy (a) and response time (b) during a depth judgment task.
The shown statistics represent 20 participants with each of them
assessing 150 stimuli.

6.5 Statistical Analysis
Because our study was designed as within-subject and our data is
non-parametric (verified by the Shapiro-Wilk test for normality),
we used the Friedman’s ANOVA (analysis of variance). We found
significant differences between the compared systems for the
response time (χ2(4) = 49.02, p < .001), as well as for
accuracy (χ2(4) = 43.68, p < .001). An additional post
hoc analysis with Bonferroni correction exhibits all pairs of
visualization configurations where a significant difference exists.

All of the depth enhanced visualizations performed similar and
outperformed the neutral baseline rendering in terms of accuracy. In
all cases the critical difference was 28.1 with observed differences
of VSS-CD = 50.5, VSS-PCD = 39.5, vessel-CD = 46.0, and
vessel-PCD = 64.0. Error bar charts for each of the techniques are
shown in Figure 12a.

As to response times, we found significant differences between
the methods which use depth cues directly on the vascular
surface (vessel-CD and vessel-PCD) and all three other configura-
tions (VSS-CD, VSS-PCD, and the baseline). The critical difference
is the same as for the accuracy measurements with 28.1. The
pairwise observed differences are VSS-CD↔ vessel-CD = 34.0,
VSS-CD↔ vessel-PCD = 48.0, VSS-PCD↔ vessel-CD = 34.0,
VSS-PCD ↔ vessel-PCD = 48.0, baseline ↔ vessel-CD = 36.0,
and baseline↔ vessel-PCD = 50.0. Box plots presenting all timing
measurements are shown in Figure 12b.

7 STATE OF THE ART COMPARISON

Our user study in Section 6 takes into account the enhancement of
depth perception from Ropinski et al. [32] using the CD and PCD
color scheme directly on the vessel tree as shown in Figure 13.

In this section, we compare our technique with the method
proposed by Behrendt et al. [2] – both with the PCD color
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Fig. 13: Comparison between our method (top figures) and the
chromdepth (bottom left) and pseudo-chromadepth [32] (bottom
right) methods.

scheme – and a neutral baseline through another user study. In this
experiment, all three visualization styles have additional parameters
on the vessels’ surface to represent the intended use case. Figure 9
presents a comparison of the same model.

We describe only the differences to our first study, by reason
that the setup, task, and procedure are the same.

7.1 Hypotheses
We framed different hypotheses for our evaluation with functional
parameters on the vessels’ surface. The intent to measure response
time and accuracy is the same as in our first study.

1) VSS-PCD performs better in terms of accuracy than
Behrendt et al. and the baseline, due to the full visibility
of the void space surfaces and no overlap in information
channels (depth cue and functional parameter).

2) Behrendt et al. performs better in terms of accuracy than the
baseline as shown in their work.

3) Based on the finding of our first study, all three techniques
have a similar response time.

7.2 Stimuli
Using our visualization techniques with added functional param-
eters (3), different vascular models (6), and different positions of
markers (5), we created a total of 90 stimuli.

7.3 Participants
In our first study, all subjects were part of the general public.
For the subsequent state of the art evaluation, 18 experts from
medicine (15) and biology (3) participated (10 female, 8 male),
aged 19 - 34 (M = 23.7, SD = 3.6), of which 4 were PhD
students and 14 regular students in the semester between 3 and 10
(M = 5.9, SD = 2.7). All participants, except one, had normal
or corrected to normal vision and none of them had any further
perceptual impairments such as color blindness.
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Fig. 14: For each participant in our state of the art comparison study,
we measured the accuracy (a) and response time (b) during a depth
judgment task. The here shown statistics represent 18 participants
with each of them assessing 90 stimuli.

7.4 Statistical Analysis
Due to the same study design as already discussed in Section 6,
the same analysis of the data is performed.

We found significant differences between the compared systems
only for accuracy (χ2(2) = 25.86, p < .001). The response time
was similar for all three techniques (χ2(2) = 2.11, p = .35).

In terms of accuracy, VSS outperformed both, the method
from Behrendt et al. and the baseline. In both cases the critical
difference was 14.36 with observed differences of VSS-PCD ↔
Behrendt et al. = 23.0 and VSS-PCD ↔ baseline = 28.0. We
could not find a significant difference between Behrendt et al. and
the baseline. Error bar charts and box plots presenting all timing
measurements for each of the techniques are shown in Figure 14.

8 EXPERT FEEDBACK

In addition to our quantitative evaluation in Sections 6 and 7, we
consulted an independent senior doctor to receive further feedback
about our new visualization design. He finished his studies in
2008 and habilitated in 2018, specializes in internal medicine and
gastroenterology, and leads a gastroenterological laboratory and
an internistic emergency room. The goal of the interview was to
identify useful aspects and potential drawbacks. We discussed the
general aspects of our visualization and compared VSS with the
state of the art from Behrendt et al. [2].
Study Setup. In the beginning, we introduced the expert to our
visualization and demonstrated via example cases how depth is
conveyed using VSS with its different cues like shading, color, or
iso-lines. The presented examples were of both forms, static images
and our interactive implementation which the expert could explore
and change all parameters to analyze the potential of VSS. After
the general idea of VSS had become clear to the medical expert, we
discussed the following major topics: different parameter settings,
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the look-and-feel, possible improvements, and a comparison to the
state of the art from Behrendt et al. [2].
General feedback. The first comments were regarding the different
color schemes. The full CD color scale was immediately perceived
as too distracting for the expert. The reason was too much
color variation in the whole image together with the functional
parameter mapping. There was no preference between the PCD
and monochromatic colorization, both felt convenient to work with.
For the black and white gradient, one remark was that distant areas
of the void space surfaces should not become too dark.

The feature which supported shape perception the most from
the expert’s point of view was the different types of iso-lines.
A combination of primary and secondary iso-lines seemed very
helpful in the process of understanding the structure of the vessel
tree. The expert favored a larger ratio of secondary to primary
iso-lines, especially compared to the exclusive use of primary ones.

The next discussion point was the power parameter p of the
interpolation. If the exponent was set too high, forming plateaus
would cause iso-lines to vanish, which were the most valuable
cue to the expert. On the other hand, if the exponent was set too
low, VSS becomes not particularly helpful due to the uniform and
smoothed out appearance. A value between 3 and 4 worked best for
the expert for all tested models as then the void space surfaces do
not develop distinct plateaus. Simultaneously, all iso-lines remain
clearly visible and the color coding is distinct enough as depth cue.

There were also three general comments about VSS. Occasional
artifacts around the vessel border at fine details draw attention,
smoothing them out might be an important addition to minimize
distraction. Regarding depth perception, a comment was that
indented structures are perceived more prominent compared to
protruded ones. This may be due to the fact that vessels in
forming cavities have more geometry around them to interact
with compared to more isolated, sticking out geometries. Lastly,
a positive comment was that the view dependent void space
surfaces in our interactive implementation were not perceived
to be disturbing or distracting at all.

Overall, the medical expert concluded that VSS can be a
valuable addition to currently used visualizations in clinical routine.
State of the art comparison. After the general interview, we asked
the medical expert for a comparison between VSS and the state of
the art visualization technique from Behrendt et al. [2]. There were
two main aspects for which we received comments.

First, VSS was perceived equally helpful by the expert when it
comes to the recognition of the overall vessel structure. However,
one possible shortcoming of the method presented by Behrendt et al.
[2] was recognized. At flat angles, where the Fresnel term gets
large, the vessels’ surface has the tendency of getting fully colored
by the PCD color scale. This is mostly the case for vessels which
closely follow the camera’s view direction from front to back.

Second, a clear benefit was mentioned when it comes to the
judgment of functional parameter values while still being able to
clearly recognize the shape of the vessel tree. The expert’s comment
was that the pseudo-chromadepth or monochromatic colorization
of the VSS did not interfere with the functional parameter mapping
on the vessels. The combination of the full chromadepth color map
as depth cue and additional functional attributes was considered
not optimal, but still better compared to a plain rendering.

9 DISCUSSION

Here, we first present the results of the depth cue evaluation from
Section 6. Then, the findings from the state of the art comparison in

Section 7 are discussed, before we outline limitations and possible
application of VSS.

9.1 Depth Cue Comparison
The results obtained in our first user study support most of our
hypotheses. Our first hypothesis states that the baseline method
performs worst in response time and accuracy when providing
depth cues on the vessels’ surface or on the void space surfaces.
The results of the user study support that both advanced techniques
performed better than the baseline model in terms of accuracy.
Regarding the response time, however, that was only true for the
case in which depth cues were applied directly on the vessels’
surface. We suppose that this is due to the indirection introduced
by our method since the user needs to also focus its attention on
the surrounding areas of the vessels.

Our results also support hypothesis 2. The response time
obtained with our method was significantly lower than the one
achieved by applying depth cues directly on the vessels’ surface.
In order to perceive the depth cues with our method, the user needs
to focus their attention on the surrounding areas of the vessel, thus
increasing the time until a user can judge depth.

Our third hypothesis predicted that both techniques, depth cues
on the vessels and depth cues on the VSS, would achieve similar
accuracy which our results also supports. Although, our method did
not improve the existing technique in terms of accuracy, it achieved
a similar performance whilst leaving room on the vessels’ surface
to communicate additional information. Contrary to the study by
Ropinski et al. [32], our study could not provide support on the
evidence that the pseudo-chromadepth color mapping is superior
over the full range chromadepth technique.

Moreover, the participants of our user study presented a similar
type of response to our images. Between VSS and vessel surface
coloring, the latter appeared as the most effective in terms of
speed, indicating that participants where able to make an intuitive
judgment. However, for VSS, iso-lines were perceived as very
helpful in the configurations in which the depth difference between
the queried points was small and the points are adjacent to the same
void space. Nonetheless, if the points do not share a void space,
color coding was the most effective depth cue, which underlines the
need for combination of depth cues. Although the color range of
the pseudo-chromadepth color mapping is greatly reduced, it was
perceived as most helpful. We suppose that the high performance
obtained with the pseudo-chromadepth method is due to the fact
that a linear relationship can be established between depth and
color. The user can associate blue with far objects and red with
close ones, something not possible with the full chromadepth
color scale. Furthermore, some participants mentioned that the
chromadepth technique was confusing since they associated yellow
with close objects due to its brighter appearance. Another issue
with the chromadepth color scale is its rainbow-like appearance due
to several shortcomings [4]. Especially the introduction of artificial
contrasts and features is problematic. Lastly, the participants of
our study sorted the techniques from more useful to less useful
as follows: pseudo-chromadepth on the vessels’ surface, pseudo-
chromadepth on the VSS, chromadepth on the vessels’ surface,
chromadepth on the VSS, and regular 3D rendering.

In the future, we plan to conduct further studies to investigate
which depth cue has the biggest effect on the depth perception. We
plan to find this out by determining which is the minimum depth a
user is able to differentiate while using different techniques, and
which combination of parameters performs best.
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9.2 Remarks on the State of the Art Comparison
We can confirm our first hypothesis which states that VSS
outperforms the method from Behrendt et al. [2] and the baseline.
Although both, depth and additional parameters, are encoded by
VSS and their technique in a single image, their method has to
make some compromises since it uses the limited space of a
vessel to encode both. The pseudo-chromadepth colors are not
fully saturated to not drive away the attention of the user from the
additional parameter. Our method, on the other hand, does not have
this drawback. Furthermore, we are able to convey depth through
larger areas in the empty space between the vessels, which does
not interfere with the encoding of additional parameters on its
surface and does not require reduced color saturation. While these
areas were previously unused, they do not compromise the actual
visualization. As commented by several study participants, the
additional iso-lines on the void space surfaces help to distinguish
two points with a small depth difference.

Unexpectedly, we could not confirm Hypothesis 2. The method
from Behrendt et al. did not outperform the baseline. We believe
this originates from thinner parts of vessel structures we have also
used in our test, compared to the geometry in their study. The
pseudo-chromadepth colorization of the vessels’ edges is in such a
case not prominent enough. It is hard to distinguish different shades
of red or blue if their screen coverage is reduced, the thinner a
structure becomes. This was confirmed by most participants. They
mentioned that they could often just distinguish between red and
blue, barely different similar colors on the gradient.

Our last hypothesis was also confirmed. The response time is
similar for all three techniques as already indicated by our first
study. This might be due to the fact that all methods have some
sort of additional cognitive load when judging depth. VSS conveys
depth indirectly, the technique from Behrendt et al. has overlapping
colors and therefore a reduced visibility of the depth cue, and the
baseline is inherently harder to interpret on a 2D canvas.

9.3 Limitations
Our conducted evaluations in Section 6 and Section 7 indicate
that the perceptual power of VSS is on par with the full vessel
colorization and superior to the state of the art, while it does not
interfere with the color information of the vessels. Nevertheless,
during the design of VSS we have also identified limitations which
we would like to discuss in this section.
Necessary void space. The first and most obvious drawback is the
necessity of void space between geometries of interest. Vascular
structures satisfy this requirement quite well, due to high enough
scanner resolution available nowadays, and are therefore our main
application scenario.
Background structures. The second scenario in which our method
does not work is the case if an object shares no contour with the
background and is therefore not attached to the VSS. This happens
if a structure lies completely in front of another one and gets
occluded from the background side. In this case, only occlusion
and shading cues support the user.

9.4 Applications of VSS
In the field, VSS can aid surgery planning and risk analysis tasks.
Judging distances between tumors and vital vessel structures in
its close proximity is important to avoid dangerous situations for
surgeons later on. The assessment of rib cage data sets is also
suited for our technique.

Injury avoidance in vivo operations is another application of
VSS, e.g. the analysis of needle placements, or targeting tasks for
radiofrequency tumor ablation in which a probe has to be placed
inside the tumor without damaging surrounding structures.

The expert, interviewed in Section 8, mentioned guidewire
insertion during catheter placement to obtain safe access to blood
vessels. For this procedure it has to be known how to bend the
guidewire a priori to ensure that it follows the right path in the
vessel’s lumen to its destination, a narrowing for example. A
distinct view on the vessels’ geometry can be more advantageous
by using VSS as depth cue.

10 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Within this paper we have presented VSS, a novel technique to
visualize complex vascular structures. VSS has been developed
with our proposed vessel visualization design goals in mind, such
that they communicate shape and depth while still allowing for the
communication of functional parameters without requiring instru-
mentation of the user. It works on static images, such as frequently
used in medical reports, and does not require explanations to be
interpretable. After introducing the computation of VSS, we have
discussed the importance of depth anchoring, which enables the
association of void space surfaces and vessel trees. We have further
shown how well-known depth enhancement techniques can be
combined with VSS, serving as a canvas for these techniques. In
addition, we could show that the technical realization of VSS is
simple. Even that they can be carried out on the GPU in order
to achieve interactive frame rates. The results of two user studies
conducted with a total of 38 participants indicate that VSS helps
to improve the depth perception of complex vascular structures by
still supporting the visualization of functional parameters overlaid
over the vessel’s geometry. Similar observations have been made
by an independent senior doctor. To our knowledge VSS, is the
first vessel visualization technique, that has these capabilities.

In the future, we plan to further investigate which set of
parameters works best for VSS to achieve maximum performance
in depth enhancement. Eye tracking can therefore be used to
analyze if VSS can function as passive cue. Furthermore, we are
considering to utilize VSS to communicate further information,
such as functional parameters or external text labels. We expect that
it can benefit when combining such information with a pure iso-line
depth enhancement. We are also interested in investigating how
much void space is actually needed to be useful for the user. Lastly,
we would like to study the effect of not using illumination on the
vessels’ surface, being thus VSS the only depth cue in the image.
When having such knowledge, it would become possible to predict
for which other geometric structures VSS might be beneficial.

While the proposed pipeline is able to interactively generate and
visualize VSS, there is still room for improvement. For example,
the detection of contours and their hierarchical classification could
also be parallelized on the GPU, which, we believe, will even
further increase the performance of VSS.
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